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About the Cards
This deck was created to be used in different ways. These ways arose
from the desire to create a divination tool that would help empaths and
earth sensitives (who comprised a large part of my clientele) to connect
with and understand their sensitivity and symptoms. However, the
deck was also created to be used as a regular oracle for those who may
not be earth sensitives.
There is a larger extended guidebook that is still being written.
When finished, it will be listed at:
https://mysticmandy.com/ehpublishing/manuals/

These Are Not “Feel Good” Cards
“Enlightenment is a destructive process. It has nothing to do with becoming better
or being happier. Enlightenment is the crumbling away of untruth. It’s seeing
through the facade of pretense. It’s the complete eradication of everything we
imagined to be true.” ~Adyashanti
This deck originated as a healing divination tool to replace or
complement muscle-testing 1. Thus, this deck was created with the
theme of healing in mind. With healing, as with certain spiritual
disciplines and ways of reaching enlightenment, there is often a desire
to know what parts of the self, emotions, or patterns are unproductive
and can be released. Sometimes, with healing issues, a full recovery
isn’t possible unless certain memories, emotions, or aspects of the self
can be fully faced. In this theme, many healing modalities can employ
medical intuition to detect the negative or what’s out of balance to
bring it into balance again.
In addition, because this deck has an environmental theme, some
of the card definitions support making a difference in the world, such
1 Muscle-testing is a form of divination used with applied kinesiology and alternative
healing modalities. It involves using the body and muscle strength or weakness in
order to receive a “yes” or “no” response to questions about the body, emotions,
or issues related to the individual that is being tested.
1
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as through becoming more altruistic, collective-minded, and aware of
how we are all connected and how everything we do has an impact
upon the whole of humanity. White Buffalo Calf Woman imparted this
wisdom:
“When one sits in the Hoop of the People,
one must be responsible because
All of Creation is related.
And the hurt of one is the hurt of all.
And the honor of one is the honor of all.
And whatever we do affects everything in the universe.”2
This said, if you don’t intend to use the Healers of the Earth Oracle for
this kind of self-introspection, or if you feel sensitive to how specific
cards’ definitions are written, you can always remove the cards that act
as negative triggers or use them without the guidebook.

Card Imagery and Suits
The imagery for the seventy-three cards and suits arose from the desire
to address what patterns, environmental factors, and other phenomena
earth empaths are sensitive to. Thus, the ten suits include:
• Unknown (card 0)
• Air and Atmosphere (cards 1 to 8)
• Land and Earth (cards 9 to 16)
• Fire and Smoke (cards 17 to 24)
• Water and Rain (cards 25 to 32)
• Ice and Snow (cards 33 to 40)
• Technology and Industry (cards 41 to 48)
• Purification and Release (cards 49 to 56)
• Spiritual Hygiene (cards 57 to 64)
• Health and Healing (cards 65 to 72)
• Community (cards 73 to 80)
The backs of the cards have their own categories that can be used for
obtaining deeper insight. These are covered more in the chapter titled
2

You can find the full quote at http://www.sapphyr.net/natam/quotesnativeamerican.htm
2
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Using the Card Backs on page 167.

What is an Earth Sensitive?
For those who are unaware of what earth sensitivity is (also known as
earth empathy), the best definition I can come up with is:
...a form of empathic and psychic ability where an individual may experience
symptoms through their own body or emotions in concurrence with events,
disasters, wars, or other social or environmental happenings in the greater
collective world.
Earth sensitives and empaths can also be hypersensitive to changes in
the cycles of the moon, astrological transits, solar emissions of the sun,
frequencies emitted from technology, subtle changes in their energy
field, as well as the moods and emotions of those with whom they are
in close relationships. Some sensitives and empaths also find
themselves reacting to foods or chemicals. Or they may be light
sleepers or insomniacs due to heightened arousal and having the
tendency to pick up everything around them.
Sometimes, earth sensitivity is connected to past lives. For example,
a person might experience symptoms or body sensations during a
volcano if in a past life they witnessed an eruption. At times, phobias
and food issues can be connected to past lives, too. For instance, a
person may have an allergy or irrational fear in connection to
something if in a past life they had a negative experience with it.
Other times, empathy and sensitivity can be connected to currentlife trauma, especially if it leaves a person unable to be fully present in
their body and, instead, overly conscious of what is going on
energetically around them. For example, if you grew up in a violent
home, you might be extra tuned-into others and what they are thinking
and feeling. This helps you to decipher when family members could
potentially become upset or angry, allowing you to be prepared or have
a way to protect yourself. Codependency can also cause this to happen,
such as if you tend to live outside your body, energetically hovering
over others, anxious concerning what they think or feel about you.
Coping with sensitivity becomes easier once one knows how and
why it is experienced and how to manage it. A good practice for dealing
with symptoms (if one is made uncomfortable by them), involves
becoming more present and grounded in the body. For instance, you
can focus on the present moment (or your breathing), engage in
3
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exercise, or use visualizations that help you center your consciousness
in your body. Concentrating on your own feelings and thoughts, as
opposed to what others are thinking and feeling, is another good
practice. This is because some empaths can start to lose themselves or
become out of touch with their own needs or feelings if they are too
focused on being aware of the needs and feelings of others.
Using this card deck primarily as a personal oracle, it is not
necessary to understand its usage as a tool to help empaths and earth
sensitives, but I thought it best to explain what they were since this
term is mentioned throughout the guidebook.

Why are there Skulls on the Cards?
“The prophecy says now is the time of the awakening. This is your job now, to
awaken. The Vale of the Nine Hells is past and the Time of Warning has now
arrived. It is time to prepare for the Age of the Thirteen Heavens. The time of
12 Baktun and 13 Ahau is fast approaching, and they shall be here among you
to defend Mother Earth.” ~ Mayan Priest/Shaman Don Alejandro Cirilo
Oxlaj Peres
The skulls don’t, in any way, represent death or lack of
health. Instead, they’re crystal skulls that have both
mystical and healing symbolism. In fact, an older,
unpublished version of the Healers of the Earth Oracle
(then titled The Earth Empath’s and Healer’s Oracle)
featured crystal skulls for the artwork on every card (see
the image on the left).
In essence, the crystal skulls used in the imagery of
the cards can be interpreted in two different ways. The first way
recognizes that crystal skulls are simply crystals that have been carved
into the shape of a skull (a part of the human anatomy that contains
the brain and wisdom). Like other carved crystals, they can be regarded
for their metaphysical and healing properties. As an example, a skull
carved out of black obsidian (a protective stone) has been worked into
the image on the “Cloud Formations” card (Card 3), for the reason
that part of the card’s message is centered on rejecting forms of
indoctrination that can be reflexively taken on from society, one’s
environment, and important people in one’s life.
The second way to interpret the crystal skulls is to connect them to
the ancient skulls that have been found in various places on the earth—
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each believed to be part of the thirteen skulls of Mayan legend and to
have extra-special meaning or powers. According to prophecy and
legend, there are thirteen crystal skulls, each a repository of knowledge.
After a major cataclysm in ancient times, these skulls were scattered
across the earth. As reported by the same prophecy, during a pivotal
time for our planet, the skulls will be found and brought together.
Denis Wong in his book The Mayan Prophecy and Our Future quotes Don
Alejandro Cirilo Oxlaj Peres:
Their power and knowledge will awaken our consciousness to stop the incessant
killing and destruction that have pervaded our entire history for the past
millennia. If we fail to heed the warning then total destruction will ensue and it
will mean the end of the survival of humankind as we know it.
The crystal skulls included in some of the images of this deck carry a
little of both interpretations. First, they have symbolic meaning based
on the metaphysical properties of the crystals they were carved from.
Second, they symbolize our being given the opportunity to increase
our enlightenment, in ways that assist with restoring balance to what
has come out of balance—not only at the individual level but the
collective level as well.

To Be Mainstream or Not to Be?
Working as a psychic empath and EFT practitioner, I’ve talked to
many individuals regarding their approach to spirituality. With those
who followed more mainstream approaches (made popular by
respected New Age authors, psychics, or internet sources), I would
listen as they talked about how such approaches or beliefs affected
them, and whether they caused more harm than benefit. For example,
were such beliefs empowering them or disempowering them? Were
they helping them to overcome anxiety, attachment, and
codependency, or were they trapping them further into these patterns?
Were they helping them to face reality, cope with it, and access their
emotions, or were they leading to addiction, repression, dissociation,
or an increased sense of entitlement (and, with this, the inability to
cope if they could not obtain what they desired)?
At the same time, I witnessed what types of emotional patterns and
blockages arose in concurrence to following certain belief systems, as
well as what would occur within the energy field, what types of spiritual
5
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interferences3 were arising, and what seemed to create an increased
vulnerability to these interferences. This led me to delve deeper into
introspection, meditation, research, and intuitive analysis to ask more
questions and to allow for an answer. As a result, some of my
understanding of certain New Age ideas (such as with the Law of
Attraction, empathy, twin flames, 11:11, and abundance) may differ
slightly from mainstream interpretations.
Using this guidebook, for the Healers of the Earth Oracle, you can
override the definitions included in this manual and apply more
mainstream interpretations if your intuition is telling you something
different. Cards, like symbols in dreams, often respond to the
meanings we give them.

The Use of Energy Work Terms
These cards, with their foundation as a healing tool, were created to
accommodate multiple alternative healing systems. Thus, the card
definitions may contain terms that are common to certain systems of
healing that not everyone may know or give credence to. The cards
were created to be as broad as possible and include all types of terms
and phenomena that clients (who are at the core of this deck’s creation)
might believe in. Due to the different ways cards can be read, however,
you need not necessarily share the same beliefs.
While I’ve attempted to place footnotes where needed, adding a
glossary would have made this manual too lengthy. Thus, if you should
encounter a term that you are unfamiliar with, and which hasn’t been
given a footnote, it is suggested that you look up its meaning on the
internet.

The Divine Masculine
The first edition of the borderless version of this deck didn’t include a
Divine Masculine card. What I tried to do was balance the energies of
yin (feminine/water/lunar) and yang (masculine/fire/solar)
throughout this deck and its card categories. I included a Divine
Feminine card in the healing category, as representative of Earth (since
it is the “Healers of the Earth Oracle”). It was the final card in the
3

Spiritual interference refers negative psychic or spiritual parasite. See more at
https://mysticmandy.com/spiritual-parasites/
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deck, as all the cards make their way to that resolution (embracing the
energy of the Divine Feminine/Mother Earth in a healing way).
However, due to demand, I have added a Divine Masculine in the
healing category (card 65).
I’ve also added an entire new category: Community. With the new
category, Card 0 starts with a woman’s hands positioned in the shape
of a heart. The deck ends with Card 80, in which we see the same
hands. The card is titled 2020 Vision. I kept the print run for this
edition small to keep it a limited edition that was relevant to events of
2020.

The Extra Cards
There are three extra cards in the deck. I’ve included alternative
versions for the Divine Masculine and Feminine and also a “Smooth
Sailing” card. I had already designed the Smooth Sailing card, but it
didn’t really fit in a category, so I simply included it as an extra limitededition card. Because I had changed the Divine Feminine from what I
had shown in the Kickstarter story, I wanted to make sure I included
both cards in the case backers were expecting that specific card. An
extra Divine Masculine card is also included, as a promise to
Kickstarter backers who helped me design and select which card to go
with. These cards aren’t numbered and there is no definition for the
Smooth Sailing card, though it does have keywords. Consider them as
extra cards that you can choose whether you wish to use them or not.
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Using a Spread
Setting an Intention
To prepare for a reading, you may first want to make sure you’re clear
and free of ego and interference. One method of clearing yourself can
be to use an intention or prayer. You can use your own prayer or
intention, or you can use the following:
Thank you, that I am open to knowing the truth. I am open to breaking
through any resistance, denial, mental conditioning, or spiritual or other type of
interference that blocks me from knowing the truth and being part of the
manifestation of peace and healing for myself, the world, and all.
Note: The statement has been deliberately kept open to give the reader
a choice of whether they would like to thank their higher self, guides,
angels, the universe, God, or other.

Preparing the Cards
There are different rituals a person can use to prepare the cards before
a reading. The easiest one is to shuffle the cards. This helps to free
them of the energy from the last time they were used to give a reading.

Spreading and Selecting Cards
There are different rituals a person can use when drawing cards. Some
individuals cut the cards and draw from the top of the cut deck. Other
individuals prefer to spread the cards out in front of them and then
pick a random card. To use the latter method, after shuffling the cards,
spread them out face down in front of you. Then, select a random card.
As you flip it over, notice its position (if it is upright or in a reversed,
or upside-down, position). Then, you can either look up the meaning
of the card in the Chapter titled “The Oracle’s Message” (on page 13)
or use your intuition to interpret its meaning.
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One-Card Spread
For this spread, you can either focus upon a particular issue you want
to receive insight for or ask your higher self to show you an energy to
focus on (such as if you’re doing a daily draw). Then, draw a card,
looking up its definition in the definitions section of this guidebook.

Four-Card Spread

While you can choose to simply do a three-card spread (using past,
present, and future cards alone), because this deck has a healing theme,
a lesson card was added.

To use this spread, have an issue in mind and then pull four cards, laying
them down one at a time in front of you, moving from left to right. The first
card you will draw represents the past. The second card you will draw
represents where you stand now, in the present. The third card represents the
most likely outcome according to the energy being expressed at the time of
the reading.
The last card represents a lesson that can be learned (regarding the issue
you have asked about). In the case the outcome card is less favorable, it is
possible that if you learn the lesson it can potentially affect the outcome,
though not always. At times, an outcome may be unavoidable. Even so, there
may still be a lesson that can be learned. And in the case your reading reveals
a positive outcome, the same applies: there can still be a higher lesson to be
learned or a lesson may be a positive one.

10
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Eight-Card Spread

This spread helps the reader to see the most probable future, based on
your current course4, as well as options that can be explored to
improve or understand it better, if needed. The cards that represent
“external factors” indicate what is in form that may be out of your
control.
To perform this spread, lay out the cards in the following order:
1. Past Card: What lies in your past that may have an effect on your
current situation or question?
2. Present Card: Where do you stand in the present?
3. Lesson Card: What is the most prominent lesson you can learn?
4. Probable Future Card: What is the probable future based on the
current energy (i.e., if the current course you are taking remains
unchanged).
5 & 6. Option to Explore Cards: What are a couple of options
that can be explored to improve the outcome? Or what can help you
learn a lesson or better understand your situation?
7 & 8. External Factor Cards: What other factors may affect the
outcome? What is out of your control (e.g., the actions or feelings of
others)?

4

This is based on the premise that outcomes are not always decided, permanent, or
unchangeable, and can be affected by free will and choice.
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Two Card Collective Energy Reading

The first card in this spread helps you identify a potential energy
manifesting at a collective level. Its second card offers a message as to
what can be offered as a corrective measure (if negative) or as a
complement (if positive).
To do the reading, you can draw a first card, intending to receive a
message regarding a collective energy or potential that is manifesting.
Once drawing the card, you can look up the definition in the
“Collective Energy or Potential” section of this guidebook (see page
99). If you need more clarity on what potential is manifesting, you can
try using the card backs or drawing another card (or cards).
For the second card, you will make the intention to receive a
message regarding how your guides would like you to respond to the
message of the first card. Then, draw a card, looking up the definition
in the oracle definitions of the manual (see page 13). Interpret this card
as it would apply in a global rather than a personal sense. For instance,
if you drew the card ‘Don’t Forget Your Umbrella” or “Bird’s Eye
View,” you would define them less in terms of being prepared or seeing
a bigger picture with a personal concern and instead apply that wisdom
to something more impersonal and global.

12

The Oracle’s Message
Note: If you have the first edition bordered or borderless version of
the decks, some of the card numbers changed.
• Keeping Secrets: Is changed from card 48 to card 73.
• Karmic Scales: Is changed from card 65 to card 74
For the extra cards that don’t have numbers, you can see:
•
•

Divine Masculine: Is card 65 on page 81.
Divine Feminine: Is card 72 on page 88.

This guidebook offers interpretations for both upright and reversed
configurations of each card. Reversed is not to be confused with negative.
Not all reversed cards have a negative interpretation.
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0 - The Intangible
Upright Message
If you’ve drawn this card desiring to know the
outcome of a situation or what your future holds, it
indicates that the outcome and your future are
presently unknowable or not in form. Instead, the
actions that you or others take regarding your
situation may affect how things turn out. Or possibly
someone’s indecision or wavering could affect a
direction or course. As a result, you may need to go
with the flow a little more. If this causes you anxiety, try to face your
fear of the unknown or things not working out.
With matters of spiritual growth, perhaps there’s a concept you’re
meant to grasp that can’t be understood tangibly, or you’re urged to
focus on your connection to the intangible and spiritual over the
material. Alternatively, this card could be encouraging you to be open
to receiving love from the universe, knowing you’re the expression of
love at your core.

Reversed Message
Drawing this card in its reversed position can signify you’ve lost the
ability to go with the flow or are looking for a tangible answer or
outcome regarding a question or situation that doesn’t presently have
one. Maybe an outcome depends on a course of action taken by
yourself or another person that is undecided thus far. Or perhaps your
fear that you won’t succeed with manifesting something desired is
causing you to act out in ways that are self-sabotaging.
If any of this sounds like you, this card urges you to find a way to
shift your focus. You can do this through letting go of force and
practicing self-surrender. Be willing to embrace whatever your future
holds with courage and a positive outlook. Try to let go of the tendency
to look for a sense of self-worth or identity in the external world, a
relationship, or another person. Instead, allow yourself to find your
worth within—in the intangible.
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1 - The Clock Is Ticking
Upright Message
The heat is on! Perhaps you’re on the verge of
burnout, or stress or pressures have accumulated to a
point where they shouldn’t be ignored any longer. Or
maybe you’ve procrastinated too long with an
important issue. If so, you could be experiencing a
sense of urgency, gloom, or fear of consequences
should you not be able to turn things around in time
or meet a deadline. You could be questioning whether
a change for the worse is inevitable or you’ll experience an end to
something that has meaning to you. Such fears may be grounded in
reality or might merely be paranoia.
Even if your fears are founded, it may still be possible to remedy
your situation. However, it may require more effort on your part.
Therefore, don’t be afraid to reach out or accept practical aid from the
right person or source. This isn’t a time to be idle, apathetic, or to look
for the easy way out. Do what is required to turn a negative situation
around.

Reversed Message
If you’ve felt under stress or pressure, or have been worried about a
deadline, it could be that your burden is about to ease or you’ll
experience improvement in your condition or circumstances. Perhaps
aid is coming, a threat is neutralized, or a deadline can be pushed to a
future date. Or you could be moving out of a period of procrastination
or idleness.
While a sense of urgency may have abated, there could still be
important work to be done or matters that need your attention.
Therefore, try not to let things slide back into disorder or stagnation.
Tend to important matters in an appropriate fashion.
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2 - Celestial Encounters
Upright Message
If you’ve been feeling the presence of angels or
departed loved ones, it’s possible that they’re trying to
pass on a message. This could be a message of loving
support, or it could be more instructive. Or maybe
your intuition is exceptionally high right now,
allowing you to see more easily what’s hidden from
the earthly eye.
At times, this card indicates the reader is positively
affected by astrological transits or cosmic occurrences. Or, if you’ve
been feeling the urge to study topics related to the cosmos, astrology,
extraterrestrials, angels, or mediumship, such a venture might be worth it.
Whatever endeavor you embark upon or question you’ve asked,
remember that you’re not alone in the universe as angels and unseen
helpers are nearby to offer their support.

Reversed Message
Something from the heavens could be blocked from reaching you.
Perhaps angels or deceased loved ones are attempting to connect with
you, but you cannot feel their presence or hear a message. Or maybe
you’re trying to receive a message, but what’s coming through is
unclear or filtered through your ego or perceptions. If this feels true, it
might be best if you put off attempting to make these kinds of
connections until they can happen more naturally (and feel less forced).
If, on the other hand, you’ve been relying on external intuitive
sources to receive information (such as psychics, channelings, or
websites), you’re encouraged to use discernment. Perhaps the sources
are unreliable, or the wisdom they offer isn’t something that you’re
ready to grasp at the moment.
At times, this card in this position indicates that you’re under the
influence of difficult astrological transits. If this is the case, try to use
any discomfort they’re generating to help you grow or learn a lesson.
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3 - Cloud Formations
Upright Message
You could be overthinking things to the point your
vision has become clouded or you have a headache.
Perhaps you’re going through an inner struggle that
has you trying to decipher right from wrong, the truth
from a lie, or whether to follow your head or your
heart. Or maybe you already followed your heart, and
you now have regrets or are worried about potential
consequences.
If none of the above applies, consider whether you’re trying so hard
to win society or others’ approval that you’re no longer living
according to what would make you happy. Are you fulfilling someone
else’s dream instead of your own? Or is giving your power away to
someone else making you feel manipulated or taken advantage of?
Whatever your situation, if you can become more centered and clear
yourself of extraneous worries or impressions, it might help free you from
confusion or the tendency to overthink things. Once clear, you’ll instinctively
know what action to take and what’s aligned with your best interest.

Reversed Message
You may be seeing the truth of a situation—or, at least, your truth! For
some who’ve drawn this card, you could find yourself more awake to
what is going on within or around you. Or you might be letting go of
naiveté or the need for others’ approval. The result could be that it’s
become more difficult for others to fool or take unfair advantage of
you.
If you are in a situation where a decision needs to be made and
you’re debating what course to take, trust that you have the ability to
reach a conclusion without becoming overwhelmed, overthinking
things, or worrying what others will think. Simply make the decision
you already know in your heart is in your best interest. Allow your
innate wisdom and clarity to take the lead. While your decision may
not be what someone else considers best for you, whose life are you
living?
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4 - Bird’s Eye View
Upright Message
You may be gifted with the ability to step back from
a situation to see the bigger picture or aspects others
are ignoring. This could help you to more clearly see
the solution to any personal difficulties you’re facing,
or help you take into account the needs, feelings, and
experiences of others around you.
If an ability to see the bigger picture is helping you
consider what serves the greater world, you’re
applauded for your altruism. Maybe you’ve experienced the joy that
comes through making sacrifices that serve a noble cause. If you’re not
already engaged in acts of charity or humanitarianism, now might be a
good time to start.
Whatever question is on your mind, trust that your willingness to
be a bigger-picture person will make a difference or provide the answer
you’re looking for.

Reversed Message
Are you too close to a situation to see it clearly? Maybe your ego has
gotten too involved, to the point it’s hard to see the truth in an
important matter, find the solution to a problem, or obtain a detached
perspective. Or perhaps you’re so focused on what you personally have
to gain that it’s difficult to consider—or care about—how others are
impacted. If so, you’re asked to expand your awareness beyond what
affects only yourself. If you can allow yourself to be pulled out of a
myopic view of life and to achieve a broader perspective, it may help
you better realize your true purpose and position in the Wheel of
Life. 5 In the least, if you can learn to see beyond the smaller picture, it
may help you come up with a solution or plan of action you can take
concerning any difficulties you face.

5

The Wheel of Life or Bhavacakra is a symbolic representation of Samsara (the cycle
of reincarnation). See more at https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhavacakra
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5 - Round and Round
Upright Message
You may feel scattered, ungrounded, or that you’re
going around in circles—on autopilot—without clear
direction or finishing what you start. You could be
repeating the same pattern(s), oblivious to what’s going
on around you or lessons you could learn. Or maybe
you’re fearful of growing up or becoming
overwhelmed by adult responsibilities.
For some who draw this card, it could indicate a
job, relationship, or other matter you’re inquiring about could be up
and down, off and on, or affected by your own or another’s mood
swings, wavering, or indecision.
Whatever your case, simply dreaming of a day when you’ll have
fewer responsibilities or for when the chaos will settle isn’t going to
help you much. Try to let go of secretly hoping that life will hand you
a resolution or offer an easy way out. See what lesson you can learn
that can help you move out of a repetitive or chaotic cycle.

Reversed Message
Some form of cycle that kept you going round, stuck in chaos or
indecision, has broken or become interrupted. If the choice was made
for you rather than being of your own free will, you could find yourself
experiencing pain, fear, or confusion. This could especially be the case
if a relationship finally ends that was off and on, or an opportunity was
lost due to the inability to fully commit to it or make it a priority.
If your question involves your career or health, perhaps burnout or
overwhelm requires you to take a break for a while. Conversely, if
you’ve been taking things too easy, you could find yourself forced to
grow up, find a job, or become more responsible.
Whether this card’s message is perceived as positive or negative will
depend on your outlook and readiness to end an unhealthy cycle.
Whatever your situation, you’ll be given the opportunity to free
yourself from being stuck in a loop, allowing you to move forward.
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6 - Black Swan
Upright Message
An unforeseen event or surprise could leave you
feeling a little shaken up. Maybe you’re blindsided by
the sudden loss of something you thought was secure.
Or you might discover that you’ve been
misinterpreting a situation, assuming all was well
when, in reality, it was a different story. Someone
could act in a way that shocks you, or you could find
yourself deceived by a person you trusted. Or,
perhaps a project, purchase, move, or endeavor leaves a bad taste in
your mouth, or brings unexpected legal or other headaches.
If such an event hasn’t already taken place, the message of this card
guides you to be awake and aware when it comes to what’s going on
around you. Maybe signs are currently beckoning you to pay attention
that something isn’t right. If so, it’s better that you’re alert now, rather
than learning the truth through hindsight. It won’t make you less of a
positive person if you can employ this kind of awakened discernment.
It will simply help you to be better prepared and able to face and cope
with the unexpected in life.

Reversed Message
It’s a good thing you’re paying attention to your hunches and the
warning signs that something isn’t right. You’re exceptionally lucid
right now and can see the truth, even in cases where it might be
tempting to go into denial or avoid what could upset you. If you allow
yourself to trust what your gut is telling you, you’ll know the right
decision to make or path to take concerning a person, relationship, or
situation. Perhaps a crisis can (or has already been) averted through
your taking an awakened course of action. In whatever matter you’ve
inquired about, you’ve been blessed with some measure of foresight.
Be thankful!
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7 - Flight Plan
Upright Message
You or someone you’re involved with may feel
tempted to flee from a commitment or skip town
without notice. Perhaps this person (is it you?) is
afraid to get too close or intimate, lest they are seen
for who they are instead of the illusion or fairy tale
being offered.
If this person happens to be you, you might want
to work on commitment issues or problems seeing
your goals, projects, or opportunities through to completion. Also,
before embarking on anything new, be willing to be open and honest
about your abilities and what you’re capable of. Know that you don’t
have to pretend to be something you’re not to impress others.
At times, this card can indicate that you or someone you care about
needs a temporary break, vacation, or to take a work-related trip out of
town. In matters of health, it can indicate panic attacks or the tendency
to dissociate when things get difficult (or to keep a fantasy going).

Reversed Message
You could be letting down your guard to expose more of who you
truly are. Perhaps this approach can help with attracting a partner or
opportunity, or with bonding with someone at a deeper level. Or
maybe you once felt tempted to abandon a project, job, or relationship
due to difficulties or a fear of intimacy, but have now decided it’s worth
fighting for or that you want to increase your level of commitment.
If this doesn’t apply, you might desire to get away from or flee a
situation or relationship but feel unable or unready to do so. Perhaps
responsibilities prevent this from happening or something comes up
that’s out of your control. If so, try to take things day by day, trusting
that when you’re ready, and the conditions are favorable, you’ll be in a
better position to make desired changes.
If your question involves a trip or travel, be prepared for delays or
breakdowns with vehicles.
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8 - Magic Beanstalk
Upright Message
You’re currently aligned with higher values and
principles. Accordingly, your goals and relationships
must support these higher values, or you’ll likely opt
to let them go.
With work matters, if a situation arises where you
can elevate yourself in standing or position, you’ll
likely strive to do so without needing to disparage
others or to engage in unhealthy competition. Or
perhaps due to your integrity and work ethics, you’ve gained the favor
of your boss, are about to receive a raise, or you’re gaining recognition.
In matters of spiritual growth, you could be making efforts to
improve yourself, evolve your consciousness, or raise your kundalini
energy. If you keep focused on journeying this upward path, you’re
likely to witness growth and improvement.

Reversed Message
Aligning yourself with higher ideals and values will prove rewarding
and help you advance yourself. Conversely, attempting to further
yourself through being too competitive or self-serving could
potentially backfire. In some cases, this reversed card can portend a
fall from grace (or from a higher position to a lower one). If so, it is
likely because you allowed your ego to get the better of you.
With matters of spiritual growth, you’re cautioned against falling
prey to spiritual pride or having an overinflated sense of yourself. With
your health, you’re urged to balance your upper with your lower
chakras, and your mind with your heart. Keep grounded if working
with kundalini energy or spiritual endeavors that focus primarily on the
upper chakras. Think in terms of improving yourself through a natural
process; one that is free of force and keeps everything in balance.
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9 - The Dining Table
Upright Message
A form of emotional, physical, or spiritual
nourishment could be on the menu. Perhaps you’ll be
the recipient of the support or nourishment of others’
(or their company), or you’ll be providing support,
company, or nourishment to others. This could take
the form of an admirer asking you to go out on a date.
Or you could be hosting or attending a social or family
gathering. If the latter, a special occasion (such as a
wedding, holiday, or celebration) could be what brings you and others
together. Whatever the case, you’ll likely enjoy good food and
entertainment.
With health matters, the appearance of this card can indicate you’re
making an effort to eat healthily, to follow a balanced diet, or to see
that your nutritional needs are met.

Reversed Message
A get-together, celebration, or party you were looking forward to
attending (or hosting) could get canceled or may not go as well as
expected. Hopefully, you haven’t been stood up! If not this, perhaps
you feel invisible to others, that your feelings and needs don’t matter,
or you’re not getting the recognition or attention you deserve. This
could be a valid perception or a false one. If false, it could indicate
you’re expecting too much of others or underestimating how much
you’re cared for.
If your situation is one where you’ve become too withdrawn or
isolated, you’re urged to become more sociable. Perhaps attending
events or joining clubs can help you connect with others or meet new
people.
In matters of health, this card reversed can indicate dietary or other
food-related issues. You may benefit from ensuring that you’re eating
right and not deficient in important nutrients.
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10 - Field of Dreams
Upright Message
Your creativity and manifesting ability are likely to be
strong right now. If looking for work or a
relationship, you could be close to attracting
something with lasting potential. If you already have
a job or are coupled up, there may be the potential for
your situation to become more secure and committed.
However, because this is a card of growth, if you
just started a job, project, or relationship, try not to
feel discouraged if you fail to see progress overnight. This isn’t a card
of overnight success, but of growth and longevity. Growth can take
time and come in stages. You must first start with a seed, nurture that
seed to help it grow, and then enjoy the harvest.
Whatever stage of growth you’re at, if you can channel your
creativity in the right direction and commit to a process, you’re likely
to witness progress.

Reversed Message
You may be hoping to manifest something of value but are either
traveling the wrong path or the right path in the wrong direction. For
example, maybe you’re trying to put the cart before the horse (using a
backward process), or a tendency toward backward thinking is
inhibiting your progress. Or maybe you possess lofty dreams or
aspirations, but your goal is unrealistic or lacks the proper foundation
to generate sustainable results. If your vision can be corrected or your
plans revised, perhaps what’s backward can be turned around.
Drawing this card in its reversed position can also indicate that a
mindset of lack has become too predominant. If so, you might benefit
from becoming more grateful for all your blessings and accepting of
where you are in the present moment. Allow yourself to feel a sense of
appreciation for what you already have or have accomplished.
Remember that it is easier to make what you want transpire if you can
adopt a mindset of thankfulness.
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11 - Fruitful Labors
Upright Message
You may feel the urge to create new life, nurture it,
and watch it grow. This life could be the physical kind,
such as the desire to have children. Or you could
desire to give birth to an idea or project, or to nourish
growth in some area of your life—spiritually,
physically, or emotionally. If you can combine
positive intention with putting yourself or your energy
out into the world, you can potentially attract lucrative
opportunities or results. Whatever you’re willing to labor toward,
expect your efforts to yield good fruit.
At times, this card may be asking the reader to display generosity toward
others who need it or to focus on manifesting good works in the greater
world. If this is something you’ve been thinking about pursuing, know your
noble intentions are likely to be rewarded and will attract good karma.

Reversed Message
You could experience infertility or impotence, either literally or
figuratively. Maybe you find it difficult to bring a dream to life or to
make a relationship flourish. If you’ve been experimenting with the
Law of Attraction without success, you might be focusing too much
on your thoughts and too little on action, which could be
compromising your results. Or perhaps two conflicting intentions are
canceling each other out, or you’re trying so hard to make what you
want happen that you’re unconsciously trapped in a mindset of lack.
Worse, you could be attempting to use the Law of Attraction to
manipulate another person or situation you have no real control over!
Whatever your circumstances, if you simply focus on doing good
works for their own sake, without focusing on a reward, it could turn
things around. By purifying your motives and getting your ego out of
the way, you can help weed your garden. After completing this task,
you can more thoughtfully nurture the seeds you want to grow. Then,
relax and await your harvest.
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12 – Quarantine
Personal Message
You or someone you care about could feel
hypersensitive or lacking in psychic, emotional, or
physical immunity. Whoever is feeling vulnerable
could be prone to becoming infected with other
people’s negativity, beliefs, or projections. Due to
this, maybe it would be best that this person (you?) be
left alone for the time being. Or it might be wise to
postpone an important discussion or argument until
you or the other party are in a better frame of mind.
In some cases, this card can indicate that someone is being given
the silent treatment or is being asked to back off a little. If it’s you, try
to respect the other party’s need for space.
If your question involves your spiritual growth, you might benefit
from staying at a retreat or taking a vacation away from the civilized
world. Free of being bombarded by society’s and others’ demands, you
can recharge your batteries, do soul searching, or find peace of mind.

Reversed Message
You may be rejoining society after being less socially active or
withdrawing from the world for a while. Perhaps you withdrew due to
depression, illness, feeling drained, or the desire to free yourself from
a dramatic individual or situation. Or you may have simply needed time
alone to heal from a loss, trauma, or assault to your self-esteem. If none
of this applies, perhaps you are emerging after spending time engaging
in introspection or discharging the emotions or energies you’d taken
on from others. Whatever the case, now you can emerge feeling
revitalized and your defenses strengthened.
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13 - Fungi Funeral
Upright Message
Lately, you’ve been realizing that too much fun, overindulgence, or avoidance of responsibility isn’t always
a good thing. Maybe this is the motivation behind a
desire to clean up your life, give up a habit, or go on a
diet. Or you could feel motivated to let go of a
relationship or something else that is toxic, becoming
unmanageable, or creating an unhealthy dependency.
Because giving up a pleasurable temptation isn’t
always easy, you may have to undergo a process of release. If you can
allow yourself to grieve the loss of what you’re giving up, it will help
you move forward—as opposed to backward, into old temptations.
Accordingly, if you can resist the temptation to revert to old ways or
to second-guess your decision to embark on a healthier path, you’ll
open yourself up to attracting a healthful future.

Reversed Message
A lifestyle change may be in order, but you could feel unready or
resistant. Perhaps, despite witnessing the negative effects of not
changing course, you still find you can’t motivate yourself to give up
something beneath you for your own good. Maybe you’re in denial that
change is necessary, or you’ve come up with too many excuses. Or you
might only feel interested in change if it’s painless or effortless.
Possibly, you already tried to give up a temptation, only to experience
a relapse. Whatever your case, if you can allow yourself to make a
needed change—and process any grief involved with what you would
be giving up—you can get your life on a more productive course. This
course, unlike your current one, will more likely lead to positive
developments and growth.
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14 - Nature Sprite
Upright Message
Allowing yourself to be attuned to nature and
respectful of her natural rhythms, cycles, or
frequency6 could prove beneficial now. Perhaps
following a purer diet or aligning yourself with natural
rhythms and cycles is necessary for you to feel
balanced.
If you’re the type of person who needs to spend
ample time outdoors, perhaps you need to put a hike,
camping trip, visit to the ocean, or day of gardening on your calendar.
If part of your connection to the natural world includes an affinity for
elementals and the fairy realm, perhaps this card is calling you to seek
them for their fairy wisdom. If you’ve drawn this card because you’re
an earth empath, you could find yourself receiving dreams,
premonitions, or symptoms in your body to alert you to larger events
in the world. If so, pay attention to them!
For some who draw this card, it could be signaling that it’s
important for you to consider becoming more environmentally
conscious, eco-friendly, or involved with protecting wildlife or animals.
Whatever your question or situation, in some form, a connection to
nature is necessary right now to keep you balanced, to reduce stress, to
encourage a sense of adventure, and to help you honor where you sit
in the Hoop of Life7.

Reversed Message
Maybe you’ve been stuck indoors too long, or you can’t seem to get
yourself off the couch. Or perhaps part of your nature-loving spirit or
belief in the magic in life has become suppressed or has been given the
6

The earth’s natural frequency or Schumann Resonance is 7.83 Hz (subject to minor
variances). Neither too high nor low, it is optimum to keeping life in balance. See:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Schumann_resonances
7
This idea is taken from the wisdom from the Lakota Instructions for Living passed
down from White Buffalo Calf women, which states: “When one sits in the Hoop
of the People, one must be responsible because All of Creation is related. And the
hurt of one is the hurt of all. And the honor of one is the honor of all. And
whatever we do affects everything in the universe.”
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back seat to more “civilized” priorities. If so, you may need to take a
trip outdoors to reconnect with nature, to embrace life’s magic, or to
engage your sense of adventure!
Alternatively, if you generally tend to be eco-conscious, perhaps
you’re going through a phase where you don’t know whether the effort
is worth it anymore. Perhaps, you feel troubled with an overall sense
of hopelessness regarding what is happening at a global level. If this is
the case, this card’s appearance could be a signal for you to have hope
and to stay with a cause. Know that your connection to nature (and
your efforts to care for her) always matter, and not just in terms of
what they can do for nature, but how they can vitalize your soul.
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15 - Cherished Pet
Upright Message
A friend, co-worker, boss, or loved one may be
attentive toward you, recognize your efforts, or aspire
to meet your needs. In work matters, perhaps you’re
about to be honored with a raise or given a special
title. Your work contributions are likely to be valued.
If your question involves a relationship, perhaps
you feel cared for or treated as a special pet by the one
you adore. Such a partner may want more than just a
fling or may be intent on taming or domesticating you. If desired by
both of you, this could potentially lead to living together or creating a
family.
If your question involves your spiritual growth, you may want to
find ways to cherish yourself, nurture your inner child, or work with
totem animals and their medicines.8 At times, the appearance of this
card indicates that showing affection for or tending to the needs of
pets and animals may bring both you and them joy.

Reversed Message
You could be feeling unappreciated or undervalued by family, friends,
or colleagues. Possibly you feel all alone in the world, or that your
contributions don’t matter or have gone unrecognized. Or you could
be questioning whether a situation, relationship, or job is only meant
to be temporary rather than long-term.
If your question involves a relationship, perhaps you and a love
interest aren’t paying enough attention to one another. There may need
to be more effort made to keep love alive or to reassure each other of
your love and affection. Or maybe you’re attempting to tame a partner
who can’t be tamed, or a relationship has gotten too wild, to the point
that one or both of you are looking outside the relationship to find
comfort or attention.
8

Totem animals are part of the Native American tradition which treats animals as
sacred. According to this tradition, each animal type has its own medicine power
and can act as a guide for humans. Learn more at www.legendsofamerica.com/natotems/
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In matters of health and spiritual growth, you might benefit from
finding ways to connect with friends and family more often, so you
don’t have to feel alone. Or you might want to consider spending more
time with your pets or other animals, possibly even through adopting
a new pet or taking action to protect animals that have been abandoned
or abused. If you embark on this course, it will help you bring more
love into not only their world but your own.
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16 - Shaky Foundation
Upright Message
A project, relationship, or decision doesn’t rest on a
steady foundation. It’s possible an opportunity exists to
make what you want happen, but it requires you take
appropriate action. You might need a new approach,
especially if the same types of arguments or issues keep
repeating, blocking you from getting anywhere. If not
this, possibly needed financial or other support are
lacking, or you’d benefit from attracting a business
partner or coach who could help you brainstorm ideas or create a business
plan.
If you’re a dreamer rather than a doer, you might wait for your
dreams to be brought to fruition through prayer, divine intervention,
or waiting rather than taking appropriate action. But how well is that
working for you? Unless you’re willing to make sure that the
foundation of what you want to create is strong—and to make
improvements if it isn’t—no matter how worthy a goal is, it’s possible
that your plans could fall through. So, make sure you create a solid plan
for yourself that can be effectively executed.

Reversed Message
A dream that you hoped to turn into a reality may have crumbled due
to failure to create the proper foundation for it to flourish. Perhaps,
you lacked the ability to develop your ideas more fully, failed to take
appropriate action, or you gave up too prematurely. Or you may have
lacked the proper support or financing to get a project moving
forward. Faced with a feeling of failure or impotency, you could find
yourself feeling disillusioned or that it’s hard to turn your ideas into
something more.
While it may feel like external forces are conspiring against you, in
truth, all you need is a feasible approach. If you’re willing to give your
dreams and goals a more solid foundation to build upon, you’ll more
likely witness their expansion and growth.
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17 - Let There Be Light
Upright Message
Your intellect may be working at high speed, making
the conditions right for applying it to mental work.
Perhaps you can use your intellect to come up with a
solution to an important issue or toward any endeavor
that involves research, training, education, or learning
something new. Or you could employ it toward
achieving deeper spiritual insight, increasing your
enlightenment, or discovering life’s hidden truths.
Maybe secret knowledge can be uncovered, or a truth can be revealed
in a way that serves your personal growth. Or you could find yourself
adept at anything that involves making use of your creativity, ingenuity,
or ability to lead and inspire others.
If you’ve been going through dark times, trust that the light will be
approaching soon and you will make it through a period of difficulty.

Reversed Message
Are you finding it difficult to get your mind to work in your favor or
to find solutions to problems you are facing? Perhaps you are
overthinking things, or your mind is so full of thoughts or ideas that
you feel scattered or confused. Maybe different types of solutions or
approaches are available, making it hard to choose which one to work
with. Or you could be implementing many different strategies in a way
that is hampering your success. If you are overthinking things too
much regarding a problem you are facing, it could cause you
unnecessary stress.
Conversely, you may be feeling unimaginative, creatively blocked,
or uninspired. This issue could prove problematic if your job requires
learning something new, coming up with ideas, or completing a
creative project.
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18 - Bottled Up
Upright Message
Something about the situation you’ve inquired about
may leave you feeling stuck, imprisoned, or unable to
be yourself.
For some who draw this card, maybe you’re
holding yourself back from expressing something that
needs to be expressed. You could be holding yourself
back in this way because you are afraid to offend
others. Or you might fear consequences or that you won’t be believed
or supported.
It could be that the longer you remain silent or suppressed, the
more likely it is that you’ll reach the point you’ll want to do something
drastic to end your confinement. You could even end up impulsively
saying or doing something you’ll later regret.
Instead of building resentments or feeling like a victim, try to
express your emotions as they arise and find healthy ways to deal with
oppressive people and situations.

Reversed Message
If you’ve drawn this card in this position, it’s likely that pent-up
emotions have percolated to the point they can’t be restrained any
longer. Possibly, you even took some form of decisive action that
caused a repressive situation, job, or relationship to come to a dramatic
end. If so, try not to see this as negative. When an individual embarks
on a path of growth, it may be necessary to release what doesn’t serve
this process. And perhaps it no longer serves you to compromise
yourself to someone or something that limits you or keeps you feeling
confined.
If the person who’s been holding you back is yourself, this card in
this position can indicate you’re finding a way to outgrow this form of
self-limitation. For instance, you could be discovering what it means
to be yourself and to speak your truth constructively. If so, you are
applauded for your efforts.
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19 - Quench Your Thirst
Upright Message
Have you been thirsting for something? If so, this
card encourages you to take measures to ensure that
this thirst is satisfied, especially if it represents a
physical need rather than a desire. Perhaps you’re
about to be given (or will receive) what you thirst for.
Or a gift could be coming your way. If so, be thankful!
A second aspect of this card asks you to remember
to keep your needs and desires in balance. While it’s
desirable to have the fire and energy to pursue your aspirations, it’s
important to make sure your needs for water, sleep, and rest are met
simultaneously. Likewise, while it may be honorable to be a giver, you
have to allow yourself to receive at times. Therefore, the best approach
is one that respects a balanced, give-and-take process. If you can take
this approach, you’ll avoid becoming drained or exhausted.

Reversed Message
Do you feel lacking right now? If so, this could be merely a perception
rather than an actuality. Such a feeling could be arising because it’s
difficult for you to trust that you have or are enough.
For some who’ve drawn this card, it’s possible you’ve allowed a
perception of lack to convince you that you need to overstrive in order
to compensate. If this is the case, you could be playing with the
masculine energy of fire (the yang) in a way that’s led you to become
too focused on acquisition, winning, and producing something that
you can interpret has value. This could lead you to become depleted,
dehydrated, or sleep deprived. Thus, you could be thirsting for the
feminine element of water (the yin). You can correct this type of
imbalance through allowing yourself to focus on and appreciate all that
you’re already blessed with.
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20 - Pick Up Your Sword
Upright Message
The appearance of this card may be calling for you to
speak up or put up a fight when it comes to something
important to you! This could involve pursuing an idea
or project that you believe in, standing up for an
important cause, or being able to express your
concerns or feelings with someone you care about.
Try not to let an important conversation or idea drop
because you’re afraid it would be too difficult or
would make someone uncomfortable. Don’t give up on a good thing
too soon, even if it will require you to do what isn’t necessarily easy! In
the case you don’t feel supported or that others believe in what you’re
attempting to achieve, trust that you can still believe in yourself!

Reversed Message
Has a legal conflict, argument, or troubling circumstance sent you into
a rage? Has it caused you to lose sense of how to advocate for yourself,
or fight for something you believe in, with dignity and integrity? Or,
conversely, do you have an opportunity to stand up for something
honorable, but instead, you feel like caving?
If the latter, perhaps feelings of weakness, passive conformity, or worry
over what others think prevailed over the courage to speak the truth,
illuminate others, or stand up for something meaningful. Hopefully, an
injustice was not enabled. However, injustice can also be enabled through
deciding to fight dirty or to lower oneself to another’s level.
Therefore, this card in this position offers the encouragement that
if you need to take a stand for something important, you’re asked to
be brave and to continue the good fight—but without allowing your
emotions or reactions to become too aggressive or chaotic. Stand in
your power and speak your truth from a place of centeredness, fairness,
and justness. Trust that you can fight this kind of fight and, more
importantly, fight it with integrity.
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21 - Sacred Smoke
Upright Message
If you can clear the air with a lover, boss, friend, or
family member, it’s bound to have a positive effect.
Perhaps it can help cut through whatever negativity or
misunderstanding has been lingering. This could
strengthen your connection or help clear away
resentments.
Alternatively, if it’s a connection to spirit that
you’re seeking to strengthen, perhaps using smudging,
prayer, or another spiritual ritual can help you to feel more protected
or able to operate as a pure channel. Or if your issue involves a healing
matter, maybe you’d benefit from asking for assistance from the
heavenly realms—to help keep you clear and protected or to support
you with any healing work you are doing.

Reversed Message
Unspoken tensions or resentments could be lingering in the air,
causing it to become polluted. This could create distance between you
and others. If you’re wondering whether clearing the air would help,
there’s no guarantee that it would foster more closeness. Or maybe you
resist the idea too much to try.
If your issue is that you’ve felt blocked with cultivating a deeper
connection to spirit, perhaps it’s because you find it hard to trust the
spiritual world. You could feel overly vulnerable to negative spiritual
forces or lack faith in the power of prayer or healing rituals. On the
other hand, if you’ve become over-reliant on spiritual rituals, trust that
it is safe to let go of this kind of dependency.
At times, drawing this card in this position can signify addictions to
cigarettes or recreational drugs. In such cases, the smoke is no longer
something that helps to clear the air. Instead, it could be acting as a pollutant.
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22 - Without a Care
Upright Message
Ignorance may be bliss, but it can also bring
consequences or loss. If your issue regards a
relationship, make sure to be attentive and to give
reassurance where needed. Playing games, being
neglectful, or giving the silent treatment could damage
a loved one’s trust in a way that cannot be easily
repaired.
In work matters, it pays to stay on top of your
commitments and not let things slide. If you’re looking for work, you
might have to put yourself out there more to see results. In matters of
health and home, perhaps your house has become a mess, or you need
to pay attention to important matters that you’ve been putting off.
Don’t neglect to pay the bills, be careful not to overspend, and take
care of your needs and those of family and children.
Whatever question you’ve asked, this isn’t the time to sit back and
wait for what you want to come to you, or for problems to worsen
before they will be given attention. This is a time to take care of and
nurture what you want to thrive. Failure could result from negligence.

Reversed Message
Is it possible that neglect, denial, or some form of reckless behavior
has already led to loss or difficulty? Maybe negative consequences
could’ve been avoided if proper attention had been paid or you didn’t
procrastinate too long. Or perhaps it may not have been the best game
plan to hope that if you ignored problems they would simply disappear.
Hopefully, you aren’t still trusting that things can magically work
themselves out, especially without the need to take some important
form of action. If doing nothing is part of your agenda, you might need
to rethink your approach.
In some cases, the energy of this card can be corrected by giving
some form of reassurance or apology, if necessary. However, if it’s too
late to turn things around, the only thing that you might be left with
that you can choose to neglect is a valuable lesson.
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23 - Forest Afire
Upright Message
You may be feeling creatively inspired or swept up by
a romance, project, or idea. This is a positive kind of
passion that gets your energy flowing and can put you
in touch with your innate vitality and aliveness.
Maybe something you’re working toward has the
potential to be a blazing success, or a bright idea can
lead you in a positive direction. Whatever the case, it’s
important you express yourself creatively and feel a
sense of expansiveness, rather than limitation.
For some, drawing this card could be encouraging you to express
your emotions, assert your boundaries, or to remain true to yourself
and your beliefs. While this kind of passion can potentially lead to
arguments, you’re counseled not to let this frighten you. Trust that you
can find the right words to express yourself constructively while
remaining respectful of other’s feelings.

Reversed Message
Are you feeling negatively led by your desires, passions, or creative
urges? Does it feel as if they are out of control or leading to an out-ofcontrol situation? Just be careful that you are not so intent on satisfying
your every whim—and never missing an opportunity—that it hasn’t
left you scattered or unable to prioritize what’s truly important,
potentially resulting in loss. Perhaps, the need to satisfy every passion
and desire has even caused you to feel addicted, over-committed, or
worn out. Hopefully, it has not led you into unhealthy situations where
either you or others can suffer harm. Whatever your question or
situation, the reversed position of this card urges you to reign in your
desires and passions to the degree that you can get your life back under
control.
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24 – Radiotoxic
Upright Message
Someone or something in your environment could be
having a toxic effect on you, possibly even affecting
your physical or emotional health. On the physical
level, this can represent sensitivity to chemicals, toxic
emissions, or other artificial substances. On the
emotional level, this can indicate abusive
relationships, messy emotional entanglements, or
feeling drained or adversely affected by someone’s
addiction, negativity, or drama. Exposure to these types of situations
or relationships is likely to generate feelings of frustration,
powerlessness, or victimization. If you feel victimized enough, it could
even lead to an unhealthy desire for retaliation or holding a grudge.
Instead of allowing feelings of victimization to take hold of you, try
to find ways to detach from the drama, own your own power, and set
appropriate boundaries.

Reversed Message
You could find yourself ready to take action when it comes to dealing
with something toxic. Physically, this could involve purifying your diet
or surroundings of environmental or other toxins. Emotionally, this
could involve letting go of toxic emotions or distancing yourself from
relationships that are abusive, drama-inducing, or draining. Or perhaps
you’ve outgrown the need to be a victim or begun to recognize how
you’ve enabled your own or others’ unhealthy behaviors or
dependencies.
In some instances, drawing this card in its reversed position can
indicate the willingness or readiness to work with a counselor or healer
to mend past traumas that could be contributing to relationship issues
or other problems.
At any rate, you may be taking more responsibility for how you give
away your power and what you can do to regain it.
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25 - Remnants of Atlantis
Upright Message
Where in your history have you done this before?
Where are you being given a second chance to learn a
lesson or get something right? Alternatively, where are
you clinging to the past when it would be better to let
go?
This card can also indicate that conscious or
subconscious memories from the past (or even past
lives) are coming to the surface of your awareness to
be processed or released. If it’s not past memories coming to the
surface, it could be that you’re locating hidden strengths, awareness, or
abilities. Or maybe a lesson or challenge you are currently undergoing
could be connected to a past life or is part of a karmic debt you need
to pay off. Whatever is resurfacing from your past, use it to grow and
flourish.

Reversed Message
Something in your life and awareness is about to be shifted or is in the
process of shifting. Maybe you’re tired of repeating or reliving
something from your past to the point that you’ve decided to either
learn the lesson or let the past go. Or events may have happened that
have made letting go of something from your past unavoidable or no
longer a choice.
For some who draw this card, a shift may have been precipitated by
efforts you’re making to increase your self-awareness. Perhaps you’re
receiving some form of healing or therapy that allows something
unconscious to come to the surface. Or maybe a breakthrough is
triggered by vivid dreams, intuitive insights, or encounters with
important people or situations. Whatever the case, you may be in the
position to better understand past patterns so that you know how to
work through and release them.
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26 - Braving the Storm
Upright Message
Though times may be difficult, you have what it takes
to make it through. You might need, however, to tap
into your innate capacity for courage and fortitude.
Perhaps you have no other choice. All you may be
able to do is keep moving forward, facing difficulties
you encounter head-on.
If you recently suffered a loss, embarked on a
major life change, or made a decision from which
there is no turning back, you may be worried about what the future
holds. Or perhaps you were recently shocked by new information you
learned, or insights or dreams you experienced.
Whatever your case, use your faith and heroic spirit to move
through your fears and to venture into the unknown. Trust that you
can make the best of any difficulty you’re undergoing. Don’t let a little
bad weather stop you from believing in yourself.

Reversed Message
You could feel as if you’ve been tossed into a storm of chaos or
difficulties. Or perhaps you’ve received a shocking insight or
information that’s difficult to process. Whatever challenges you’re
facing, you could be seeking reassurance that you will come through
them unscathed.
Though you may be struggling to maintain your composure, it could
be difficult not to let your emotions get the best of you. Hopefully, you
haven’t succumbed to feelings of panic, overwhelm, or desperation.
This will only make it harder for you to see the bigger picture or to
come up with a solution.
If any of this sounds like you, try to keep the perspective that this
storm will pass, as storms always do. With time, the sun will shine
again, and when it does, you’ll find your hope’s renewed.
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27 - Moon Magic
Upright Message
With an important project, goal, or relationship, you
could find yourself feeling a sense of rhythm or flow.
You could be feeling comfortable taking one day at a
time, while allowing yourself to enjoy the moment or
whatever process you’re going through. If any area of
your life happens to be out of balance, this card
signals that you can bring it into harmony again
through showing patience, letting go of force, and
allowing things to take a natural course.
For some who draw this card, if you’ve been staying up nights or
have trouble sleeping, it may be time to regulate your sleeping patterns
or catch up on needed sleep or rest. And if you find yourself
experiencing vivid dreams or visions, make sure you record and study
them more deeply. Possibly, important information can be gleaned that
can help you along your path.

Reversed Message
You may be ignoring or out of sync with your body’s (or life’s) natural
rhythms and cycles. Perhaps you’ve been pushing against them to
complete a task. Or maybe you’re fighting against the flow with a
relationship or goal. You may be trying to force what you want to
happen instead of allowing things to take a natural course.
For some, the appearance of this card could indicate that anxiety or
worries are keeping you up at night, or troubling dreams are rousing
you from your sleep. If so, this could be preventing you from getting
needed rest. You may even feel the need to resort to unnatural means
to compensate, relying on sleeping aids or stimulants to make it
through your days or nights.
Whatever is out of balance in your life can potentially be restored if
you can find ways to get back in sync with natural rhythms and cycles.
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28 – Purity
Upright Message
You or someone you know could be an example of
purity and virtue or is placed on a pedestal of
perfection. If this isn’t a person, it could be that a goal
you’re pursuing is a pure one or will bring out your
most virtuous qualities. Or maybe you’ve kept your
motives pure or made an important decision that
serves not only your own interests but the interests of
others. This card can also indicate you’re
demonstrating humility, acting as a good role model to others, or
striving to become a better person.
In some situations, the appearance of this card can indicate that you or
someone else is blameless regarding an accusation. If it’s you, release any
feelings of guilt over what you can’t control and what isn’t your fault or
burden to carry. Let go of the need to prove yourself to others. Know that
in the world of spirit, you’re whole and perfect as you are.

Reversed Message
Someone may have fallen off a pedestal of virtue. This individual (is it
you?) might now be viewed in a less idealistic light, or as more human
and less perfect than before. Perhaps this person acted from impure
motives and it affected his or her reputation. Or maybe this person
acted out in an emotional way, causing him or her to be seen in a less
favorable light. Hopefully, the individual in question wasn’t being held
to unrealistic or unhealthy expectations.
Whether you’re the person who fell off a pedestal or you’re feeling
let down by someone important, you might feel tainted or unclean.
Therefore, do whatever emotional work needs to be done to let go of
the guilt, blame, or disappointment you feel.
Whoever may have fallen from a pedestal, in the world of spirit, his
or her innate goodness and innocence were never completely lost.
Even in the world of form, it’s never too late for a person to redeem
himself or herself, if a situation calls for it.
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29 - Ocean of Love (Upright)
Upright Message
You feel loved, cared for, and supported by friends,
family, or a partner. This helps you feel safe when it
comes to opening your heart. In a romantic situation,
you and a love interest could enjoy both physical
chemistry and the desire to bond more deeply. This
creates the potential for this relationship to become
secure and lasting.
With work matters, you may feel supported or on
good terms with a boss or co-workers. You might even find romance
on the job! Or maybe you receive emotional, practical, or even financial
support from others who believe in you and want to help you meet
your goals. Alternatively, if you’re trying to do everything alone, this
card could signify you’d benefit from eliciting support from friends,
family or even an inspirational coach or business consultant.
When it comes to your health, surrounding yourself with loving,
supportive individuals will likely have a healing effect and help you feel
accepted for who you are.

Reversed Message
Whether your question involves your work, health, finances, or a
relationship, this is a time to go it alone. Don’t expect to be taken care of.
Maybe you’ve drawn this card because you’ve forgotten how to
meet your own needs. If so, you could be expecting too much from
others, looking to them to provide what you can’t provide for yourself.
Possibly, your experiences and the circumstances you attract could
even be attempting to teach you how to release unhealthy
codependency so you can become more independent and self-reliant.
Whatever your question, this card in this position asks you to trust
that it is safe to release your grasp over others. Allow yourself and
those you care about more freedom. Be willing to face your fears of
being alone, abandoned, or uncared for. Find out who you are and
what you’re capable of achieving on your own, without relying on
another person to complete you.
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30 - Dolphin Song
Upright Message
Using your listening skills could help you to hear
something important that a person, situation, or life
(in general) is attempting to communicate.
If your question involves a relationship (romantic,
work-related, or another kind), you’re being asked to
pay attention not only to what another person is
expressing through words, but also to what he or she
is unconsciously communicating through body
language, actions, or another mode.
When it comes to your personal or spiritual growth, perhaps being
willing to listen to what’s communicated through signs or symbols
could help you get better in tune with life, or may help you better
understand metaphysical or other principles.

Reversed Message
Drawing this card in its reversed position can indicate that you’re
refusing to listen to someone or something important. Maybe you find
it difficult to hear what a loved one is trying to communicate or you’re
hearing only what you want to hear. Or you might be ignoring guidance
or wisdom that’s coming from a trusted source. Or possibly you’re
having trouble hearing or translating something that goes beyond
words (such as what’s communicated through signs, signals, actions,
or body language). Hopefully, an inability to hear what you need to
hear, and to hear it clearly, isn’t throwing your sense of echolocation9
off, thus steering your life in the wrong direction.
In certain instances, this card drawn in this position can indicate
blocks to receiving clear insight through clairaudience, telepathy, or
other forms of intuition. To rectify this issue, try to rely only on the
messages coming through clearly. Otherwise, pay heed to what’s
factual rather than intuitive for now. Maybe doing so can help you to
steer your life back onto a more purposeful course.
9
Echolocation among dolphins occurs when a dolphin sends out a sound and this
sound reverberates back an echo. From the echo, the dolphin can navigate through
the waters knowing its position among other objects.
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31 - Don’t Forget Your Umbrella
Upright Message
You may want to create a backup plan in case a
relationship, job, or opportunity you’re interested in
doesn’t turn out to be the “one.” Even if what you’re
investing in is the “one,” without proper foresight,
action, or planning, it could end up the “one that got
away.” Life, like the weather, offers no guarantees.
Therefore, it sometimes pays to plan for
contingencies.
Generally, this card warns against taking the easy way out, winging
it, and pinning all your hopes on one approach, person, prospect, or
opportunity. Instead, it counsels the querent to be flexible, adaptable,
and willing to employ a proper strategy where needed.

Reversed Message
You may feel overwhelmed or that you’re drowning in difficulty.
Perhaps you let the water rise over your head through mismanaging
your finances and now you’re flooded with debt. Or maybe none of it
was your fault. Even with a good plan and the proper foresight,
unexpected difficulties can crop up.
In matters of work or love, perhaps you invested your time, money,
planning, or commitment in a relationship, job, or prospect that didn’t
pan out as you hoped. While part of you may want to stick with a
certain strategy and continue to make an effort, the difficulties
involved in carrying your endeavor through to fruition may feel
insurmountable. You may feel tempted to jump ship.
Whether you can improve the energy of this card and bring about
a more satisfactory outcome may depend on your attitude and
willingness to be flexible, adaptable, or open to taking a new approach.
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32 – Intensity
Upright Message
You could be feeling powerful emotions now. While
they may feel uncomfortable, perhaps they’re serving
a protective or worthwhile purpose.
When it comes to a job or relationship, strong
passions could be the impetus behind working to
secure a commitment. Alternatively, feelings of hurt
or abuse could impel you to let a bad situation or
relationship go.
For some, getting angry enough over an injustice could offer the
incentive needed to see that it is rectified—or to make sure that an
important issue isn’t ignored or treated with indifference. At times,
sufficient irritation at feeling stuck or waiting can stimulate a person to
make an important change in his or her life. Even the anger
experienced due to feeling criticized or disbelieved can compel a
person to seek to prove themself and what they are capable of (helping
to drive a person toward success).
Thus, with drawing this card, your intense emotions and passions
needn’t always be perceived negatively if they can be used toward a
productive purpose.

Reversed Message
Are you allowing yourself to be led by your emotions in an unhealthy
way? Have you become a little obsessed or fixated? Have you fallen
into patterns of all-or-nothing or black-and-white thinking? Or have
you resorted to acting out emotionally, thus sabotaging your best
interests?
If any of the above applies to you, you could feel you’re riding an
emotional rollercoaster of ups and downs, unable to tread a middle
path between extremes. To correct the energy of this card may require
you to step back to view your thoughts, emotions, or a situation clearly
and from a detached perspective. You may also benefit from
postponing making any big decisions until you can balance your strong
emotions with logic and reason.
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33 - Ice Fishing
Upright Message
If you’re working to increase your self-awareness,
keep going! You may be close to experiencing a
breakthrough or “aha” moment!
Maybe something from your unconscious could be
rising to the surface of your awareness, such as an old
trauma, memory, or difficult emotion. If so, now
could be a time where you can fully process or get to
the root of a longstanding problem that’s been
troubling you. Alternatively, perhaps you’re able to access some form
of inner strength, knowing, or intuitive ability that has laid dormant.
If the above doesn’t apply, maybe you’re breaking through
someone else’s cold exterior to understand how his or her mind works
or what he or she is feeling. Or someone could be breaking through
your emotional barriers to warmth and intimacy. What’s important
with this card is that some form of breakthrough is occurring.

Reversed Message
You may feel apathetic about life or disinterested in increasing your
self-awareness. This could be blocking you when it comes to finding
solutions or coming up with new ideas.
Concerning your relationships, perhaps you or someone you care
about has their guard up or is holding on to past pain. Whoever is
afflicted might fear opening their heart. If this person is you, being
willing to engage in loving self-examination could potentially help you
face and heal what’s deep within you, including what inhibits you from
feeling others’ love and warmth.
If your issue is that you feel blocked when it comes to getting in
touch with your intuition or deeper knowing, allow yourself to let go
of the need to be perfect at it. If you can simply relax and trust the
process, it might make things easier.
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34 - Dashing Through the Snow
Upright Message
Just when you thought all was clear to go ahead with
travel or other plans, bad weather or delaying
circumstances became part of the forecast. Try not to
feel disheartened by these holdups. While you may
have to wait a little longer to receive news or to see a
goal completed, these are only minor delays, and you
will soon be able to move forward with your plans. So
be patient!
If part of what’s causing a delay is either a lack of confidence or
indecision concerning whether a venture is a worthy one, try not to
allow these kinds of fears or worries to block you. All is likely to go
well if you can trust yourself and commit to your current course
without allowing anxiety or self-doubt to obstruct you.

Reversed Message
You could feel paralyzed with uncertainty or fear concerning the
launch of a project. Or you could be holding yourself back from
following your heart or taking a new direction. Perhaps you fear that
insurmountable obstacles will arise to block you. Or maybe you’ve
been pushing forward, only to find you’re digging yourself out of one
difficult situation after another.
If any of the above feels true, you could find yourself feeling
discouraged. You may even feel tempted to give up rather than push
forward. However, try not to lose hope in this fashion. It could simply
be that you need to retreat for a while until the road ahead of you
becomes clear or you feel more confident. Drawing this card in this
position asks you to keep the faith, because anything blocking you is
only temporary and unlikely to be insurmountable.
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35 - Time to Fly South
Upright Message
If you’ve been dealing with harsh or stressful bosses,
coworkers, or work conditions, perhaps you’d benefit
from taking time off to get away for a while,
particularly if it involves migrating to a warmer, more
hospitable climate. Or maybe you or someone you
care about will soon be taking a work- or schoolrelated trip out of town.
If your question involves a relationship, possibly
you decide to go on a vacation with your lover, or you’ll sleepover at
their residence. If your situation is one where you or a love interest has
left home after an argument and is seeking shelter somewhere else, it’s
likely this new situation will be temporary, not permanent.
For some who draw this card, your home could represent the warm
place that another person(s) is migrating toward. This would be the
case if you take in visitors from out of town or provide a place to stay
for someone experiencing difficulties.

Reversed Message
Have you desired to migrate or travel to a warmer or more hospitable
location but felt restricted from doing so? Maybe fear of leaving a job,
relationship, or other situation (even temporarily) is blocking you.
If your question involves work, perhaps a business trip is canceled,
a job interview that required going out of town is delayed, or you’re
unable to take time off to go on vacation. With a relationship, perhaps
a romantic trip or visit is canceled, plans to separate are delayed, or
someone returns home after being away. If you were expecting a visit
from a friend or family member, it could be that plans fall through or
are delayed for the time being.
Overall, it appears that whether you planned to travel somewhere
or to take visitors in, you may experience blocks to bringing such plans
to fruition.
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36 - Pole Shift (Upright)
Upright Message
You may think you want something but change your
mind. Or an opportunity you thought would make
you happy won’t leave you satisfied. Or maybe
something better will present itself.
For some, flip-flopping could occur due to having
to choose whether to play it safe or take a risk. If you
find yourself wavering or second-guessing yourself,
it’s likely due to self-doubt, indecision, or mood

swings.
At times, this card signifies you’re about to experience an “aha
moment” or shift in consciousness or belief. If this is the case, perhaps
something you once considered right, wrong, true, or untrue becomes
the opposite. Or maybe an insight or idea you encounter could
completely alter your perception of how life, the universe, or certain
metaphysical or other principles operate. If it should take time for you
to process a shift or change, be patient.

Reversed Message
This card, in the reversed position, indicates that something in your
life may be out of balance or leading you in the wrong direction.
Perhaps a goal you’ve undertaken is throwing you or your life out of
whack or you feel overly emotional or moody. Or maybe you’re not
seeing a situation clearly, having tricked yourself into believing wrong
is right or a lie is a truth (or vice versa). You could be using fantasy or
false perceptions to justify engaging in habits, relationships, or
behaviors that you know on some level don’t serve your best interests.
All of this said, you can still get your compass pointing true north
again if you’re willing to let go of self-deception and any false
perceptions you’re hanging onto. This will allow you to see with more
clarity the truth and what’s good for you.
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37 - Resilience
Upright Message
You could feel pelted by various hardships in life or
bombarded by others’ coldness, negativity, or
criticisms. Perhaps, despite all the harshness being
thrown in your direction, you still manage to remain
strong and continue to grow despite your experiences.
If not, you may need to work on your ability to remain
adaptable and flexible when dealing with harsh people
or situations.
If you’ve been wondering when, or if, certain difficulties will ever
end, drawing this card encourages you to remain hopeful. While things
may seem challenging, and you may feel vulnerable or left out in the
cold, you won’t have to feel this way forever.
If an ordeal you’ve undergone has caused you to become defensive
or unable to access your warmer side, you might benefit from
committing yourself to spending more time doing things that warm
your heart or bring joy to your life. Perhaps a warm bath and cup of
hot tea is a good place to start.

Reversed Message
You may have recently gone through a period of hardship. Fortunately,
the storm has subsided. You no longer must feel as if you’re constantly
under attack, pelted by hardships, or assaulted by other forms of
negativity. If you’ve felt hurt or betrayed by someone you trusted,
perhaps receiving an apology has helped to reduce the sting.
Whatever ordeal you’ve endured, it is likely that enough time has
passed that you’ve reacquainted yourself with what it feels like to find
warmth and joy in life—and in your relationships. You may feel less
like you need to hide away from the world. You might even feel
stronger, more mature, and perhaps wiser due to your experience.
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38 - Feeling Numb
Upright Message
You may have recently suffered a loss, trauma, or
betrayal. If not this, you might’ve been confronted
with a realization that was difficult to face.
Accordingly, you could be experiencing symptoms of
severe stress, numbness, shock, or emotional
detachment. This could make it difficult for you to
access your emotions, or you may have deliberately
shut them down to commit yourself to work or other
activities. If you’ve become slightly dissociated or unable to feel
present in your body, you could be suffering from other symptoms
such as dizziness, fatigue, or lack of focus. Through allowing yourself
to feel more present in your body and grieve what feels lost in the
present moment, you’ll likely be better able to process what you’ve
been through and heal.

Reversed Message
If you’ve been wondering if a period of trials, pain, or suffering will
ever end, you’re encouraged to remain hopeful that warmer days are
ahead, the worst is behind you. A recovery process has started. Perhaps
you decided to see a counselor or healer for support and assistance. Or
possibly enough time has passed that your wounds are beginning to
heal, or you’ve found a way to rise above them. Whatever the case, you
may feel more ready to tend to commitments and obligations that, for
a time, needed to take a back seat to your need to process your sorrow.
On another level, drawing this card is a reminder that life must go
on after a heartache, shock, or disappointment. You can only withdraw
from the world and seek shelter in isolation or depression for so long
before you must emerge from your hiding place and rejoin the world.
Keep moving forward! While you may not have fully recovered, at
least the recovery process has started.
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39 - Frozen in Time
Upright Message
Some part of your life may have become frozen or
unmoving. Maybe you’re clinging to a past
relationship that doesn’t exist anymore. Or you could
be repressing past emotions or memories, keeping
them alive in some form so that they continue to
affect your current life and relationships. Or maybe a
particular fear has left you frozen or paralyzed, unable
to make an important change or decision. This could
be a fear of abandonment, failure, the unknown, or another form of
fear you’ve given your power to. If none of this applies, ask yourself
whether you’re procrastinating too much, being a couch potato, or
clinging to a false persona that blocks you from truly being yourself.
Whatever your case, drawing this card counsels you that through
remaining stuck and frozen in ways that no longer serve you, you could
be missing an important opportunity. If so, it might be time to light a
fire under yourself so you can get moving! Whatever has kept you
frozen, allow it to melt away so that forward movement can occur
more easily.

Reversed Message
It may feel as if you’ve been given a clean slate or a chance to start
afresh. With a relationship, perhaps you or someone you love has
decided to let the past be the past—to either start afresh with a current
lover or to make a clean break to find someone new. With work or a
career matter, you could find yourself yearning for change or to branch
off and try something different. You may even feel the urge to pursue
something you’ve always dreamed of doing but had held yourself back.
Or it could be that you start fresh with an old project that you had
procrastinated with or was stuck in a certain phase of development.
With your personal growth, you could be trying to let go of clinging to
the past, old grudges, false hopes, or childhood traumas. This type of
release may free you to live more fully in the present moment.
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40 - The Ice Thaws
Upright Message
A cycle of loss, difficulty, or period of mourning could
be ending. Perhaps, you are about to make a
transition, crossing a bridge to something new and
better. This kind of transition is less likely one that will
allow you to move backward into old patterns,
relationships, and circumstances. It’s more likely that
you’ll be required to let the past go to move forward.
If you’ve been looking for a new place to live, job,
or relationship, positive new opportunities or developments could be
about to present themselves. Or if you recently suffered a loss, expect
that a season of pain or heartache is about to subside. This card can
also indicate that tensions ease. You no longer need to feel cold,
defensive, or guarded. Perhaps a legal battle ends, a dramatic
relationship is finally over, or tensions with others ease in a way that
allows you to look forward to enjoying more peace in your life.

Reversed Message
You may have difficulty believing in your ability to create something
new and magical in your life. You either fear you won’t be able to
change in the ways you truly desire or that you won’t be up for the
challenge. Perhaps you’ve contemplated change (or begun the process)
only to feel overwhelmed, wishing you could simply retreat or fall back
into something old and familiar. Whatever your case, you’re
encouraged to keep your energy moving forward. Try to avoid letting
your fear of crossing a bridge to something new and different get the
better of you.
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41 - Pleasant Distraction
Upright Message
Someone or something wonderful may have captured
your attention or has you distracted! This may make it
difficult to concentrate on more serious matters or
obligations. However, this doesn’t have to be a bad
thing. This is especially true if you’ve recently felt
stressed, anxious, overworked, or you’ve lost touch
with what gives you joy or pleasure.
Maybe you feel especially creative or have picked
up a new hobby. Perhaps allowing yourself to express your creativity
in this way could help you to get in touch with an inner part of you.
Try not to feel guilty or lazy for indulging in this kind of escape. It’s
time well spent if it’s helping you to live more fully in the present
moment. For now, the real world and its responsibilities can wait.

Reversed Message
While a little distraction can be a good thing, a lot isn’t always healthy.
Hopefully, you aren’t spending so much time engaged in social media
or other pastimes that you’ve forgotten to pay the bills or to take care
of important obligations. If you find it applies, you’re urged to pull
yourself out of being overly distracted so you can focus on what should
be made a priority. Otherwise, you could miss important opportunities
or deadlines.
At times, this card in this position offers a warning for you to be
careful not to become swept up by a pied piper or someone whose
siren song has caught you in its spell. Someone who is charismatic
might know all the right words to seduce you. Or they might offer
theories or ideas meant to distract you from the truth, or to dissuade
you from making important changes in your life. While the fantasy they
offer may be attractive and engaging, it’s not a replacement for living
fully present within the real world.
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42 - Going Off-Grid
Upright Message
Drawing this card counsels you to unplug from the
world for a while. This could include spending time
away from your computer, social media pages, or cell
phone.
With a relationship, perhaps you’ve made yourself
too available, have been sitting by the phone waiting
for a call, or someone is getting on your nerves. If so,
you might benefit from disappearing for a while to
somewhere you won’t be easily accessible or bothered. Or maybe with
work, you need to put in for more vacation time, take a day off, or
make sure you aren’t bringing your work home with you at night.
Getting away from technology for a while might even benefit your
health. This is especially true if you’re sensitive to electromagnetic or
other frequencies emitted from technological devices.

Reversed Message
With a relationship, you may need more space, but your love interest
won’t comply. Or perhaps you desire a separation, but financial or
other circumstances make it untimely. If your question pertains to
work, you might wish you could quit your job or live a simpler life, but
the need to financially support yourself or your family makes it feel
impossible. Concerning health matters, this card can point to the
negative effects of over-exposure to artificial, electromagnetic, radio
frequencies, or radiation.
This card in this position can also indicate problems with the power grid
(such as in the case of a blackout), or the downside of reliance on the
internet or technology, including issues with hacking, cyberbullying, secret
surveillance, and internet addictions. Try to unplug from any technological
or other dependencies as much as you can. Doing so will help you to
develop a connection to a more beneficial source of power that lies within.
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43 - Higher Learning
Upright Message
The answer to a problem or question could lie with
becoming more educated. In matters of love, this
could mean increasing your understanding of a
relationship’s dynamics, or of your own or a lover’s
habits or patterns. Or perhaps you and a lover move
to a new stage in your relationship where you get to
know each other better.
Concerning work or career matters, you could be
taking a course, learning a new trade, or undertaking an apprenticeship
to improve your position. If seeking work opportunities, try searching
for them in newspapers, job postings, or internet sources. Be eager to
learn what opportunities are out there and what you qualify for.
Alternatively, you could find yourself doing research, writing, teaching,
or using the internet to communicate your ideas or to become more
informed.

Reversed Message
You could be suffering from information overload or trying to deal
with conflicting ideas or messages. It might be hard to sort out what’s
true from what’s misleading, distracting, or improperly understood.
This could even take the form of being confused by someone’s mixed
messages or double talk.
If you’re contemplating taking a course of study, you may want to
consider if it’s the right timing, would be too much to take on, or the
course material would be presented in a comprehensible and organized
manner (so that it can be clearly understood). If you’re planning to
teach a course or to disseminate information, make sure you can
present it coherently. Also, if you’re following or researching a certain
topic on the internet, you may want to make sure the information you
obtain is reliable.
With whatever question you’ve asked, you’ll likely benefit from
making sure ideas you express—or are giving heed to—are well
thought out, communicated clearly, and properly grasped.
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44 - No Place Like Home
Upright Message
Your house, home, or family is currently (or will soon
be) the focus of your attention. In this vein, this card
can indicate there are home improvements to be made
or considered. This could be either to the structure of
the home (such as through considering a move or
renovation) or through adding to your family. Or
maybe the subject of living together comes up with a
loved one. If not this, you might be planning to have
guests sleep over or stay a while.
With work matters, possibly you work from home for the day or
take a day off to focus on your home or family. If you’re considering
starting a home-based business or accepting a job opportunity close to
home, this card could be offering a green light. However, if you need
to decide whether to take a trip or visit others, the appearance of this
card is likely encouraging you to stay put.
If your question involves your health or spiritual growth, you could
be doing internal work on yourself, learning to feel at home in your
own skin, or taking good care of your body (since you have to live in
it). Any planned surgery is likely to be a success.

Reversed Message
Your home may not be a happy place right now. Perhaps, the
atmosphere within the home is tense, or you’re having problems with
a neighbor. Or maybe plans to have guests visit, extend your family, or
move in with someone don’t materialize as hoped (or there are delays).
If the issue involves the physical home itself, it could be that it’s in
need of repairs, or maybe plans to renovate get put on hold due to lack
of funds or another reason. If your question relates to work, you could
have trouble when it comes to working from home or finding a job
close to home. If you’re looking to move, make sure the place you
move to is in a good neighborhood and there are no hidden issues.
This card can also indicate you’re spending too much time at home, to
the point you’re avoiding life or becoming a recluse!
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45 - The High Road
Upright Message
You’re encouraged to take the high road with a
situation or relationship right now. If you’re
embroiled in arguments or legal matters, try not to
sink to another person’s level, even if they provoke
you. If you can maintain a sense of fairness, integrity,
and ethics, it’ll be worth it.
For some, this card could be indicating to pursue
a leadership position where you can serve as a role
model to others. Or maybe the spotlight shines on you in connection
with your work or charitable aspirations. If not, consider whether
following the rules could pay off with a boss, improve your reputation,
or help you avoid potential liabilities. In relationships, fidelity and
honoring your promises will go a long way when it comes to building
security and trust.
With health and spiritual matters, try not to cheat on a diet or
routine. Also, find healthy ways to deal with stress and negative
emotions, and aim to be socially responsible.

Reversed Message
Make sure you’re not living so much in the moment that you don’t care
about the road you’re taking, where it’s leading, or whether you could
experience a collision where another person could get hurt.
Sometimes, this card reversed can even indicate drinking and driving.
More often, it indicates not following the rules, taking too many risks
or shortcuts, or the inability to lead by example. Hopefully, you won’t
have to suffer any consequences, such as the loss of respect of others
who may have had you on a pedestal.
If you’re involved in a legal conflict or argument, try to resolve
issues fairly. If your question involves a relationship, if you don’t intend
for the relationship to go anywhere (or it can’t due to other
commitments), this card urges you to free someone instead of keeping
them around for your own amusement. You can correct any adverse
energy of this card through demonstrating fairness, fidelity, and that
you’re willing to do the right thing for its own sake.
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46 – Anonymous
Upright Message
Are you hiding from others, wearing a mask, or
avoiding the spotlight? If so, perhaps you hide this
way due to a desire to remain humble. Or you could
fear confrontation, rejection, or what others think of
you. You may want to consider how well this
approach is working for you and whether you’re
willing to take the risk to expose more of who you
truly are—so that you can live a life that is more

authentic.
If the person who’s hiding their identity isn’t you, you might have a
secret admirer. Alternatively, someone around you might not be
revealing their true identity or feelings. If they’re the type to play
games, they could either be pretending they don’t care when they really
do or giving the impression they care when they don’t. At times,
drawing this card can signify that you or another is playing private
detective or snooping around on social media pages anonymously,
either due to a crush or to gain useful information.

Reversed Message
Someone around you who’s been wearing a mask, surveilling you in
secret, or maintaining anonymity may come out of hiding. This could
either be voluntarily or through being exposed. Perhaps hidden
feelings are revealed or someone’s true character. Hopefully, you or
someone you’ve put your faith in won’t be exposed for pretending to
be someone they weren’t. For example, if you beefed up your resume
through claiming to have skills, qualities, or abilities that you didn’t
really possess, you might want to be prepared in case you’re called
upon to explain or prove yourself.
On the other hand, if you’ve been avoiding the spotlight, afraid of
public speaking, or hiding behind an avatar or pen name, perhaps this
card signifies you’ll decide to take a risk and face your fears of being
recognized.
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47 - Good Vibration
Upright Message
You could feel in sync with others, or a relationship
could be especially harmonious right now. Or if
you’re looking for a job, you might soon find
something that would be the perfect fit. Alternatively,
a project you’re working on could flow smoothly or
resonate with you deeply. In matters of spiritual
growth, you could be feeling a lot of harmony,
synchronicity, or that the positive energy you’re
putting out is attracting good things back to you. You could feel
particularly abundant, grateful, tuned in to the universe, or able to live
more fully within the present moment.
With health matters, engaging in dance, exercise, or other endeavors
that focus on rhythm, movement, or uplifting your spirits might prove
beneficial.

Reversed Message
If you’re going through difficult times, know that anything that’s out
of balance can be brought into harmony through learning to go with
the flow. Perhaps you’ve too much on your plate, you’ve been pushing
too hard, or the symphony that’s your life has become a cacophony of
noise, drama, or distractions. If so, you might want to slow down the
pace, let go of force, and learn to go with the flow a little more.
If your question involves your health or spiritual growth, make sure
you’re spending ample time outside, where you can connect with the
heartbeat of the earth and Nature’s Schumann Resonance.10 This
resonance is neither too high nor too low and is balanced for optimum
health and well-being. Or perhaps doing something uplifting or
rhythmic, such as dance or exercise, could help bring you more fully
into the present moment.
If you can get in-tune with a more inspirative and resonant flow, it
is likely that circumstances in your life will improve.

10 The earth’s natural frequency or Schumann Resonance is 7.83 Hz (subject to minor
variances). Neither too high nor low, it is optimum to keeping life in balance.
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48 – Solar Power
Upright Message
You feel positive about life and have found a way to
tap into a source of inner strength within you. With a
project or goal, you’re effectively asserting yourself.
You possess the energy, endurance, and enthusiasm
required to see that it reaches completion
successfully.
If your question involves a relationship, your love
interest likely feels inspired by your confidence,
assertiveness, and sex appeal. You aren’t afraid to make a move or let
your lover know you’re into them. This helps a relationship to progress
and grow.
On the work front, you may be taking the lead in a way that motivates
and inspires others instead of dominating them. Due to this, your
workplace relationships thrive, and people look up to you. Perhaps a raise
is coming, or someone wants to offer you a position of leadership.

Reversed Message
While attempting to harness the sun’s power, you may have gotten too
close and got burned. Perhaps you became blinded by overconfidence
or succumbed to burnout. Alternatively, maybe you lack the necessary
enthusiasm or endurance to see that a goal is completed.
If your question involves a work or love relationship, perhaps you
have too much power or how you are wielding it is causing difficulties.
Or maybe your problem is you feel powerless or impotent when it
comes to setting boundaries or asserting yourself. For some, this card
could indicate that a love relationship is affected by lack of sexual
desire or impotence. Or perhaps a relationship fails to actualize due to
neither party being willing to make the first move.
Whatever your case, this reversed card asks you to think about how
you’ve been making use of your power, energy, and vitality. If you feel
lacking in these qualities, you may need to learn to access them within
yourself. On the other hand, if you have misused power, you may need
to ask yourself why, and if there is a humbler way to assert yourself in
your relationships or environment.
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49 - Withdrawal Symptoms
Upright Message
Letting go of something where there’s felt a
dependency isn’t always easy. This is true whether
what you’ve become dependent upon involves
alcohol, drugs, food, technology, a relationship, or
something else addictive. Whether you’re the person
who’s chosen to quit an addiction or the choice was
made for you, you could find yourself experiencing
temporary symptoms of withdrawal (which could
include cravings, yearnings, disrupted sleep, anxiety, or other physical
or emotional symptoms).
Fortunately for you, if you can move through these symptoms,
giving your body and mind the time to process what feels lost, they
should eventually subside. The temptation, however, may be to return
to what you were dependent upon, or what is familiar, to ease your
discomfort. Try not to fall off the wagon this way. If you can keep
moving forward, and through your symptoms of withdrawal, you’ll
later feel glad you made the effort.

Reversed Message
Have you relapsed into an old habit or given into a past temptation
that was better off left in the past? Perhaps you hoped that if you
returned to something addictive (such as a person, situation,
relationship, pattern, or substance), it would ease your heartache,
craving, loss, or feeling of withdrawal. However, instead of solving
your problems, it may have left you with a different set of difficulties
or discomfort to contend with.
If you can recommit to getting your life back on a constructive path
again, and allow yourself to experience discomfort (as opposed to
running away from it), you have the chance to move through it to reach
a place of relief. You can always choose to remain addicted. However,
you would remain blocked from growth and forward movement.
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50 – Cleansing
Upright Message
Something toxic or negative could be exiting your life,
allowing something purer or more natural to flow in.
Perhaps you’re letting go of an unhealthy relationship,
job, or habit. Or maybe you’ve decided to clean up
your diet, live more purely, or align with higher values.
If not this, you could be receiving some form of
healing, therapy, or energy work that’s helping you to
release emotional or energetic impurities or
blockages. As you make these kinds of shifts, you may need time to
process them.
If you should draw this card while feeling clogged up or congested
(either physically or within some other aspect of your life), you might
want to take an inventory of what you’d benefit from letting go of.
Also, make sure you get enough rest and water. Water has a natural
purifying quality that can help you flush out the old while serving to
rehydrate and replenish you.

Reversed Message
You may have become locked into a pattern of clinging or attachment.
Perhaps you’ve become a hoarder of material possessions, concepts,
relationships, or labels. Or maybe you’ve been over-indulging in junk
food, emotions, or addictive substances that you find difficult to give
up. In some way, your life may feel clogged, constipated, or cluttered.
To reverse the energy, you may need to simplify your life a little. Be
willing to let go of what is superfluous, superficial, or artificial to
embrace something purer. Through what you’re willing to release, you
have the opportunity to gain something valuable: purity, contentment,
and a greater feeling of well-being.
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51 - Tea of Transformation
Upright Message
If you’ve embarked on a course of healing, keep
going! It’s likely to prove beneficial. This card can also
indicate the healing effects of medicines, herbs, flower
essences, or naturopathic treatments.
If your issue doesn’t involve physical healing, it
could be that you’re going through a healing of your
mind, emotions, habits, a relationship, a work
situation, or something else that you hope to witness
improvement. Perhaps, part of the process involves allowing yourself
to access deeper or hidden aspects of yourself. Going within yourself
in this way may help you to decipher what needs to be released that
blocks you from feeling a sense of well-being or fulfillment.

Reversed Message
It may be difficult to manifest the healing or feeling of upliftment that
you seek at this time. You could be experiencing some form of
blockage or resistance. Perhaps it is hard for you to trust that healing
is possible, to believe you deserve good things, or to look deep within
yourself, with accuracy, to decipher the true source of a problem. Or
maybe you’re attempting to mend or repair something that’s out of
your control (such as another person, or what they are thinking or
feeling).
For some, expecting results too soon or being hypersensitive to the
healing process could be an issue. Perhaps the uncomfortable
symptoms of a shift or detoxification process create fear or worry that
a situation is getting worse, as opposed to better.
If none of the above applies, there could be issues with herbs,
supplements, or other healing substances. Perhaps you’re experiencing
uncomfortable side effects, are taking too much or too little of
something medicinal, 11 or you’re deficient in some way (such as with a
nutrient). If so, you may benefit from visiting a medical professional,
dietician, or naturopath.
11

Never discontinue or change dosage of a medication without consulting your
physician or a professional.
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52 - The Sky Bridge
Upright Message
Your intuition and psychic ability may be especially
high at this time. You may find yourself able to easily
cross over into other states of perception,
consciousness, or reality. Perhaps you have the ability
to connect with guides, angels, or departed loved ones
to obtain their wisdom and guidance. If there’s a
problem you need to solve or an important decision
to make, you might want to pay close attention to
hunches, gut feelings, dreams, psychic impressions, or any other type
of insight that’s coming through.
Alternatively, you’ll benefit from heeding the sage advice of a
psychic, counselor, friend, or someone else who can use his or her
intuition to shed light on your situation. If you’re receiving the same
message from different sources, pay extra attention! Whatever
question you’ve asked, be open to receiving intuitive guidance.

Reversed Message
This card reversed urges you to be careful not to mistake wishful
thinking for genuine intuitive insight. There’s also the possibility that
what appears to be wisdom coming from a higher source may, instead,
be misleading information that originates from your ego or another
source. Similarly, perhaps a dream you had while sleeping was merely
a dream, or the signs you think are coming your way may not mean
what you think. If seeking insight from a psychic, counselor, or friend,
it might not be entirely reliable or may have become distorted through
being filtered through your ego.
Blocks to genuine intuition tend to happen when there is too much
attachment to an outcome or desire. Unless you can achieve
detachment, you might be better off sticking with what is right before
your eyes and common sense. If the intuitive insights you receive now
are trapping you in a dream world that’s more dream than reality, it
might be time to wake up!
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53 - Breathing Room
Upright Message
If your question involves a relationship, this card can
indicate that you or a love interest may feel supported
or given the space, time, or breathing room they need
to feel free. If the relationship is romantic, perhaps it
has a casual, non-possessive, or easy-going energy.
Similarly, if your question involves a work
situation, it could be that a boss or colleague supports
your need to do your own thing in your own way.
With your finances, perhaps you’re about to be approved for a loan, or
the buffer or windfall you needed in order to feel a sense of financial
freedom materializes.
If your question involves your health and spiritual growth, consider
dedicating time to breathwork or a form of mindfulness meditation
that focuses on your breathing.

Reversed Message
You or someone you’re involved with may need more room to breathe
or feels smothered. Perhaps one of you simply needs to be allowed the
space to do his or her own thing without feeling his or her every move
is being monitored. If this is an ongoing rather than a temporary issue,
it could indicate there are deeper problems within a relationship—such
as jealousy, codependency, or control issues.
If you’re the one who’s smothering another, perhaps it’s time to get
a hobby or to become more independent or self-sufficient. Hovering
over another person and needing too much of their time or reassurance
could push them away.
If your issue involves money, you could be feeling a lack of financial
ease. Perhaps a loan doesn’t come through as you’d hoped, or you’re
living day by day, unsure from one month to the next if you’ll have
enough to pay the rent. If so, it might be time to get your situation
under control or to find ways to live within your means.
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54 - Spiritual Alignment
Upright Message
Your soul may feel divinely inspired, compelling you
to align with higher values. Perhaps you’ve been
weighing a difficult decision and something deep
within you is calling you to do what feels right as
opposed to what’s convenient or desired. Trust that
feeling, because it’s divinely motivated and will keep
you adhered to a path that’s “higher.”
If you’ve already let go of a relationship, job, or
goal because it was giving you an uneasy feeling or didn’t really reflect
the values and beliefs you’re aligned with, you’re encouraged to trust
you made the right decision. Keep moving forward in this direction, as
it will support your soul’s enlightenment and evolution.

Reversed Message
Pay attention to the kinds of alignments you’re making and what you’re
serving, even in an off-handed or passive way. For example, what
companies are you unconsciously supporting through your spending?
What are their ideals, and do they match your own?
In the same vein, what types of relationships do you align with, or
what norms, attitudes, or forms of treatment do you enable or accept?
Does what you serve or align with represent your higher ideals, values,
and the energy you want to radiate into the world? Or does it pull you
backward into giving your power, money, energy, or time to something
that operates from a less virtuous place?
If something doesn’t feel right or appears to be asking you to
compromise your values, you may want to rethink your alignment with
it. The energy of this card isn’t always easy to deal with. It asks you to
be totally honest with yourself and take accountability for your
alignments and what’s manifesting from them.
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55 - Processing Energies
Upright Message
An important change or shift may have recently
occurred in your life that may take time to integrate or
settle. If this change involves a move, finding a job, or
signing a contract, it may take time for details to be
sorted out, for the paperwork to be completed, or to
acclimate yourself.
If you’re asking about a relationship, perhaps a recent
change in its status (either positive or negative) will take
time to process. If the change involved a loss, you might need time to
process your emotions. On a positive note, even if you should feel pain
now, you’re likely to look back on the loss later as something needed or
beneficial to your growth.
If none of the above applies, perhaps some form of healing has
occurred, and you must go through an adjustment period (emotionally
or energetically). Whatever your case, try not to be anxious during this
time of transition. Be patient. What seems unsettled will eventually
work itself out.

Reversed Message
With drawing this card, an opportunity for healing, change, or growth
may have been rejected, did not take hold, or was not fully processed.
Perhaps you couldn’t break through your internal resistance to
bringing change about. Or maybe you effected change, only to relapse
into old ways or patterns that no longer serve your well-being or
growth.
Even if the above should be the case, this needn’t be viewed as
negative. It may simply mean you weren’t fully ready to experience
something different. This type of phenomenon is most likely to occur
if you try to force change when it isn’t the right time, or you aren’t in
the right place emotionally. If this applies to you, trust that when you’re
fully ready, change will happen in a way that’s permanent. Until then,
forgive yourself, be patient, and accept where you are in the present
moment.
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56 - 11:11
Upright Message
It’s the eleventh hour! If you’ve drawn this card, it
could be calling you to wake up so you don’t miss an
important opportunity, appointment, or call(ing). For
instance, if you’ve been considering an opportunity, a
new career, or have received signs that it’s time to act
on an important matter, you’re urged not to be idle.
Take action—now! This isn’t the time to wait for an
opportunity to come to you. Accordingly, when you
receive this card, there may be the need to hurry with something, make
a difference, or wake up enough to come to an important realization.
For some, drawing this card can signify angelic forces are calling
you to commit to a more spiritual form of service. Perhaps an idea,
relationship, or project you have in mind serves this cause. If it doesn’t,
don’t be idle. Make your service to something higher your most
important form of service.

Reversed Message
You could feel as if life is moving too fast or that you’ve too much to
do and too little time. Conversely, you could have too much time on
your hands or aren’t making the most of an opportunity or call(ing).
You could be choosing, instead, to hit the snooze button! For some,
possibly you’ve felt like you have a higher spiritual calling, but you’re
not sure what it is or how to make it transpire.
In some instances, drawing this card can indicate you might be
misreading signs or signals. If you feel confused about whether a sign
should be taken at face value or interpreted in a different manner, first
ask yourself if the meaning you’re giving it is something that truly
benefits you. If it only serves to disempower or block you from moving
forward in life, then this may be a sign of its own.
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57 - Caught in Her Web
Upright Message
Someone in your life could be weaving a web of
deception, intrigue, or drama. For instance, perhaps
an evil queen has put you under a sleeping curse that
it’s hard for you to wake from. Thus, you remain
unawakened to your potential. Or maybe someone
you’ve mistaken for Prince Charming is using
gaslighting techniques to cause you to doubt yourself
or to accept a lie as the truth. Alternatively, a helpless
maiden may have taken you on as her savior (or person to blame)
because she doesn’t know how to emotionally take care of herself.
Whatever your situation, if you find yourself feeling drained or even
crazy, it might not be about you but something about a person you’re
involved with that’s making you feel this way. If you can detach from
the web that’s been woven around you and stay focused on who you
are, you can potentially avoid becoming drained or manipulated.

Reversed Message
Luckily, you were gifted with enough intelligence and foresight that
you can potentially avoid getting caught up in someone else’s attempts
to manipulate you using lies, flattery, or drama. If you follow the red
flags that are making themselves clear, they’ll help you uncover the
truth, which could be that all may not be what it seems. Hopefully,
you’ve already learned the lesson that you don’t need to be a servant
to another or put up with abuse, lies, or other bad behavior to be loved
or to find your place in the world. Likewise, you’re not responsible for
others’ dramas, or any refusal on their part to take care of themselves.
If you haven’t learned these lessons yet, it’s likely you’ll soon be
learning them!
With this card reversed, it may be a good time to break free from a
toxic relationship or situation that will only leave you feeling
compromised. You can choose, if you want, to remain trapped or a
victim, but you will be making that choice with your eyes open.
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58 - Safe in Your Bubble
Upright Message
You may feel safe, protected, or sheltered within your
own little bubble. Perhaps you’ve withdrawn from the
world, or you’re being less socially active. And while
you don’t want to stay in this type of cocoon
indefinitely, you could find that you need it
temporarily to shield yourself from others’ negativity
or help you heal or process something that takes time.
Perhaps you simply need space away from others to
catch up on sleep, grieve a recent loss, gain a new perspective, or give
birth to something new, such as a new idea or project.
At times, the appearance of this card signifies to use psychic
protection, or to work to strengthen your psychic and emotional
boundaries, so that you can protect your energy and help keep it
contained.

Reversed Message
You may feel extra-sensitive to the negativity in the world or others’
negative projections. You may even feel under attack on some level.
Hopefully, you haven’t taken to hiding away in your own little bubble
as a way to avoid life or to protect yourself from a world or others that
you find too difficult to face or stand up to. If so, you could be closing
yourself off to love or other positive experiences. At times, this card
in this position can indicate issues with social phobia, agoraphobia,
environmental illness, fear of never being clean enough, or fears of
curses, spells, or other spiritual influences.
If you can center yourself, release what isn’t yours, and set
appropriate boundaries, you can potentially find a way to open yourself
up to life and the world without feeling the need to be overly selfprotective or defensive. While the idea of venturing outside of a safe
bubble may feel overwhelming, you’re encouraged to be brave and face
your fears. You’ve hidden yourself away for long enough. It’s time to
find the courage to rejoin the world!
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59 - Unretrieved Soul
Upright Message
You may have become disconnected from your body.
This could be due to fear, shock, or trauma. Or you
could be avoiding your emotions or have become too
focused in the mind, engaged in fantasy or
overanalysis.
With a relationship, be careful that you’re not codependently giving part of your soul away to another
person, looking to that person to define you. If you’ve
become obsessive, it could indicate that part of your soul has become
lost, or it’s floating around another person’s energy field, trying to feel
for what they may be feeling or thinking. If so, you may need to
consciously pull yourself back and develop stronger boundaries.
If you feel ungrounded due to spiritual practices or psychic work,
you may benefit from grounding yourself on a regular basis. Whatever
your case, if you can practice centering yourself in your body, feeling
what it’s like to be fully in it (including feeling your emotions), you
have the potential to turn things around and return to wholeness.

Reversed Message
You might feel like you’re coming back to reality or earth again after a
period of feeling out of touch or ungrounded. Perhaps you’re starting
to feel like yourself again after a shock or trauma. Or maybe you’re
finding ways to regain lost parts of your soul after having codependently given them away to another person. Alternatively, if your
issue is you’ve been running away from difficult feelings or a reality
you’ve been afraid of facing, it’s possible you’re finally ready to
confront what you’ve run from head-on. While the act of coming
down to earth again could potentially cause uncomfortable feelings to
arise, it will empower you more than leaving your body or reality ever
could.
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60 - Put a Spell on You
Upright Message
A job, person, or idea may have you feeling swept off
your feet or under a spell! You could feel captivated,
won over, or that you are winning over others!
Perhaps you feel charmed or seduced by someone
who makes you feel attractive, sexy, or special. Or
maybe this card could be calling you to use your own
charm to win over a lover (or a boss, colleague, or
backer). If you’re launching a project or idea, it might
pay to invest in advertising or an engaging means of getting the word
out. Or if you’re a believer in the Law of Attraction, it may help to
apply its principles to effect a desired change in your life. Whatever
your case, using the right kind of charm or magic may help you with a
situation or an important goal.

Reversed Message
Tread carefully! Someone who has their eye on you may seek to win
you over through using superficial charm or persuasion. This person
could be unconsciously manipulative, or they could be a con artist,
player, or someone who wants you to give away your power or
personal information. Make sure not to give anything away, including
your heart, without further investigation or taking time to get to know
someone better.
With work matters, avoid allowing a boss or colleague to take
advantage or manipulate you into accepting less than you deserve. Seek
the support of reputable backers, advertisers, or others who have your
best interests at heart and won’t simply take your money without
producing results.
If you’re the person who’s using manipulative or deceptive tactics
to get what you want, know that if you place your focus on spirit or
seek the help of the Divine, you may find ways to create success and
fulfillment without resorting to such tactics.
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61 - Feng Shui Butterfly
Upright Message
Some part of your physical or emotional life may be
undergoing a renovation. Maybe you’re clearing out
the old to make way for something better. You could
be getting rid of what creates clutter in your life, as
well as any old baggage, relationships, jobs, or
patterns of behavior that no longer serve your best
interests. Possibly you’re even considering a change in
residence or a renovation of your living space. Or this
card could indicate you need to pay attention to how energy flows and
how to keep it flowing in an unobstructed way. Perhaps if you can
learn about feng shui and apply some of its principles, it might even
help you attract more love, health, or abundance.

Reversed Message
Are you clinging to relationships, jobs, emotional baggage, or
possessions that no longer serve you? If so, this behavior could be
blocking you from needed change or from attracting something new!
For some who draw this card, you could be surfing the couch too
much, waiting for change to come to you, rather than using your will
or determination to bring it about. This could leave your energy stuck
or stifled. If this sounds true, maybe an exercise program could be in
order to help you get your energy moving. If not this, making changes
to your home or moving furniture around might do the trick!
If the above doesn’t apply, perhaps you desire to initiate change,
but certain constraints (such as with having the time, money, or
resources) appear to block you from proceeding. However, nothing is
stopping you from doing the repairs or renovations that you can do
yourself, such as working on clearing away clutter or releasing what
isn’t necessary to your life anymore. Perhaps you can even apply a little
feng shui to clear away what might be blocking energy from flowing in
an unobstructed way. Whatever is hindering you from creating change,
you can break through it if you’re willing to take action and be creative!
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62 - Meeting Your Twin
Upright Message
If your question involves a relationship, you could be
looking for (or have found) someone who is your
ideal match, who gets you, or who shares your vision,
ideals, or traits. Any conflicts you experience may be
based on what this person has to show you about
yourself.
In matters pertaining to work, you could find the
ideal job or begin a project that seems the perfect fit
for you or allows you to express your best qualities. Or you could be
looking up to a boss or co-worker, or maybe they’re looking up to you
because there is a positive mirroring process going on.
Whatever your circumstances, through relating to a person, project,
or situation that acts as a mirror, personal growth and healing can
occur.

Reversed Message
If you’re experiencing difficulties when it comes to dealing with a
particular person, job, or situation, it could be that that person, job, or
situation mirrors or highlights the qualities that you don’t like nor
accept in yourself. Perhaps the commonalities that are accentuated,
rather than the differences, could trigger irritations, arguments, or
make a job or relationship seem like a poor fit. Even relationships
where there is too much positive in common can feel uncomfortable,
competitive, or unstimulating.
If you’re experiencing irritation with someone you share a
relationship with, try to avoid engaging in blame, projection, or
criticism, hoping that it will trigger the other person to perceive himself
or herself in the same negative light you view them. Instead of being
critical or attempting to correct others, turn your attention within—
with love, forgiveness, and compassion. If you can become accepting
of who you are and your own imperfections, the less likely you’ll feel
triggered by the imperfections in others.
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63 - Seer of Souls
Upright Message
This card calls you to use your empathy and insight to
understand what someone close to you is thinking or
feeling, or the psychological dynamics influencing a
relationship. Or perhaps, you can offer someone a
shoulder to lean on if they need it.
On the work front, if you can get into the head of
a person (or people) you seek to impress, it could help
you with your job, an interview, marketing efforts, or
attracting the right backers or followers.
If your question involves your spiritual growth, this card encourages
you to use your telepathy, empathic sensitivity, or emotional
intelligence toward a higher purpose, such as to cultivate a greater
understanding of the world and the life forms that inhabit it.

Reversed Message
You may want to be sensitive or intuitive to what someone close is
thinking or feeling, but your ego could be getting in the way. This could
cause you to misinterpret a situation or what someone else truly feels.
If the above doesn’t apply, consider whether a tendency to be overly
attuned or sensitive to what others are thinking or feeling has led to
codependency issues or problems with setting boundaries. If you
should find yourself feeling overloaded due to dealing with others’
projections, emotions, or problems, you could be taking too much on.
If so, you may benefit from finding ways to pull your energy back from
focusing on others so you can focus on your own emotions and what
your triggers are.
The more you can excel with this ability, the more you’ll be able to
face and process any painful feelings or fears you have of being
rejected, disapproved of, or unable to control how others think or feel.
You can still be a sensitive, insightful, and empathic person if you
follow this advice. However, your sensitivity won’t need to overwhelm
or drain you. With increased self-awareness, you can become more
skilled at using your empathic ability productively.
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64 - Akashic Records
Upright Message
In some way, you could be accessing the Akashic
Records, either unconsciously or on purpose, such as
through using your intuitive abilities. This could put
you in touch with your higher purpose, deeper
knowing, ancestral wisdom, or memories from past
lives. Perhaps some of this wisdom is coming through
your dreams. Or maybe it’s surfacing through your
writing, drawing, compositions, or other projects you’re working on.
Something in your situation is allowing you to tap into this kind of
higher wisdom, so pay attention!
For some, the appearance of this card could be asking you to look
past the superficial within your situation to uncover deeper wisdom or
truths. Perhaps you’ll even feel motivated to learn more about history,
mysticism, antediluvian civilizations, or ancient healing practices. At
times, this card can even indicate to study the words and works of
ancient spiritual masters or prophets.

Reversed Message
You might feel blocked when it comes to delving more deeply beneath
the surface of an issue or relationship to decipher the underlying
dynamics that are at work or having an influence. If a relationship or
issue is a difficult one, perhaps you’re having a hard time understanding
its deeper purpose or the lesson you’re meant to learn. As a result, you
could be asking, Why me?
If not this, perhaps you’re finding it difficult to access your intuition
or deeper wisdom. You might feel blocked or unable to see past your
superficial reality or the stresses, romances, or stories you feel swept
up in. Or perhaps you’re taking the words of gurus, the media, or other
sources of information as the truth, without doing your own research
(such as looking into history, statistics, ancestry, genetics, or ancient
texts or scriptures).
If any of this resonates with you, being open to looking past the
surface of your question (or an issue) may help you uncover deeper
wisdom or truths.
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65 - Divine Masculine
Upright Message
The appearance of this card could be urging you to
honor the principle of the Divine Masculine in your
life—perhaps through becoming more yang. Yang is
represented by fire, the sun, action, vitality,
responsibility, logic, and authority. It is a symbol of
power, assertiveness, competition, production, and
acquisition. It represents the doer and the thinker
instead of the feeler or nurturer/receiver. If your
question is work-related, this card could signify that a project or goal
needs a practical, hands-on approach, or for you to pursue some
course of action, such as to get the word out.
The Divine Masculine can also represent the Divine Father, who is
the counterpart to the Divine Mother (represented by nurturing,
compassionate energy of Mother Earth). While the idea of “God” can
encompass both energies, its Divine Masculine and patriarchal aspects
are represented by the energy of ethics, direction, morality, obedience,
and righteousness. For some who draw this card, it could be that your
father, husband, or a man in your life needs your attention.

Reversed Message
If you’ve drawn this card reversed, you may be exhibiting too much or
too little yang energy. Perhaps you have become too much of a doer.
Or you may feel overly aggressive, competitive, authoritarian, or
focused on thinking, morality, or acquisition. If you have over-used
your yang forces, you could feel burned-out. If you are experiencing a
yang deficit, you could be overly passive, obedient, or disempowered.
If the above doesn’t apply, perhaps your relationship with your
father or men in your life are suffering. Or if your question involves a
work matter, you could feel workaholic, driven, or perfectionistic.
If your question involves your health or spiritual growth, you might
need to think about how you’ve been using your yang forces. For
instance, if you suffer from depression, perhaps exercise or being more
active will help. If you find yourself feeling angry, overworked, or
frustrated, try to find ways to surrender and relax.
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66 - The Law of Balance
Upright Message
You are balanced, fair, open to compromise, or
weighing your decisions carefully. Perhaps due to
your equipoise or ability to consider all
perspectives, you’re delegated to a management
position. Or maybe you’d make a fair and stable
leader, judge, counselor, mediator, or friend in
need.
Regarding legal or other matters where you
desire to know how you’ll fare, it’s likely that the
outcome will be equitable or involve compromise. With this card, any
question you’ve asked may not necessarily have an all-or-nothing
answer, or “yes” or “no” response. Instead, the result you end up with
may be a grey area that lies between extremes.
In matters of healing, spirituality, or personal growth, you could be
learning to balance yin and yang, or the masculine and feminine.

Reversed Message
Nature likes balance. In this theme, Nature uses the Law of Balance to
show the rewards of walking a path between dualities and extremes.
She also shows the ramifications of straying from this path, such as
through falling into one form of extreme or another, being too yin or
too yang, or succumbing to all-or-nothing thinking. Perhaps you’re
experiencing these ramifications. Sometimes, they may be subtle, while
other times, they may be more obvious.
If the above doesn’t apply, consider whether this card is counseling
you to understand how the Law of Attraction operates in conjunction
with the Law of Balance. Notice when and in what situations you’ve
striven toward one extreme and found that you’ve manifested its
opposite duality at another level. For example, where has overstriving
to create excess manifested that excess but also depletion or burnout
at another level (such as with time, money, resources, energy, etc.)? As
you notice the patterns that begin to emerge, think of ways that you
can work with the Law of Attraction while also respecting the need to
keep everything in balance.
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67 - Sound Healing
Upright Message
Through
expressing
yourself
effectively,
authentically, or inspirationally, you have the power
to heal a situation or improve your prospects with
a relationship, project, or job. Perhaps you even feel
the urge to become a speaker, teacher, or someone
who communicates insight, wisdom, inspiration, or
something else creative. If so, you’re being
encouraged to follow your heart and let go of what
others might think or whether you’ll be perfect at
it. What isn’t perfect can be improved, if you’re willing to practice.
On the other hand, drawing this card could be asking you to
consider whether there’s something you need to listen to more closely,
such as an inspirational message or deeper insight you’re receiving.
Concerning your health, perhaps singing, toning, or utilizing a form
of sound healing would be of benefit. Or it could be that you need to
speak your truth more authentically, communicate your feelings, or
learn to dance to your own tune.

Reversed Message
You could either feel blocked when it comes to expressing yourself (or
with conveying your own truth, ideas, or inspiration), or you could be
blocking another’s expression. Or you might benefit from making sure
you’re communicating effectively, so there aren’t misunderstandings.
Regarding work or a creative project, things could be moving
slowly. Or maybe you’re experiencing creative blocks or
procrastination. Alternatively, consider whether you need to gain a new
skill or take the time to practice becoming more proficient.
When it comes to your health, perhaps you feel adversely affected
by noise pollution, verbal abuse, or others’ negativity. If so, listening
to music, healing sounds, or messages of a more positive or
inspirational nature could have a therapeutic effect.
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68 – Fantasy
Upright Message
Your imagination could be especially strong right
now. If so, perhaps it can be applied to solving a
problem, especially if it’s one that keeps cycling
round. You might finally break the cycle and find
freedom.
Or you could be using your imagination to
engage in reveries or daydreaming, such as through
fantasizing about your family, career, or a new love
relationship. Alternatively, you could feel lost in
memories of your childhood or a past relationship.
Because this is a card of imagination and fantasy, it could also
represent the conception phase of a new idea, invention, project, or
plan. Maybe a pregnancy is even a possibility. If it hasn’t yet happened
and isn’t desired, it might be a good idea to invest in birth control.
With healing matters, perhaps guided or other forms of positive
visualization would prove beneficial.

Reversed Message
You could be losing yourself in daydreaming, to the point it’s hard to
get much accomplished. Just make sure you’re not using daydreaming
to refuse to grow up or to avoid real-world responsibilities.
With respect to your relationships, remember that liaisons based in
fantasy, idealism, or pseudo-intimacy can create intense or addictive
feelings.
For some, drawing this card could represent that your strong
imagination or sense of visualization is making what you imagine seem
true. If so, you may want to make sure that what you’re imagining really
reflects the truth. Also remember that trauma or memories from
childhood can influence a person’s perceptions, in some cases
triggering paranoia, hypochondria, or trust issues.
In the case that a fantasy you believed in was recently shattered,
trust this was for your highest good. Through being allowed to see the
truth, you can take appropriate action or make more informed
decisions.
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69 - Wounded Healer
Upright Message
You may have endured a period of suffering, either
recently or in your past. Due to what you’ve
persevered (and having found a way to heal
yourself), perhaps you’re granted the opportunity to
be a healer to another or others. This isn’t the type
of healer who is elevated above others who are
suffering. Instead, it is the type of healer who stands
on equal footing, having the capacity to relate to
others who are imperfect or in pain due to his or
her own experiences with pain and imperfection.
If you’ve become this kind of healer, you’ve learned that the most
powerful medicine is self-love. You also know that a person’s selfworth isn’t determined by his or her worldly achievements. You’ve
likely experienced the healing that can occur through sharing your
experiences with others and what you’ve learned. Most importantly,
you know firsthand that your wounds and what you’ve experienced
don’t make you weaker than others. If used the right way, they can help
you become a stronger and more compassionate person.

Reversed Message
If you’re going through a period of suffering, you’re encouraged not
to give up hope. There is a light at the end of every tunnel, and you’re
meant to make it to the other side! Perhaps there’s even a lesson you
can learn through transcending a form of suffering or limitation. This
lesson needn’t be considered negative, nor meant to infer that you’re
being punished. It’s even possible that you’ve been given such a lesson
to help you step into the role of a healer, to have compassion for your
own and others’ limitations, or to learn the true nature of love and selfworth, which isn’t dependent upon worldly achievements or receiving
others’ approval. Therefore, whatever trial you’re undergoing, try to
make the most of it. Use it as an opportunity to become transcendent,
rather than to feel limited or inferior.
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70 – Miracle
Upright Message
Something miraculous is about to happen for you!
It could be that something you’ve been praying for
materializes. Or it could be that your positive
thoughts, affirmations, or openness to receiving
blessings are helping to attract good things your
way. In relationship matters, perhaps you’ll
reconnect with someone you thought was lost
forever. Or maybe a new love relationship will
blossom unexpectedly, or the depth of a current
bond will deepen—potentially leading to a marriage proposal.
If you’ve been experiencing difficulties in any area of your life, take
heart. It’s possible that improvements are occurring behind the scenes,
unbeknownst to you.
On the work front, perhaps the raise you never thought you’d
receive comes through or you land the job of your dreams!
If your issue pertains to your health, perhaps you experience
improvement or a spontaneous remission. Whatever miracle is taking
place, treasure it!

Reversed Message
Whether your question involves a work, health, relationship, or other
matter, trust that any difficulties you’re experiencing are likely only
temporary. A full recovery could be coming soon. If not a full recovery,
you could at least experience significant improvement. Thus, you’re
asked to keep hopeful and positive, believing that prayers can be
answered, and miracles can happen! Don’t give up on your efforts to
look for a new love, to apply for new jobs, to make amends after a
quarrel, or to eagerly explore opportunities, resources, treatments, or
practitioners that present themselves (if applicable). If you’re willing to
keep your intentions and prayers positive and see that they are
supported by the appropriate actions, you’re likely to generate
favorable results.
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71 - Hands That Heal
Upright Message
You may be blessed with hands-on healing ability
or a Midas touch. If so, perhaps it can be used to
offer healing or assistance to a particular person or
situation. Or, if a situation you’ve inquired about is
somewhat delicate, this card could be counseling
you to treat it with extra care, attention, or a soft
touch. On the other hand, if the hands on this card
do not represent your own hands but those of
another person, it could be you who’d benefit from
receiving someone else’s support. This type of support might be
provided by a healer, coach, or business consultant who can help you
turn your ideas into gold.
If your question should involve a love relationship, the appearance
of this card could signify that you and a lover cannot keep your hands
off each other. On the other hand, if a relationship is currently
undergoing difficulties, it could be that being more physical or handson will help create more chemistry or closeness.

Reversed Message
You may have trouble turning a dream or goal into a tangible reality.
Perhaps this is because you’re lacking a hands-on approach, don’t
know what to do with your hands, or you’re being too idle. Or you
could be rejecting practical aid that’s being offered.
If it’s you who’s trying to lend a hand to someone else, perhaps
you’re finding your efforts, gifts, or generosity are unwelcome or
rejected. Or maybe you have to allow others to sort out their issues for
themselves.
If your question involves a love relationship, this card in its reversed
position could indicate that physical contact or affection could be
lacking. Or you could be rejecting someone’s physical advances, or
someone could be rejecting yours.
With matters of health and spiritual growth, this card asks you to
work to overcome any fears you have of giving or receiving healing or
love.
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72 - Divine Feminine
Upright Message
Someone or something in your life might require a
motherly or feminine touch. Maybe your children
or mother need attention, or you’re pregnant or
considering becoming a mother. If your question is
work-related, this card could signify that a project,
goal, or dream could use your love and nurturing to
see it grow and mature.
If your question pertains to your health or
spiritual growth, this card urges you to honor the
principle of the Divine Feminine—perhaps through becoming more yin
in your life or through developing a connection with Mother Nature.
See how Nature nourishes you and how you can give back to Her or
show more respect, protection, or appreciation. Yin is also represented
by water, the moon, receptivity, and emotions/intuition, so this card
could be asking you to take a break from being a doer or thinker in order
to relax, surrender, or focus on your intuition or feelings.

Reversed Message
If you’ve drawn this card reversed, you may have over-given in some
area of your life to the point you feel exhausted or depleted. While your
efforts toward someone or something may have at one time felt
worthwhile and appreciated, they may now leave you feeling empty.
You may have even shut yourself down, feeling you have nothing left
to give. Relationships with children, family members, or other women
in your life may have possibly become affected. Or if your question
involves a work matter, you could feel creatively blocked, exhausted,
or that your job lacks meaning—or your life lacks a true purpose.
If your question involves your health or spiritual growth, you could
feel disconnected from your emotions, shadow side, or even from
Mother Nature and the natural world. Or you may find it difficult to
receive, to get pregnant, or to give birth in some form.
If any of this applies to you, you may be able to restore the balance
through seeking to reconnect with the Divine Feminine or yin, as it is
represented through water, the moon, emotions, intuition, surrender,
and receptivity.
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73 – Keeping Secrets
Upright Message
Some things may be better left unsaid. In this vein,
you’re urged to keep a secret, to keep a confidence,
or to keep information to yourself.
If your question involves letting someone know
how you feel, the advice is to keep your feelings
secret for now. It could be that expressing
something sensitive with the wrong person (or at
the wrong time) could lead to awkwardness or an
indiscretion. If not this, consider whether you’re
sharing too much information, being overly critical, or someone you
associate with is a gossip who can’t be trusted.
If you’re question involves a work matter, you’re advised to keep
your personal baggage at home and your ideas to yourself (until you’ve
fully developed them).
Overall, use your discretion with whatever information you choose
to share with others. Especially avoid doing or saying anything that
could sabotage your own or another’s reputation or which could
become a source of gossip.

Reversed Message
Is it possible that someone’s being kept in the dark or isn’t being given
all the facts? Sadly, if this “someone” is you, you could be oblivious to
what’s going on. Maybe you’re trusting someone who shouldn’t be
trusted, or you’re falling for a lie. If so, you could be in for a shock
when the truth comes out, if it ever does. Or perhaps you won’t be
able to learn the truth unless you’re willing to do your own research (in
place of believing everything you’re told).
If you’re the person who’s being deceptive or withholding a truth,
try to right the energy so you’re not forcing someone else to live with
a lie. Not choosing to do so could potentially have consequences,
either through being exposed, hurting others, or delaying your own
growth. Through keeping others in the dark, you only serve to be kept
in the dark yourself—when it comes to what would best serve your
own spiritual evolution and enlightenment.
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74 - The Karmic Scales
Upright Message
In some way, the universe could be rendering a just
verdict. This could be through a court of law or a
guilty party being held accountable for his or her
misdeeds or damaging choices. If you’ve acted fairly
and with integrity, you’ve no reason to worry. If
not, there could be consequences or a lesson to be
learned.
Alternatively, consider whether something
unresolved from your past or a past life is
resurfacing in the present for you to learn a higher lesson. Perhaps your
soul incarnated with a purpose to repay a karmic debt (or to be repaid
by another), or you may have lesson-oriented karmic contracts to work
through. If you are the one who needs to repay a debt, you could feel
presented with a difficult challenge to overcome for the sake of your
soul’s development. Try viewing your circumstances in a positive light
in which you’re being given an opportunity to make a change that is
important for your soul’s growth.
Whether justice is being served in your favor or you’re being
presented with a lesson or consequence, trust that your soul’s journey
is one of finding ways of bringing itself back into alignment with truth,
love, and justness.

Reversed Message
It may appear that justice isn’t being served. If you’ve been waiting for
someone to get their karmic just desserts, release your resentments,
and allow the universe to take care of the matter in its own timing and
fashion. There could even be a lesson that was divinely intended for
you. Or experiencing injustice could be part of your own karmic debt
to repay, carried over from the past or a past life.
Alternatively, perhaps the role you play with an injustice isn’t the
victim. You may even feel you’ve gotten away with a deception or
offense. If so, you only really got away with delaying your soul’s
growth. For your soul’s deepest desire is to regain its integrity and
wholesomeness.
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75 – The Cabal
Upright Message
Being part of a group right now (political, social, or
other) will prove rewarding, especially if it is helping
you to join with others toward a like-minded
scheme or goal. This type of goal could involve a
desire to change the world. Or it could be interested
in the pursuit of esoteric or archaic wisdom (such
as of metaphysics, hermeticism, magic, or
philosophy). In the image, you see different pawns
on a chessboard looking over a crystal globe of the
earth. Perhaps this indicates you and others have joined in a human or
earth-healing purpose. The checkered floor (a masonic symbol)
represents the dualities inherent in our human experience: light versus
dark, good versus evil, etc. If you keep your motives pure and
humanitarian, your efforts are likely to be rewarded.

Reversed Message
You might be lacking in a sense of community right now. Or perhaps
it feels as if a community or group you belong to has treated you as a
pawn, ousted you from being a member, or cannot be trusted any
more. In the reversed image, the checkered floor is overhead,
indicating there might be a lot of thinking going on about the concepts
of good and evil, right and wrong, or light and dark. Because it is a
chessboard, it can also represent someone is scheming, playing games,
trying to overpower or out-maneuver you, or is a sore loser (such as if
they flipped the board over in anger).
If this doesn’t apply, it could feel as if the community you were part
of has been overturned. Perhaps its schemes were exposed, a
competitor sought to block its next move, or someone was no longer
interested in playing games (or being a pawn). The all-seeing eye
symbol and the earth falls from the checkerboard, indicating that
players might not be focused on the common good or interested in
attaining higher wisdom. Maybe they are only focused on winning,
conquest, or domination.
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76 – Cult-ure
Upright Message
In the image, we see many pawns upon a checkered
floor (a masonic symbol representing the human
struggle between good and evil, light and dark, and
other dualities). The one-way sign with no U-turns
indicates that the pawns might only be allowed to
think in one way. So, with drawing this card, you
are being asked to consider your interpretation of
your situation. Notice how it has been shaped by
culture, industries, systems, society, teachers, gurus,
advertisers, parents, or other influencers or authorities. Then, ask
yourself where you might be going along with something simply to go
along with it, why, what you get out of it, or whether you want to
develop another interpretation that would lead to a different feeling or
outcome.12
At another level, if you’ve always done something one way (the
same way everyone else is doing), it’s hard to imagine doing it
differently or going against the norm. Thus, if you have drawn this
card, try to awaken yourself to the possibilities of thought, behavior,
and belief that lie outside these norms. Perhaps this can help you find
an answer to a question you have posed.

Reversed Message
In some way, you’ve become deprogrammed. You can clearly see the
programming or ideas you released, which may have been taken on by
family, friends, movies, advertisers, or other cultural influencers of
thought. Your deprogramming has allowed you to experience a
different perspective or feeling. Perhaps it has allowed you to release a
form of suffering or expectation that you didn’t feel you could live up
to (or didn’t want to). Maybe you had to overcome this conditioning
to feel freer and more loving and accepting of yourself.
To be clear, letting go of cultural programming isn’t necessarily
12 For example, if you feel you can only be happy or fulfilled if you get married or
have children, it could cause feelings of suffering, especially if you feel judged as a
failure by your family or culture.
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easy. You might feel misunderstood, judged, rejected, or experience
other’s giving you pushback or trying to convert you. If so, take the
space you need to solidify your new understanding or viewpoint. It
doesn’t mean you have to judge others who believe something
different from you. You are simply adopting a divergent worldview
that can lead you to become the best version of yourself.
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77 – Commit to a Path
Upright Message
If you have embarked on a new path and are
questioning whether to remain committed, the
appearance of this card offers a green light.
Whether this path involves a move, course of study,
career choice, relationship, or way of thinking, there
is something you will likely get out of it that will
prove beneficial or help you learn an important
lesson.
Especially pay attention if you have felt divinely
guided. In the image, candles light the path each step the woman
takes—as if something supernatural is leading her to a destination.
Thus, trust the signs that you are receiving. This path is one you need
to be on for the time being. There is a lot you can learn from it. Thus,
commit to it fully.

Reversed Message
In the reversed image, the candles fall from the bridge and no longer
illuminate the woman’s path. They no longer shed light on where she
is stepping. The path has also been turned upside down, causing the
woman to fall. Thus, this card indicates that a path you’ve committed
to has the potential to lead to a fall (if you haven’t fallen already). It
can also indicate you’ve been mistaking that signs were leading you in
a certain direction when it is possible there were no signs at all. In this
sense, this card can warn against wishful thinking.
Alternatively, the woman on the card could have turned the scene
upside down on her own. If so, she may have left a path of her own
free will. Because the path is no longer lighted (as the candles are
upside down and falling), it could indicate it isn’t the right path for her
to remain on. Maybe it was once the right path, but the woman
traveling it has since outgrown it. If this sounds like you, you may have
outgrown a course you were once committed to. This occurrence
doesn’t have to be seen as negative, especially if it frees you to embark
on something new.
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78 – Alliances
Upright Message
You are making meaningful connections, whether
they are work-related, romantic, or social in nature.
If your question involves work, perhaps you are
getting along with coworkers, or a significant
partnership or alliance is coming soon. Because two
hands are shaking, this could indicate an agreement
is made, a meeting is successful, or a contract is
signed. People are coming together in some way, to
support a project, endeavor, or cause.
If your question involves romance, you might attract someone
supportive or interested in a deeper commitment (or even marriage).
With social or other aspects of life, you might find your circumstances
agreeable and that people are willing to compromise or provide
understanding and support.

Reversed Message
In the reversed image, two hands are shaking, but they are upside
down. This scenario could indicate partnerships, agreements, or
contracts that are unreliable or turn a person on their head. Thus, if
you are signing a contract, make sure you read the small print. Do not
implicitly trust that others are in agreement with you or will remain so
(or vice versa). This card reversed increases the potential for
misunderstandings or disagreements.
In romance, make sure you know who you are committing to and
what type of relationship your love interest seeks. In a romantic
situation, this card can indicate you could be misunderstanding
someone else’s intentions or their perception of your relationship.
While the hands are still joined in the image, the scene turned upside
down could cause them to break free from one another. Thus, this card
reversed can signify division, discord, or broken promises, alliances,
contracts, or agreements.
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79 – Hindsight 2020
Upright Message
In what way are you experiencing hindsight?
Perhaps you are looking back on events and
realizing the signs were there that something was
“off.” You might now have regrets you didn’t pay
attention to these signs.
On a positive note, you did learn something
valuable, right? You can carry that wisdom with you
into the future, allowing it to positively impact your
choices, relationships, and work. You now know
what to avoid, what signs to look for, and what types of opportunities
to accept (and not let slip by). The one great thing about hindsight is it
naturally leads to foresight.

Reversed Message
In the reversed image, the scene is upside down. The toilet paper,
masks, and money fall. There haven’t been efforts made to prepare for
a crisis, leading to loss or going without. Perhaps you thought that a
situation would magically turn itself around, succumbing to denial,
wishful thinking, or blind optimism. Or you might have experienced
signs that history was repeating itself but avoided taking caution to
avoid that potential.
If the above doesn’t apply, the appearance of this reversed card
could act as a warning to keep a keen eye on situations around you so
that you aren’t needing to learn something from hindsight in the future.
If something doesn’t feel right, trust your gut, especially if it is
accompanied by signs. If you see something from history that looks
like it is repeating (in a negative way), pay attention!
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80 – 2020 Vision
Upright Message
In the image, the same hands as in card 0 (The
Intangible) are forming the shape of a heart. We
also see toilet paper, masks, a stuffed animal, and a
globe of the earth on the floor. Perhaps you’ve
found a way to make the best out of a crisis or
situation. Instead of succumbing to feeling
defeated, you are focusing your attention on what
can be done to improve your situation. In this way,
you are showing courage and wisdom. If, in your
vision, you carry the energy of compassion, love, and goodwill in your
heart, you will not only serve yourself but the greater world.
Because your visionary ability is clear and focused, it is unlikely that
anything or anyone will be able to throw you off-course. You know
what you want to see manifested in the future in a way that others’
doubts or pessimism has no effect on you.

Reversed Message
You may feel blocked when it comes to envisioning the future or
making plans. Maybe you’re so focused on the present and what
immediately affects you that you haven’t taken time to see the potential
the future holds. If so, this card could be asking you to allow yourself
to visualize what you want your future to look like so you can take
action that will help such a vision unfold.
If your question involves a job or relationship, perhaps you want it
for the wrong reasons or are settling for the first opportunity that
comes along. You might not have even asked yourself if it is a good fit
for you.
For some, this card could indicate that you have a vision of the
future, but it is cloudy or pessimistic. Perhaps you feel preoccupied
with chaos, worries, or a sense of doom. Or maybe you have trouble
seeing the best in humanity or the benefit of having a sense of
goodwill. If so, you might want to shift your focus to something more
constructive.
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Collective Definitions
Reading the Collective Energy
These cards were created in suits to cover a variety of collective-related
topics (these suits aren’t connected to the categories on the card backs,
see page 167). I tried to cover many areas of collective life, but I’m sure
there are others. Also, the potentials are only that: potentials. Use your
intuition or draw other cards for more understanding. If you know
muscle testing, you can muscle test among the various potentials
presented with each definition. Lastly, using the cards in mixed
positions (upright and reversed) will help the reader to be able to access
some of the reversed potentials.
Throughout the rest of this chapter, I go over the basic categories
and what they stand for, as well as how to view each card in terms of
its collective meaning.

The Unknown

This category covers what is unknown or intangible and how it is
affecting the world or collective life.

0. The Intangible
Something might be affecting the collective that is of an unknown or
intangible origin. Or something could be happening on a spiritual,
religious, or unseen level.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• The public awaits the result of an election, investigation, or
matter of social interest in which the outcome is either
difficult to predict or may not be in form.
• Something is discovered of an unknown, celestial, or extraterrestrial nature.
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A large collective outpouring of love is directed toward a
place, issue, or person (living or deceased).

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• There’s an atmosphere of helplessness when it comes to a
political, environmental, or social situation in which the
outcome isn’t predictable or can’t be controlled.
• Something may be approaching earth from the heavens (or
which has an extraterrestrial nature) that might portray itself
as benevolent or benign, but there may be the need to use
discernment.
• Negative occult phenomena, alien abductions, psychic
addiction, or abuse of the occult might be a topic of news.

Air and Atmosphere

The cards in this category cover topics related to the sky, space,
enlightenment, and the realm of the mind and thoughts (including
mental conditioning).

1. The Clock is Ticking
This card can signify climate change, global warming, desertification or
aridity of land, and the need for the collective to take timely action with
an environmental or other matter.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Heat waves, global warming, holes in the atmosphere, or
climate change could be a pressing issue. Or these
phenomena could be the topic of news or research.
• Extreme temperatures may cause vulnerable members of the
public to experience heatstroke or dehydration.
• Collectively, there's a sense of urgency that timely action is
required to turn a negative situation around. Alternatively,
feelings of laziness, hopelessness, or apathy could be blocking
the public (or a leader or public figure) from taking
appropriate action with a matter.
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When it comes to a global event or issue, there may be
confusion or indecision as to what constitutes paranoia or is
a real cause for concern.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A drought or heatwave comes to an end.
• Research offers solutions for climate-related issues or related
problems.
• Enough action is initiated during an eleventh-hour to avert a
negative outcome or disaster.
• A sense of urgency has abated concerning a once critical
environmental or other situation, perhaps due to solutions or
new technology arising.
• There may be a reason to feel positive that actions individuals
and governments are taking to heal a critical situation won’t
be in vain or wasted.

2. Celestial Encounters
This card can indicate something from space or the celestial realms is
approaching or affecting earth. This can represent meteors, asteroids,
extraterrestrials, angelic intervention, or astrological transits.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Something from the heavens (such as an asteroid or meteor)
could fly close to the earth or enters the earth’s atmosphere.
• Satellites, space probes, or space missions feature positively
in the news. Or there may be new research, developments,
approaches, or technology in these areas.
• A new crop circle, planet, or solar system is detected.
• The results of a space mission are making headlines.
• There’s increased interest in (or reports of) UFOs, aliens, or
life on other planets.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Something entering the earth’s orbit or atmosphere (such as an
asteroid or meteor) goes unseen or leaves a negative impact.
• Research, news, or topics become popular regarding otherworldly beings, alien abductions, or the paranormal.
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There may be a need for more discernment when it comes to
seeking other-worldly or celestial contact.

3. Cloud Formations
This card can signify unusual cloud formations, weather tampering,
biological agents sprayed from high altitudes, or cultural or other types
of mental conditioning.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• There may be news, research, discoveries, or paranoia
concerning unusual cloud formations, weather experiments,
weather control, mind control, chemtrails, or biological
agents sprayed from high altitudes.
• Politically, environmentally, or as a consumer, it may be hard
to decipher who is in the right, who is in the wrong, or what
someone’s (or a company’s) true intentions are.
• A group, country, or culture succumbs to brainwashing,
propaganda, or cult-like ideology. Or people are being fooled
or psychologically controlled. If not a group, it could be a
leader.
• Some form of biological warfare is going on or biological
weapons are being used, developed, or tested.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• The public remains immune to attempts by a leader, the
media, or institution (or corporation) to use propaganda, false
advertising, or other techniques to fool, undermine, or
mislead them.
• A charismatic guru, celebrity, corporate identity, or leader
loses their credibility or is exposed as a fraud.
• Legislation is enacted, research is conducted, or measures are
taken to protect against the use or creation of tools or agents
that are used in biological warfare (or any situation where
hazardous chemicals are released into the atmosphere).
• There are positive developments in the areas of weather
manipulation, or alternatively measures taken to stop certain
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forms of weather manipulation (such as when used for the
purposes of war13).

4. Bird’s Eye View
This card can represent birds and the avian world, seeing the bigger
picture collectively, altruism (upright), or the lack of it (reversed).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• An endangered bird may be removed from the extinction list,
a new species of bird may be discovered, or birds are being
protected in some way.
• A cause that serves humanity is gaining momentum,
popularity, or making headlines. Maybe money is being raised
through concerts or other forms of charity.
• A leader, celebrity, or person of interest is praised for their
ability to see and care about a bigger picture. Or they may be
recognized for their acts of selflessness, charity, or generosity
that they’ve shown toward the world and others.
• There may be new advancements, research, technologies, or
treatments in the areas of vision.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• There’s trouble in the avian world. Perhaps a bird is added to
the extinction list, or there’s a need to care about and respect
the avian kingdom in general.
• Birds are sick, falling out of the sky, negatively impacted by
an environmental disaster, or their migratory patterns have
become disrupted. Perhaps this is due to human activity (such
as radio signals, artificial lights, etc.).
• Socially, politically, or environmentally, there may be the
subtle knowledge that things have gone drastically offcourse—in general, or with a world issue—yet there’s an
inability to look at the situation head-on or to come up with
a grounded solution.

13

For example, tsunami bombs were attempted to be developed during WWII and
were more recently tested off the coast of New Zealand (to destroy coastal areas).
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There needs to be more effort to consider the needs of
society, children, or a group.

5. Round and Round
This card can signify tornadoes or dust storms. It can also indicate
collective chaos, overwhelm, over activity, repeating the same patterns
without learning, immaturity, or refusal to accept responsibility.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Areas may be impacted by heavy dust storms, windstorms, or
tornadoes. There could be damage to property or fallen trees.
• At a political, environmental, economic, or social level,
energies may be spinning out of control, causing chaos.
• Too much busyness, scatteredness, hyperactivity, or hyperproductivity could make the energetic climate chaotic or
unbalanced.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Strong winds or tornadoes have caused property damage or
may have turned a town upside down. The focus could be on
the aftermath, the cleanup process, or making repairs.
• On the political, economic, environmental, or social level,
energies have already spun out of control or have resulted in
accumulated losses. The focus could be on rebuilding.
• There’s an opportunity for a collective lesson to be learned so
that a particular social or other issue doesn’t have to repeat
itself.
• A leader or the public takes responsibility for a collective
problem or comes up with a grounded plan of action.

6. Black Swan
This card can signify terrorist attacks. It can also indicate collective
events caused by lack of foresight (though signs were present) or which
take people by surprise.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A group, suicide bomber, psychopath, troubled individual, or
the military of a country may seek to stage a surprise attack,
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coup, or mass shooting. They could be out for retribution,
unstable, or using the element of surprise to catch an
unsuspecting public off-guard.
An organization or manufacturer may be cutting corners in a
way that could lead to an accident or ecological crisis.
At the collective level, there could be warning signs that all’s
not right, which if the public or leaders pay attention, a crisis
can be averted.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A terrorist’s plan of attack may be neutralized.
• A mass shooting or other negative crisis could be averted
through seeing the signs that someone (or a group) is in
trouble or feeling desperate.
• The negative impact of a disaster is minimized or avoided
through showing foresight, paying attention to warning signs,
and being prepared.

7. Flight Plan
This card can indicate airplane disappearances, the travel industry, the
air force, or issues with runaways. It can also signify issues with
commitment, running away from problems, or that someone is hiding
their true identity.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A plane crashes or disappears. People may want to know what
happened, if human error was to blame, or whether it was the
work of terrorists or a conspiracy.
• A politician, leader, or popular personality may not be all they
claim to be, is avoiding responsibility, or may not follow
through on a promise, plan, or commitment. Or they may
disappear for a while.
• There may be a tendency for the public, a leader, or an
influential personality to avoid reality, preferring to live in a
fairy tale.
• There may be news, inventions, research, or new technologies
when it comes to planes, cars, the way people travel, or the
travel industry.
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Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• An airplane that went missing is found, or there’s closure
concerning what happened.
• A public personality comes out of the closet, is seen for who
they are, or is accepted despite their shortcomings.
• Something impacts travel or the travel industry. Perhaps it
causes flight delays or cancellations.

8. Magic Beanstalk
This card can indicate rising kundalini or energy shifts with the planet.
It can also indicate space exploration, skyscrapers (or high rises),
economic improvements, or someone rising in influence or power.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Topics related to space programs, space exploration,
satellites, or the building of tall buildings or towers are in the
news.
• Politically or socially, someone with pure and virtuous intentions
could be rising to a position of prominence in the world.
• There is a collective energy shift that occurs that is positive.
• Factions of the population are experimenting with raising
their kundalini energy, or there may be increased interest in
the topic of ascension or rapture.
• There may be new research, approaches, or technology
created in the areas of architecture (particularly of buildings),
space exploration, satellites, or other space crafts or shuttles.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A politician, celebrity, or public personality could suffer a fall
from grace, or their desire for advancement is motivated by
self-interest or greed rather than the common good.
• With a group, society, or culture, there’s an energy of hubris,
arrogance, or spiritual pride.
• Something from the heavenly realms may crash to the ground
or a tall building collapses.
• Space, space programs, satellites, astronomy, or tall buildings
may be the subject of bad press or tragedy.
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Land and Earth

The cards in this category cover topics related to agriculture, the crust
of the earth, and foundations (physical and metaphorical).

9. The Dining Table
This card can indicate physical nourishment and sustenance, the effect
of the modification of foods on their nutritional value or purity, and
dating trends or social culture (which can impact how well people feel
nourished in relationships with others).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• There could be increased interest in organically grown food,
vegetarianism, healthy eating, or a new diet or supplement.
• Popular food brands change their farming or other practices.
Perhaps they switch to offering products that are organic,
vegetarian, or non-GMO.
• There are new laws passed or measures taken regarding food
production, farming practices, or protecting livestock.
• There is news, laws passed, or positive changes affecting
dating culture, dating sites, or social gatherings.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Research reports the adverse effects of GMOs, pesticides,
additives, preservatives, or food or livestock tampering.
• A brand name receives harsh criticism for its food production
practices.
• Healthy food becomes less available, or there are issues with
food shortages in general, food rationing, or malnourishment.
• Laws are passed that work against the natural food industry,
or which support GMO’s, pesticides, or food tampering.
• People are feeling less nurtured by the food they are eating or
relationships. There may be breakdowns in families due to
changing values or priorities.
• A celebrity, leader, or other popular personality is deceived,
loved and left, or stood up in some way.
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10. Field of Dreams
This card can signify sustainability and sustainable farming practices
(or lack thereof if reversed), the fruitfulness of crops, and good
treatment of livestock. It can also indicate economic or other types of
material abundance. In the reversed position it can indicate economic
issues, unemployment, poor harvests, or the negative effects of overtilling the land.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Crops are yielding good harvests. The earth may be very
fertile or there could be positive changes that support the
humane treatment of livestock.
• Collective efforts are made (or laws passed) to protect
agriculture, to make it more natural or organic, or to focus on
sustainability. Or there could be technological progress or
advancements in this area.
• A leader seeks to improve a countries economy, reduce
unemployment, provide debt relief, or encourage sustainable
lifestyles and practices.
• The economy is strong, or people feel a sense of affluence,
plenty, and that there’s enough for everyone.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Due to drought or over-tilling, the land in affected areas starts
to lose its bounty.
• People lose their land or rights to own land.
• People turn away from grains in increasing numbers, or there
is negative research or other findings concerning popular
food staples, gluten/grain intolerance, or similar topics.
• There is a collective feeling of lack. Maybe this is due to
economic depression, unemployment, issues with the stock
market, or other economic hardships.

11. Fruits of Labor
This card is a little different from The Dining Table as it can cover
gardens, protecting beneficial insects (like bee populations), and
preventing crop diseases. Because it deals with “labor,” it can cover
issues such as labor reform, minimum wage, unions, employment
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issues, strikes, or pregnancy and childbirth. It can also represent ideas
of manifestation through a “you reap what you sow” type of energy.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• There may be new developments or advancements with
gardening, reducing plant disease, or protecting bee
populations (or other favorable insects).
• Home or communal gardens could become more popular or
are the subject of news, research, advancements, or positive
political reforms.
• There are news or medical advancements in areas of fertility
or labor.
• A celebrity or prominent personality is expecting a child.
• Topics of labor reform, unions, ending child labor, or ending
modern slavery or sex trafficking are in the news. Or a sex
trafficker or company who uses child or slave labor is exposed
or prosecuted.
• Economically or agriculturally, there could be fertility and growth.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Crops are affected by poor weather conditions, pollution, or
disease. Or issues with bees, locusts, or non-beneficial insects
may need to be addressed.
• New by-laws or reforms impinge on the ability for individuals
to own gardens or to grow organically. Or the fruits of their
labor are lost or given to the government (such as if they lived
in a communist regime).
• There may be news or new research, approaches, or
treatments when it comes to infertility, childbirth, or
abortion. Or there could be efforts made to control or reduce
population growth.
• Socially, there may be a desire for change and progress, but a
feeling of impotence when it comes to manifesting results.
• There could be issues with the stock market, economic losses,
or unwise investments.

12. Quarantine
This card can signify communicable diseases, epidemics, the need to
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increase psychic or physical immunity, or to protect against negativity
or taking it on. It can also indicate to protect oneself against virulent
streams of thinking or ideology.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A particularly bad flu, virus, or epidemic makes headlines or
is cause for concern. Maybe there are quarantines, or the
public is advised to be cautious about exposures.
• Negative research or news makes headlines on the topic of
vaccinations, perhaps regarding their effectiveness or issues
with side effects.
• A computer virus or hacker causes people to be more
cautious with online activities or the information they share
on the web. Or new measures make it more difficult for
people to maintain privacy on the internet or other places.
• People are being exposed to virulent ideologies or streams of
thought that it best they quarantine or protect themselves
from.
• A leader, celebrity, or public personality is out of the public
eye for a while or avoiding the paparazzi.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• There may be new advances, research, or cures in medicine,
vaccines, or infectious diseases.
• There may be new developments or technology created to
deal with computer viruses or threats to online privacy.
• There are new measures taken, through laws or other means,
to protect people’s privacy.
• A politician, celebrity, or person of interest who disappeared
for a while is back in the public eye or making a comeback.

13. Fungi Funeral
The reversed message of this card can indicate fungal conditions,
addictions (collective or personal), issues with over-abundance (which
could lead to waste), or unhealthy lifestyles or habits. The upright
message indicates the above issues are improving or being treated.
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Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• There’s new research, treatments, or approaches discovered
in the areas of candida, mold sensitivity, food allergies, food
addictions, or addictions in general.
• The public is addressing issues of over-consumption,
addiction, or over-indulgence. Or a new book or philosophy
compels individuals to become more moderate or to practice
minimalism.
• Someone in the public eye seeks treatment for addiction or is
ready to give up an unhealthy lifestyle to get back to work or
improve their public image.
• There’s new legislation, research, treatments, or approaches
when it comes to the use of drugs or alcohol.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Candida, mold exposures, or allergy/intolerance to antibiotics
may be on the rise or causing unpleasant symptoms. Perhaps
too much overindulgence, too many quick-fixes, or the
overuse of antibiotics or other drugs are to blame.
• A medication or antibiotic is taken off the market or makes
headlines for causing health issues.
• An addiction center negatively is in the news, or someone in
the public eye who sought treatment for an addiction suffers
a relapse.
• There’s new legislation that legalizes drug or marijuana use.

14. Nature Sprite
This card can represent movements regarding becoming more ecofriendly, connecting with nature, or redirecting focus to what has life
energy (as opposed to focusing on what is artificial or lifeless).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Environmentalism is on the rise, or an environmental group
is taking action in a newsworthy way.
• There’s new research undertaken that focuses on our human
impact on nature, nature’s impact on us, or the importance of
having a connection with nature.
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There are new developments, inventions, or solutions for living
more environmentally or in harmony with nature.
A celebrity or politician is serving an environmental cause.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• An environmental group features negatively in the news or is
connected to a scandal.
• A leader, celebrity, or conspiracy theory discourages ecomindedness. Or a leader’s solution to environmental issues is
counterproductive, places the environment at greater risk, or
results in abuse of power.
• The same companies that abuse the environment are being
given too much power or control with implementing
solutions.
• There is an ecological or natural disaster that brings attention
to the environment.
• People aren’t willing to give up reliance on what destroys the
environment.

15. Cherished Pet
This card can signify caring for wildlife (reversed could represent
extinctions or lack of care), the institution of marriage, or laws or
societal ideas that affect marriages, divorces, families, or which protect
against domestic abuse or the abuse of children.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Animal activism, vegetarianism, or concern for the humane
treatment of animals is on the rise.
• A species is saved from extinction or removed from the
endangered list. Or there are new approaches or solutions
aimed at protecting wildlife.
• Legislation is passed or efforts are made to protect the rights
of pets or animals. Alternatively, a celebrity or charity hosts
an event to help animals in shelters.
• A leader arises who truly cares for people and wants them to
know it.
• Social reform or legislation is created to protect families,
marriages or couples living together.
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Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Wildlife or animals may be in distress, or a species could be
added to the extinction list.
• A corporation’s abuse or improper handling of animals (for
research, food, or clothing) is exposed or has gone viral on
social media.
• Social or legal reform arises pertaining to animal abuse,
divorce, child custody, parental alienation, domestic abuse, or
homelessness.
• People become homeless after an event, or homelessness is
in the news.
• A celebrity marriage breaks up.

16. Shaky Foundation
This card can indicate earthquakes, landslides, sinkholes, or anything
that affects the earth’s crust or damages it from below (such as with
fracking, mining, or other industries). This card can also represent
foundations, institutions, or structures, and whether they are
vulnerable to weaknesses or need to be strengthened.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• An earthquake, sinkhole, landslide, or crack in the earth’s
foundation makes headlines.
• Something going on beneath the earth’s surface is weakening
its foundation. These weaknesses could be caused by
fracking, drilling, or other human efforts.
• A leader or public personality could provide a platform or
theory that promises positive change, but what they propose
may be overly idealistic, immature, or lacking in foundation.
• Weaknesses in the foundation of a culture, religion, economy,
political system, or country begin to reveal themselves. Or
there is chaos, disarray, or political unrest.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• There are earthquakes, cracks in the earth that open, or
landslides. Buildings could collapse, or there could be other
property damage.
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A regime falls, democracy crumbles, or there could be
economic, social, or political instability.
The public could feel increased insecurity, uncertainty, or
gloom.

Fire and Smoke

This grouping affects the element of fire, including forest fires,
droughts, heat, and passion.

17. Let There Be Light
This card can indicate the world or governments are finding solutions
to major issues. It can also indicate inventions, innovations,
enlightenment, or advancements with sight.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Economically or technologically, there could be expansion,
positive changes, or growth.
• A part of the world could be experiencing a spiritual
renaissance or uncovering important truths.
• Governments, institutions, or groups could be working on
coming up with a solution to a world issue. Perhaps, there’s a
summit, meeting, talk, or discussion.
• There is new technology, research, or approaches that help
with eyesight or detection.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• There may be issues with light or the ability to see. Perhaps
this is due to pollution, fog, or a natural disaster.
• People aren’t interested in coming up with solutions to
problems, or the solutions being offered aren’t effective at
properly treating them.
• People are avoiding seeing things or what is going on around
them in the world (or what needs attention). There may be an
attitude of denial.
• There may be a smoke screen going on, which what is being
presented to the public prevents them from truly seeing what
is really going on.
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18. Bottled Up
This card can indicate volcanic activity, hostage situations, censorship,
book burnings, suppression of thought or emotions (or the release of
these in explosive ways in the reversed), or efforts to shut down free
thinking, expression, or the media/press.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A volcano could be showing signs of activity or that it is
getting ready to blow.
• Something could be bubbling up from underground,
underwater, or under the arctic ice, causing concern.
• At a social level, suppressed emotions may be bubbling up to
the surface. People of a particular area or country may be
longing for more rights, freedoms, or fairness.
• People may feel afraid to express themselves, or freedom of
expression might be threatened.
• Revolutionary energies could be building within the public, or
there could be the beginning stages of social unrest.
• Someone may be taken hostage, or attention is drawn to a
group or culture that's oppressed.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A volcano erupts or an explosion occurs as something from
beneath the earth’s crust pushes its way to the surface to be
released.
• There could be social unrest, violent protests, or revolutions.
• A political leader or celebrity loses control of their emotions,
or a whistle-blower reveals something hidden or secret.
• The topic of volcanoes, civil unrest, or dealing with rage or
explosive emotions could be the subject of research, new
developments, or new treatments.
• Hostages are released from captivity or a group of people
who’ve been confined or oppressed gain freedom.

19. Quench Your Thirst
This card can indicate heat waves, dehydration, heat stroke, water
shortages, or the need to conserve or protect water.
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Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Efforts are made to ensure there’s enough water. Perhaps
new water conservation legislation goes into effect, or the
public is asked to conserve water during a heatwave.
• New legislation could be enacted (or efforts made) to protect
drinking water. Or perhaps new technology is developed to
help with water purification.
• New developments, research, or treatments could arise that
help to prevent or treat burnout, exhaustion, or dehydration.
• There’s an awareness that humans need to create more
balance between yin (the feminine) and yang (the masculine).
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• There may be a lack of rain or water. Perhaps a river, stream,
or lake has dried up, or water needs to be protected or
conserved.
• People may be overworked, burned out, or unable to balance
their bodily needs with their desires and ambitions.
• Economically or environmentally, there may be deficits.
Perhaps there is over-spending when it comes to money or
resources. Or there may be imbalances with giving andtaking.

20. Pick up Your Sword
This card can indicate positive activism and fighting for justice in the
upright position and unnecessary violence, passivity, or the enabling of
injustice if reversed. There is a need to fight for what is important and
to take a stand for truth and justice in a way that shows honesty and
integrity.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A group or faction of the public may be engaging in peaceful
or enlightened resistance.
• An activist or group is fighting for the greater good, standing
up for people’s rights, or rising up against oppression.
• A revolution is occurring, but it doesn’t rely on violence or
aggression to serve its end.
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A world leader, the UN, or a government may be engaged in
diplomatic negotiations, a conference, or constructive
discussion.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• An injustice is accepted rather than confronted. There’s a
sense of unfairness, or that “the bad guy” is getting away with
something they shouldn’t.
• People in the position to fight the good fight remain passive
or defeated, or there’s laziness or timidity.
• There could be a revolution, legal battle, or conflict in which
people have lost the ability to fight fairly or the energy has
become chaotic or corrupt.
• World leaders, the UN, politicians, or other prominent figures
(or groups) may be engaged in discussions. However, a
particular party (or parties) may make things difficult through
being temperamental, making threats, or behaving like a bully.

21. Sacred Smoke
This card can indicate treating air pollution (or creating it, in the
reverse), peace treaties, clearing the air between nations, or the clearing
of lingering negativity (psychic, energetic, or emotional).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• There could be new research, developments, inventions, or
legislation regarding air purification or air pollution. Perhaps,
manufacturers are forced to abide by imposed standards, or
new laws or policies are enacted.
• Politically or socially, there may be important discussions,
peace treaties, or clearing of the air.
• A celebrity or person of interest clears the air regarding a
misunderstanding or rumor.
• Marijuana or similar drugs may become the topic of news,
research, or more lenient legislation.
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Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• There may be issues with smog or pollution. Or perhaps there is an
increase in the incidence of pollution-related asthma or lung
conditions.
• People may feel that people in power are refusing to listen to
their concerns.
• New legislation may arise that negatively impacts freedom of
speech or the ability to discuss important issues honestly.
• Political discussions fail due to parties being unwilling to hear
each other out. Peace treaties or other agreements may not be
honored, or one party feels unheard or misunderstood.
• New legislation restricts the use of marijuana or other smoked
drugs.

22. Without a Care
This card can signify large-scale carelessness and accidents. Perhaps
nuclear power plants suffer from not updating equipment or
technology. Or there could be petroleum leaks, a mess that needs to
be cleaned up, or the negative consequences of failure to engage in
some form of clean up (such as of rivers, lakes, or streams).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Parts of the planet may have become like an unkempt house
due to a toxic spill, industrial accident, garbage crisis, or
neglecting to take proper care.
• The public may have become desensitized to environmental
threats or other dangers. There may be an unwillingness to
treat a situation cautiously or with the urgency required.
• People may not be interested in caring about or protecting
land, arctic, ocean, or other ecosystems.
• A government, corporation, prominent personality, or group
may promote an “ignorance is bliss” mentality in a matter that
requires caution and care.
• There may be outbreaks related to bed bugs, lice, rats, or
unhealthy pests. Or there may be a need to focus on
cleanliness or hygiene to avoid certain diseases.
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Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Carelessness may have led to an accident, fire, or explosive
situation. Whatever happened, you can be sure that human
negligence played a hand.
• News or research surfaces after a crisis or disaster, indicating
the ways it could have been avoided.
• Politically, economically, environmentally, or socially, there
may be a tendency to be reckless or to wait until a crisis occurs
before taking a matter seriously.
• A leader or celebrity’s recklessness leads to a dramatic
situation, public criticism, or the loss of a contract or position.

23. Forest Afire
This card can signify forest fires (ones that are out of control if the
card is reversed), the lumber industry, or new ideas that spread like
wildfire. It can also indicate passion (in the reversed, it indicates
passions that have gone out of control).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Significant efforts are made (or legislation created) to protect
forests from fires, deforestation, or other threats.
• The lumber or tree planting industry may feature positively in
the news.
• There may be a burst of new ideas, technology, or inventions.
Or people are motivated toward creating change.
• The economy, dollar, or markets are doing well. People are
investing.
• A leader or public personality is infecting the public with their
positive energy, passion, or inspiration.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Deforestation, ticks, or damage to trees could be an issue. Or
there could be forest or other types of fires that are difficult
to put out.
• A country or group may be applying a scorched earth policy,
metaphorically or literally. They may hope this can advance
them militarily or in other ways.
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The lumber or tree planting industry suffers or negatively
features in the news.
Too much overspending could lead to economic instability or
increased inflation or debt.
A leader or popular personality has trouble regulating their
passion or emotions.
There could be a burst in new inventions, technologies, or
information flooding the internet. This could be negative if it
leads to overwhelm or information overload.

24. Radiotoxic
This card indicates nuclear accidents or threats, toxic situations,
corruption, or manipulation.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A leader may be leading their country toward a dictatorship
or poses a direct threat to other countries or the environment.
• There is fear or worry concerning a nation, group, or leader
gaining the capacity to create or use nuclear technology.
• On an environmental level, there could be issues with nuclear
technology, accidents at nuclear plants, nuclear waste storage,
or decommissioning aging nuclear plants.
• There may be news, research, or public interest in the subject
of exposures to microwave or other forms of radiation.
• A public figure aims to advance their cause through being
deceitful or underhanded. Or perhaps they are motivated by
a desire for revenge.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• There are new policies, legislation, or technologies created to
reduce risks associated with the use of nuclear power or
weapons.
• There may be discussions regarding the disarmament of
nuclear weapons, the decommissioning of nuclear plants, how
to deal with nuclear waste issues, or concerning clean up after
a nuclear accident.
• There may be efforts to deal with corruption or abuse of power
committed by influential individuals, governments,
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corporations, or power companies.
A public figure or leader is exposed for their underhandedness,
criminality, or abuse. Or a powerful individual (or corporation)
who abused their power is impeached, jailed, or loses their
position.
There may be boycotts against powerful companies or interest
in reducing dependency on corrupt forms of power (energy or
political).
There is new research or advancements with radiation
exposure, chemotherapy, or nuclear energy.

Water and Rain

This grouping covers floods, rain, oceans, water, water pollution,
psychological excavation, and the emotional realm.

25. Remnants of Atlantis
This card can represent new information that comes through
archaeology, such as underwater or other ruins discovered. It can also
signify collective lessons from the past carried to the present, or the
past could be resurfacing in some collective way.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Tidal waves or tsunamis may cause a landmass to slide under
the sea or become flooded temporarily. Or a ship or plane
could become submerged underwater.
• There may be an archaeological discovery regarding an
ancient civilization. Or a ship or plane that sank is found.
• A lesson or situation from the past may be repeating in the
present. Or there is the need to look at history to prevent this
from happening.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• There could be underwater earthquakes, new islands rising,
marine artifacts uncovered, or something emerging that was
considered lost or ancient (such as manuscripts or
technology).
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Lessons from the past (or Atlantis) are repeating in a way
humanity is given another chance to learn a lesson or resolve
karma.
There is a shakeup that causes hidden truths or history to
come to light.

26. Braving the Storm
This card indicates lightning storms, hurricanes, cyclones, sea squalls,
or the need to face something of a collective nature head on (without
fear or running away).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Somewhere in the world, the threat of hurricanes, cyclones,
or tropical storms may be causing tensions to run high.
• A leader or someone in the public eye may be recognized or
honored for showing heroism or bravery.
• A truth comes to light that may not be easy to face but must
be faced regardless.
• People may experience insights, realizations, or energetic
shifts that bring up difficult emotions.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Hurricanes, cyclones, or tropical storms cause damage. It may
take time to rebuild or to regain a sense of equilibrium.
• The people of an area may feel overwhelmed and unprepared
in dealing with a disaster or chaos.
• Shocking truths or realizations may come to the surface that
people find difficult to face.
• A celebrity or leader collapses under the weight of a challenge
or has difficulty showing bravery or managing emotions.

27. Moon Magic
This card can signify events connected with the moon, such as lunar
discoveries, tides, or eclipses. It can also represent sleep or dreams.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Something may be happening in the world that draws
attention to the moon.
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Perhaps there’s a space mission to the moon, something
discovered on the moon, or discussion concerning a blue
moon, blood moon, supermoon, or lunar eclipse.
There could be developments, research, or new approaches
with circadian rhythms, other bodily rhythms, sleep, sleep
disorders, or dreams.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Something may be happening that draws attention to the
moon in a negative way. Or a conspiracy theory or prophecy
concerning the moon causes people anxiety.
• Something may be causing people to lack sleep or is throwing
them out of sync.

28. Purity
This card represents rivers, lakes, streams, and drinking water, and
whether they are clean, protected or have become polluted. It can also
indicate someone who is looked up to or has pure intentions (or the
opposite, if the card is reversed).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• People may be banding together to protect water. Or
legislation is created to protect rivers and streams.
• A business or prominent personality is in the news for their
ethics, good intentions, acts of charity, or humanitarianism.
Perhaps they’re honored with an award.
• New research, inventions, or developments offer promise
when it comes to purifying rivers, lakes, or streams.
• On a social level, people are focused on ethics, purity, altruism, or
doing the right thing.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Overweening greed or another form of corruption may yield
consequences.
• A manufacturer cuts corners, resulting in the polluting of a
river, lake, or stream.
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A toxic spill or nuclear leak contaminates the oceans and
impacts sea life. Or the oceans could be polluted with plastic
or garbage.
An influential person, leader, or celebrity may suffer a fall
from grace.

29. Oceans of Love
This card represents oceans and larger bodies of water and whether
love and care are shown to them or not. This card can also indicate
collective or group efforts to bring about peace or positive change.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Measures are taken to protect oceans and to keep them clean.
• People may be banding together to support a cause or to
promote peace in a loving way.
• Love and caring may be in the air. Perhaps people are feeling
a sense of hope in humanity.
• Positive social change affects the dating world or how dating
sites operate.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Something negatively impacts an ocean or ocean life.
• Deep-sea exploration yields important findings or sheds light
on the state of underwater ecosystems.
• Relationships between people and their governments, culture,
or a group become overly dependent or codependent. Or
people are overly concerned aboutwhat others think.

30. Dolphin Song
This card represents ocean life and whether it is thriving or suffering.
In the reversed, it can indicate beached whales or other sea life,
migratory problems, or extinctions of fish or other sea mammals. It
can also signify whether humanity is moving in the right direction or
has strayed off course.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Ocean life is being protected.
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There may be new research or technological advancements in
the areas of sonar technology, radar, echolocation, GPS,
tracking, or deciphering ancient languages.
A religious, spiritual, or political leader is a good listener. They
take time to listen to followers. Perhaps they have good
instincts concerning the direction to take a country or what is
in the best interest of a group of people.
There may be new research, inventions, treatments, or
approaches when it comes to learning difficulties, hearing
aids, deafness, or being hard-of-hearing.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Ocean life could be suffering. Perhaps ocean mammals are
diseased, beaching themselves, going extinct, or altering their
migration patterns to cope.
• Human-made pollution, waste, or plastics cause the balance
in an ocean’s ecosystem to become disrupted.
• At a social, environmental, or political level, people are trying to
migrate away from a bad situation but are only making it worse.
• At a collective level, people may be off-track, not heeding signs or
other warnings, or refusing to behave in a socially responsible way.
• A leader or someone in the public eye develops a hearing
problem, refuses to listen to good advice, or is leading
followers down a negative path.

31. Don’t Forget Your Umbrella
This card can indicate floods, heavy rain, overwhelm, a stock market
crash, heavy debt, inflation, or deficits.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• There may be heavy rainfalls or floods in certain areas.
• There may be city-wide emergency drills or other measures
aimed towards being prepared in the event of a disaster, war,
fire, or terrorist attack.
• There’s the need to develop an attitude of preparedness in
some area of collective life. This could be politically,
environmentally, with the economy, or socially. People need
to focus more on being responsible and thinking ahead.
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Emergency preparedness may be a hot topic, or there may be
an increase in supply and sales of emergency kits and
provisions.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Heavy rain or storms may cause severe flooding in affected
areas.
• Something unprepared for happens (politically, socially,
environmentally, or with the economy). It creates chaos,
panic, or loss.
• Insurance companies are suffering or collapsing under the
weight of having to settle many unexpected claims. Or
businesses, banks, or other institutions suffer due to not being
prepared for strikes, economic depressions, stock market
crashes, or other events.
• A leader, celebrity, or person in the public eye is hit with a
tragedy they didn’t prepare for and feels overwhelmed.

32. Intensity
This card represents intense weather or how well a leader, group, or
collective is dealing with emotions. Are they facing and working
through them or developing fixations, obsessions, or other negative
behavior?
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• There may be intense or shifting weather conditions.
• Rough seas or crashing waves may make it safer to avoid
boating, surfing, or spending time at the beach.
• Politically or socially, emotions may be running high.
• A leader, public personality, or group may feel intensely swept
up with a cause, conspiracy, or injustice.
• A leader may be impulsive, emotional, or generates strong
feelings in people. This leader may be intent on creating
sweeping changes.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Tidal waves or turbulent seas could cause dangerous
situations or damage to coastal properties.
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There may be mass murders, suicides, assassinations, or
events that result from emotional instability or obsession.
Someone in the public eye has a stalker who has become
obsessed or potentially dangerous.
A leader, person of interest, or group may be emotionally
unstable, overly impulsive, or egotistical.
People have trouble managing their emotions or holding back
from expressing volatility. They may seem angry, fixated, or
obsessed.

Ice and Snow

This category covers the arctic, arctic life, ice, snow, hail, or coldness
(physical or emotional).

33. Ice Fishing
This card represents arctic life and whether it is thriving, suffering, or
going extinct. It also represents digging beneath the surface of issues,
doing research, and breaking through blocks to being more loving (as
a collective).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Measures are taken to protect arctic life and ecosystems.
Perhaps new research or technologies arise to help.
• There may be new findings or research concerning arctic
habitats, polar ice caps, or arctic life. Or maybe archaeological
relics or other objects are discovered under the arctic sea or ice.
• People may be doing more soul searching or therapy. There
may be the desire to scratch beneath the surface to learn more
about the workings of the personal or collective unconscious.
• There is the collective desire to uncover the truth of a matter,
or there may be probing or investigations aimed at
uncovering something hidden or secret.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• An arctic species becomes extinct or is added to the
endangered list.
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Research reveals something new and concerning about polar
ice caps, arctic habitats, or life in the arctic. Or an arctic
ecosystem may no longer be thriving, perhaps due to human
efforts, natural disasters, or changes in climate.
A ship, plane, person, or artifact is trapped under the arctic
ice. Or something is discovered in the arctic.
The public, a group, or a politician appear cold, frigid, or
insensitive.
An investigation or probing into an important matter doesn’t
go deep enough to uncover the truth or something hidden.

34. Dashing Through the Snow
This card can indicate snowstorms, blizzards, roadblocks, delays,
detours, or the need to clear blocks to bringing about social or other
change or improvement.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Heavy snowfalls may cause travel delays, power outages, or
blocked or unplowed roads. While inconvenient, the situation
is unlikely to be serious.
• Snow or a snowstorm may be causing issues in a place or
season where it is not the norm.
• A well-publicized event, talk, summit, or election may be
delayed due to unavoidable obstacles or circumstances.
• A leader’s trip to another country may be delayed.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A blizzard or snowstorm could make headlines.
Transportation and power could be affected, roads or schools
could be closed, or people could be trapped indoors.
• An avalanche makes the news, or there is a rescue effort to
help someone trapped under the snow.
• A political, social, or environmental situation may arise where
it will be difficult for the powers-that-be, politicians, or the
public to dig their way out of it (metaphorically).
• The public or a leader could feel that something heavy was
dumped on them. Perhaps an event arises that leaves people
feeling paralyzed, unable to move, or unsure of what to do.
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35. Time to Fly South
This card represents animal or human migration and whether it is
impeded or not. It also represents the need to get away from stress or
harsh conditions (at a collective level).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Birds, ocean life, insects, or other animals could be migrating
to places they don't usually inhabit. This could be the result
of seismic activity or weather-related influences. Or it could
be due to human-made factors, such as radio or other
frequencies that cause havoc or confusion.
• There are changes to immigration policies, or a group of
people is offered amnesty or protection.
• A leader or celebrity could be taking an important trip or goes
on vacation.
• People may be evacuated from an area.
• Migration, immigration, or travel could be in the news.
• The vacation or travel industry could be booming. More
people could be moving, buying real estate, or feeling the urge
to take a pilgrimage to an area, country, or site.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• An animal species may not be migrating or heading south the
way it should be. This could be due to weather changes,
technology, human interference, or other factors.
• A disaster, epidemic, or severe weather traps people in their
homes or shuts down airports or roads.
• Doors could be closed to immigration or emigration.
Residents of an area or country may be forced to stay put.
• Amnesty may be withheld or denied to a group or individual
in a way that makes headlines.
• A leader may cancel travel plans or chooses not to attend an
important meeting or summit.

36. Pole Shift
This card can signify changes in the earth’s magnetic field. It can also
indicate a change in heart or plans, or that a collective’s moral compass
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(and whether it is pointing true north or has gone off course).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• The earth’s polarity shifts, or there are changes in the earth’s
magnetic field.
• A leader has a change of heart about a matter, such as sending
aid somewhere, attending a summit, or taking a planned
course of action.
• The public has a change of heart about a leader.
• There could occur a drastic shift in belief systems, regimes,
leadership, or trends.
• There may be new developments, technology, or research
when it comes to polarity or the earth’s magnetic field.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• On the physical level, there could be noticeable shifts in
polarity. These could cause compasses not to give out
accurate readings of true north.
• There could be propaganda, ideas, or beliefs circulating that
lead people to believe a lie is a truth or a truth is a lie.
• A leader, group, influential person, or corporation could be
lacking a moral compass in a way that has a negative social,
environmental, or political impact.
• There may be a shift in consciousness that leads people away
from enlightenment or makes them less conscious of where
they are being deceived.

37. Resilience
This card can represent hail or ice storms. Alternatively, a public figure
or faction of the public could feel hypersensitive, under attack, or their
reputation unfairly damaged.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• An ice or hailstorm makes the news or causes a massive
power outage.
• Ice could be covering the roads, making for dangerous driving
conditions.
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A political leader, celebrity, group, corporation, or platform
may be under attack.
A race, religion, or group is unfairly persecuted or blamed for
something they can’t control.
Bullets are being fired in someone’s direction. This could be
due to war, mass shootings, or police firing their weapons.
The public is facing a period of adversity with composure and
strength.
There may be new legislation concerning guns, or new
technology or inventions when it comes to weapons or selfdefence.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• An ice or hailstorm may have caused temporary damage to
power lines or property. However, the worst is likely over or
people are working on repairs.
• A leader, celebrity, group, or platform that once faced intense
difficulties or criticism may now find relief or support.
• There may be new gun legislation that makes them more
difficult to own or purchase.
• A group or individual that formerly suffered persecution is
finding amnesty or relief.

38. Feeling Numb
This card can signify avalanches, people buried under the snow,
hypothermia, frost bite, or excessively cold weather. It can also indicate
severe stress or dissociation occurring at a collective level.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Somewhere in the world, temperatures could plummet,
leading to cases of frostbite. Or maybe a town or area
becomes buried in snow.
• Homeless people could be suffering due to cold temperatures
and the inability to find warm shelter.
• A celebrity or someone the public idolizes passes away,
leaving followers or fans feeling a sense of loss or dismay.
• A leader or prominent personality is going through severe
stress or needs to go under anesthesia for surgery.
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New research, treatments, or approaches surface regarding
frigidity, hypothermia,
cryogenics, anesthesia,
or
refrigeration.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• There may be a period of healing, recovery, or renewed hope
after an event caused feelings of sadness, shock, or fear.
• An extreme cold spell ends.
• Someone recovers from hypothermia or frostbite or comes
out of a coma.
• A prominent personality is on the mend after being put under
anesthesia for a procedure.

39. Frozen in Time
This card can signify an ice age or cold spell that lasts a while. It can
also indicate collective energies that are stuck and unmoving.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• There could be a deep freeze or record low temperatures.
• People lack warmth or are more frigid, repressed, or uncaring
than usual. Or they could feel too paralyzed or stuck to make
the changes necessary to transform a situation.
• People find it difficult to let the past go or to move forward
after an injustice, war, political upset, or disaster.
• There could be new research, technology, or approaches with
depression, watches, or devices that tell time.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A period of deep-freeze ends.
• A politician or celebrity is forgiven, given another chance, or
seen in a new light.
• The emotional climate could be less chilly, cold, or repressed.
• A charismatic author or personality ignites people to become
warmer, caring, or motivated to make necessary changes.

40. The Ice Thaws
In the positive, this card indicates things are getting better or people
are crossing over a bridge to something new. In the reversed position,
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this card can indicate issues with melting ice caps (or icebergs), arctic
life suffering from temperatures that are too warm, or the inability of
a collective to make a positive transition.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• An area that has gone through a hardship may experience
relief. Perhaps a war or dispute ends, or there is a period of
calm or healing after a storm or disaster.
• Action is taken to protect arctic wildlife or to deal with
melting ice caps.
• In general, the earth could be entering a new cycle of growth,
healing, or change. Perhaps an old era has ended, and a new
one, with a different energy, has begun.
• There may be new discoveries, approaches, or treatments to
help with high blood pressure or pain relief.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• The thawing of ice or snow could be happening too quickly,
resulting in floods or other issues. Or there could be concern
over polar ice caps melting or rising sea levels.
• Arctic animals may be pushed out of their habitat or may be
at risk due to changes in temperature, melting ice, or difficulty
camouflaging themselves due to lack of snow.
• Environmentally, socially, or politically, changes may have
been initiated where there’s no turning back. The public
might feel anxious, afraid of the unknown, or resistant.

Industry and Technology

This suit covers technological advances, issues related to work, or new
inventions, discoveries, and ideas.

41. Pleasant Distraction
In the upright position, this card indicates positive use of distraction.
It also signifies developments in the arts or with movies or other forms
of media and entertainment. In the reversed, it indicates the use of
distraction, entertainment, or drama to avoid facing issues.
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Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• The media and entertainment business may feature
prominently in the news. Perhaps a new movie, play, or art
exhibit has everyone talking.
• Leaders or celebrities may be attending events, awards
ceremonies, parties, or celebrations. Or they may be taking
time for vacation or leisure.
• Socially, life is good, and there isn’t too much to complain
about. People are enjoying a period of affluence and freedom.
• A new social media platform becomes all the rage.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• People are distracted by a conspiracy theory, propaganda,
media, or drama occurring in celebrities or politicians’ lives.
These distractions could block them from focusing on issues
that should be treated as a priority, or they could be leading
to increased divisiveness between people, governments, and
groups.
• A politician seems overly distracted. Or, conversely, they may
be using distraction as a tool to draw the public’s attention
away from something they prefer not to be made a focus.
• Media and entertainment are being used for propaganda
purposes.
• A celebrity may be drawing attention to themselves in a
negative way to keep themselves the focus of public attention.

42. Going Off-Grid
This card can represent off-grid movements, power outages, or people
unplugging from technology. In the reversed, it can indicate
dependency on technology (or the grid), inability to unplug from
technology, or problems with dirty electricity or other power sources.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• The off-grid movement could grow in popularity or features
positively in the news.
• A power outage could last for an extended period. People
may have to survive without electricity for a while.
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People feel socially withdrawn, are avoiding being on social
media, or have “unplugged” in another way. Or there may be
a situation causing people to live more transiently.
News stories about disappearances or runaways make
headlines.
Someone in the public eye is hiding from paparazzi or the
police. Or they have gone off-grid for a while.
There may be new advancements, technology, legislation, or
research pertaining to off-grid power or power generators. Or
there may be new and accessible ways to go off-grid, find offgrid housing, or live in off-grid communities.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• An off-grid movement or group features negatively in the
news.
• People return home after living in shelters or as transients. Or
they have access to power or social media after being without
it for a period.
• Laws are enacted, or measures taken, that make it harder to
go off-grid.
• Technology is inserted into people’s homes, phones, or
bodies to track them or for another reason.
• Someone in the public eye may have a hard time escaping
paparazzi or police.

43. Higher Learning
This card can signify positive advancements (or negative, if the card is
reversed) in the realms of education, schools, universities, higher
learning, or research. It can also represent news and information.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Something positive may occur at a school or university that
makes headlines.
• A teacher’s strike may end, or a compromise is reached.
• Student loans, tuition, or grants may feature positively in the
news.
• There may be new legislation regarding schools. Or perhaps
a politician, leader, or other public personality is helping to
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make education a topic of interest or part of their political
platform.
There could be a newsworthy breakthrough in the world of
research. Or an ancient manuscript is discovered, or a new
archaeological finding brings something unknown to light.
There may be new approaches when it comes to education or
student safety.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Schools, universities, tuition, student loans, grants, or strikes
may be a subject of negative news or legislation.
• A tragedy occurs at an educational institution. Or something
is negatively impacting schools or students.
• There may be negative legislation regarding schools, or
schools in general are being used to disseminate political or
other propaganda.
• There could be so much information circling on social media
or news outlets that it’s hard to know what to trust, or what’s
misleading or propaganda.
• Someone in the public eye could be using double-talk or
gaslighting to distract others from the truth.

44. No Place like Home
This card can indicate positive advancements in the realms of
construction, real estate, home ownership, or working from home. In
the reversed, it can indicate problems in the above areas.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Topics related to real estate, home insurance, housing
projects, or shelters may feature positively in the news.
• There may be new technology or approaches when it comes
to building homes, providing homes power, or making homes
more energy-efficient or environmentally friendly.
• Something or someone is returning home. Perhaps people are
returning home after an evacuation, or hostages are being set
free to return to their country.
• The topics of the constitution, one’s country, or patriotism
may be a focus.
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There could be an increased desire to make sure this planet is
a peaceful, clean, and healthy place to call home.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Housing projects, home insurance, shelters, or real estate may
feature negatively in the news.
• People are forced to leave, give up, stay away from, or return
to their homes unwillingly. Perhaps there’s an evacuation or
lock-down. Or immigrants might be refused amnesty or
people’s homes are destroyed in a disaster.
• There are issues concerning the constitution, a lack of
patriotism, the country’s reputation, or a countries ability to
offer amnesty to those in need.
• The earth isn’t being taken care of as a home.

45. The High Road
This card can signify positive advancements in the realm of roads, the
petroleum industry, gasoline, oil, oil drilling, transportation, or
carpooling. Or people could be taking the high road with a collective
situation. The reversed card position would indicate the opposite.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A major road or bridge is improved in a structural way. Or
perhaps the building of a road or bridge makes the news.
• There are positive new developments, technology, or research
that makes headlines in the areas of environmentally friendly
fuels, vehicles, or means of transportation. Or there may be
legislation to help make transportation greener, safer, or more
economical, or to eliminate dependency on petroleum
products or gasoline.
• Socially, people may be caring more about the “road” we are
taking collectively or there may be a return to higher values.
• A leader, celebrity, or country takes the high road in a
contentious situation or gains recognition for their integrity
and ethics.
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Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Problems with roads, bridges, vehicles, or transportation
make headlines, or negative issues having to do with fuels,
plastics, or oil, make people question their use.
• Pollution caused by petroleum or plastics is in the news or the
subject of research.
• A petroleum or transportation company is accused of
misconduct or receives negative attention.
• A celebrity gets caught drinking and driving.
• A leader or the public isn’t being mindful of the road they are
taking or where it is headed.

46. Anonymous
This card can represent hacker groups like “Anonymous,” secret
surveillance, online trolls, internet viruses, or issues with social media,
internet security, or online privacy.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Someone in the public eye is hiding their true identity or being
phony. Or perhaps a country presents a false persona to the
rest of the world.
• Someone is discreetly keeping an eye on a situation or crisis.
Or maybe people are feeling monitored by Big Brother.
• Someone in the public eye could be secretly surveilled,
investigated, or stalked. Or perhaps the government is
watching what people post on social media or people are
being targeted due to what they post online.
• The group “Anonymous” may be in the news. Or hackers,
cyber terrorism, internet trolls, identity theft, or online
predators may be a problem. If not this, propaganda or
disinformation may be heavily promulgated through social
media or news sites.
• There may be new technology, legislation, research, or
approaches in the areas of the internet, internet security,
home security, or online privacy.
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Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Someone is under investigation or exposed for keeping
something hidden. Their emails, social media posts, or other
communications may be accessed, leaked, or reviewed.
• Top secret information could be leaked, or the personalities
behind cyber activities are uncovered.
• A hacker may be exposed. Or it may be harder for hackers to
hack or engage in surveillance. Perhaps new technology,
legislation, or internet security measures are created to protect
against hacking/hackers.
• There may be new legislation enacted or technology designed
that affects the public’s ability to maintain online or other
forms of privacy.
• Social media sites (or their founders) may feature negatively
in the news.

47. Good Vibration
This card can represent the Schumann Resonance, earth frequencies,
and energetic alignment (or whether things are out of balance, if
reversed). This card can also represent performances, performers,
music, dance, and theatre.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A special event, concert, ballet, or performance could make
headlines.
• There could be new technology, advancements, or
approaches with frequencies, microwaves, electricity, wireless
technologies, radio, cell phones, or smart technologies.
• Socially, good vibes are flowing. People feel positive and
hopeful about the future.
• There is new research, technology, or advancements in the
areas of brain waves or the Schumann Resonance. Or a new
technology involving frequency or lasers shows promise with
helping medical or other issues.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A highly anticipated concert, movie, or other performance
gets a bad review, or a performer is negatively in the news.
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The frequency of the earth may be increasing adversely or out
of sync with nature’s Schumann Resonance.
Human-made frequencies may be harming insects, birds,
mammals, or other lifeforms. Perhaps their migratory
patterns or populations are affected.
New research, technology, or approaches could help with
EMF’s (electromagnetic frequencies), ULFs (ultra-low
frequencies), or noise pollution.
Socially, people may feel cynical, unmotivated, depressed,
out-of-touch, or disconnected from nature and her natural
frequencies.

48. Solar Power
This card can indicate alternative power sources, sunlight, or issues
with the sun (such as solar flares).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• There could be positive news, developments, or research
pertaining to the sun, solar power, or harnessing the sun’s
energy.
• Ideal weather conditions and the right amount of sunlight
foster agricultural growth.
• People are feeling confident or full of warmth and vitality.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• The sun, in some way, could be negatively affecting people or
plant growth. Or something negative is discovered about the
sun.
• There are solar flares or too much light or UV radiation.
• People are feeling “burned” in some way.
• Someone in the public eye allows their ego, vanity, or pride
to get the better of them
• Collective, social, or political arrogance or hubris causes
issues in the world. Or it gets in the way of change, reform,
or the ability to come up with solutions to world issues.
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Purification and Release

This suit is about purification and what can be released at the collective
level to help advance humanity or the planet.

49. Withdrawal Symptoms
This card can indicate collective addictions and whether they are being
overcome or indulged in. This card can also signify collective change
or loss that takes time to process.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Someone in the public eye enters rehab or discloses they are
in treatment for addiction. Or a former addict uses their
celebrity to educate or help others.
• There could be new legislation concerning alcohol, drugs, or
drinking and driving.
• The public could be experiencing withdrawal or loss
concerning someone or something they relied or depended
on. It may take time to adjust or mourn the loss.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A prominent personality, leader, or celebrity recovers from an
addiction only to suffer a relapse.
• There could be new laws, efforts, or legislation that allows the
legalizing of certain addictive drugs or substances, making
them more accessible.
• The public could be avoiding making necessary collective
changes due to fear. There may be resistance to going through
an uncomfortable transition period.

50. Cleansing
This card can signify earth changes, letting go of unhealthy collective
patterns, or actions taken to deal with pollution or to initiate a cleanup.
Reversed, this card indicates blocks or resistance with taking the above
type of action.
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Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Environmentally, the earth could go through a cleansing or
cleanup process, either initiated by humans or nature.
• The public may be more interested in eating healthy, avoiding
toxins, or adopting a more natural lifestyle.
• Financially, politically, or socially, something harmful or
unhealthy could be swept out so that something new and
better can be brought in.
• A politician or leader who wasn’t serving his office adequately
(or ethically) is removed or impeached.
• There’s new legislation or programs created to clean up cities,
offices, crime, garbage, or litter.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Environmentally, a cleanup may be necessary but is on hold,
not taken seriously, or fear of change is blocking it.
• There may be an inability for a city or area to get rid of
garbage or toxic waste.
• Socially, people may have trouble with eating or living more
purely.

51.Tea of Transformation
This card can represent advances in the field of alternative healing or
traditional medicine. Or it can indicate promising new herbal
medicines or drugs (or recalls, if the card is reversed).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• There could be advances in the treatment of a disease, or a
promising new drug could make headlines.
• A leader or celebrity may be recovering from illness or
surgery.
• A leader may make healthcare reform a priority, or there are
positive changes to the healthcare system.
• There may be advances in alternative medicine, or a new herb
or supplement could become popular.
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Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A medical breakthrough is delayed or compromised, perhaps
due to a lack of funding or other complications.
• In the world of healing, something may have become stalled,
suspended, or isn’t supported. Perhaps, individuals,
companies, or governments are lobbying against the use of
certain herbs, drugs, or therapies.
• There may be a recall of a food or health product due to
contamination. Or a medication, herb, or supplement is taken
off the market.
• There may be new or restrictive legislation concerning the use
of medical marijuana.

52. The Sky Bridge
This card can signify prophecy (true or false, based on the position of
the card). It can also indicate people are experiencing increased
intuitive ability or interest in mediumship or psychic development.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A prominent personality, leader, or celebrity could make a
prediction that comes to pass.
• A psychic, medium, or religious prophet is favorably in the
news or helps solve an investigation or missing person’s case.
• People could feel especially psychic at this time due to an
astrological transit or some other type of phenomenon
occurring.
• New research, technology, or approaches could arise that
focus on understanding psychic abilities.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A prophecy or prediction that a lot of people believed in
doesn’t come to pass.
• At a spiritual or scientific level, there could be a need to
practice discernment. Or perhaps something once thought of
as spiritual or metaphysical truth will be debunked, proved
false, or loses support.
• A religious or spiritual group is oppressed.
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The stock market or a stock could be predicted to move in a
certain direction and doesn’t.

53. Breathing Room
This card could signify the implementation of stricter environmental
protocols to reduce smog or air pollution. It can also indicate financial
improvements or increased freedom (or rights) for specific groups (or
the opposite if this card is reversed).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Efforts are made to purify the air of airborne pollution. Or
perhaps stricter environmental protocols are put in place to
reduce smog, greenhouse gasses, or air pollution.
• New legislation affects smokers or their ability to smoke in
public places.
• There may be increased freedoms or rights for groups or
minorities who didn’t previously have them.
• The economy, stock market, banks, or real estate market is
doing well. People could be enjoying more financial freedom,
or a country could resolve a lot of its debt.
• There is new research, technology, treatments, or approaches
for reducing greenhouse gasses, exhaust, or other airborne
pollutants.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• The public could feel smothered or suffocated by poor air
quality, smog, smoke from a forest fire, or something else that
makes it difficult to breathe.
• The public could feel overly monitored by Big Brother or that
their privacy is being invaded. Or there is increased military
presence in the streets or curfews.
• Freedom of speech and movement are limited.
• People are forced into camps or accommodations which they
have little private space of their own.
• A leader could be overbearing or bossy.
• Loans could be more difficult to acquire, the economy could
be suffering, or unemployment could be on the rise.
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54. Spiritual Alignment
This card can indicate charity, ethics, or people’s intentions being
brought into greater alignment (or the opposite if the card is reversed).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A leader, country, corporation, or group could make a
decision that serves the greater good.
• Someone in the public eye may be applauded for their charity
or good intentions or is given an award for their
humanitarianism.
• The public may be embracing a spirit of generosity, caring,
charity, or goodwill. Something good is happening in the
world.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Someone in the public eye may speak out of both sides of
their mouth, does not practice what they preach, or is
motivated by lower values.
• An influential person or group may speak out about specific
issues, or may possess high ideals or values, but may tend to
be hypocritical.
• Under the ocean or on land, tectonic plates may be shifting
or colliding. The friction could cause ridges to form or might
trigger volcanic or seismic activity.
• A large crack in the earth’s surface could make the news.
• There could be structural issues with roads, bridges, or
buildings, perhaps leading to breaks or other problems.

55. Processing Energies
This card can signify collective changes (financial political, social, or
environmental) that take time to process. If the card is reversed, there
is greater difficulty processing these changes.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• There could be a change in government or political structure,
significant social changes, or the implementation of a new
system or way of doing things (such as with health care,
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environmental measures, technology, etc.). Such changes may
need time to be integrated.
Shocking truths or information could come to light that may
be a lot to process or result in information overload. The
public may need time to digest it.
If the changes are not political or social, it could be that they
are happening on an energetic, environmental, or another
level (such as with changes or shifts in the earth’s frequency
or magnetic field). Such changes may need to be processed.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• There may have occurred social, environmental, or political
changes (such as implementing new regulations or creating a
new structure) without the ability to make them permanent.
Perhaps such changes weren’t accepted by the public or were
undone by a new regime or leader.
• The importance of creating change is a topic of discussion,
but nothing is being implemented or attempted. Perhaps
there was too much difficulty letting go of something
comfortable and familiar.
• New information, research, discoveries, or truths may have
come to light, but perhaps this information was swept under
the carpet or wasn’t embraced.

56. 11:11
This card could indicate a collective opportunity that, if embraced, will
benefit society. It can also signify that a collective, group, or country
has a divine calling to fulfill, or that people in general are being called
to wake up to a divine mission. If the card is reversed, it can indicate a
collective, group, or country fails to answer a divine call or hits the
snooze button on something timely and important.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• There’s an important call to service (spiritually, socially, or
militarily) that people are responding to.
• A leader or government may be taking critical matters
seriously. There may be the desire to respond in a way that is
timely.
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People are watching the clock in some form, or patterns of
numbers. Perhaps this is due to an election, or people are
anxiously awaiting the result of a trial or investigation.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A crisis is looming on the horizon that needs to be dealt with
in a timely manner. Perhaps a government or the public are
waiting until the last minute before they will act.
• A leader, group, or the public may feel optimistic when it’s
not warranted. Or it could be people are ignoring (or
misreading) signs that indicate that something isn’t right.
• Important action is delayed and results in a missed
opportunity. Hopefully, a window to create needed change
isn’t permanently closed.
• In the realm of technology or research, something could be
offered that keeps people idle, waiting, or misinformed
regarding the gravity of a situation.

Spiritual Hygiene

This category covers how a collective or group may be impacted by
spiritual energies, manipulation, propaganda, or negative ideologies or
agendas (political or otherwise). Or it may cover how individuals in a
collective can protect and ground themselves, spiritually or otherwise.

57. Caught in Her Web
This card can indicate whether people are caught up in a web of drama,
lies, or deceit. It can indicate that a leader, group, or government may
have bad intentions or is pushing a deceptive agenda. If reversed, the
public has become wise to it.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A leader, group, or someone in the public eye is being
scapegoated, abused, discriminated against, or is the subject
of false allegations.
• The public (or a group) is being gaslighted, manipulated, or
vulnerable to being taken advantage of.
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People could feel constantly pulled into dramas involving
leaders, politicians, or celebrities.
A celebrity or popular personality comes forward about being
a victim of abuse, rape, or inappropriate treatment.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A celebrity or public figure is exposed for their abuse,
deception, or misconduct.
• A scandal involving a leader, judge, or another powerful
individual leads to an investigation, legal action, or
impeachment.
• A criminal, murderer, or thief may be caught and brought to
justice.
• There are new measures enacted to deal with bullying or
abuse of power.

58. Safe in Your Bubble
This card can indicate the public is being sheltered from the truth or is
being overprotected in some form (or is coming out of this bubble of
being overprotected if the card is reversed). Matters of safety, law
enforcement, and protection are being given priority. If the card is
reversed, people may feel unprotected by police or that their security
isn’t made important.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A leader or public personality may be whisked away to a
private location to get them away from the spotlight.
• A leader or the public is being protected or sheltered from
knowing about specific activities or information.
• There could be extra security measures taken, or rules
enforced, to protect the public or a prominent public figure
from a perceived threat.
• There could be increased interest in joining monasteries,
cults, or sheltered communities.
• People could be going underground, hiding, or finding ways
to protect themselves from persecution or other threats.
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Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A leader, group, or country could feel hypersensitive,
unprotected, or discriminated against.
• People are bravely standing up to the powers that be or others
(such as the military), even though they aren’t protected.
• People are coming out from hiding (or are brought out of
hiding) to face persecution, criticism, or other threats head
on. This could be literal or metaphorical (such as if they were
hiding behind avatars online).
• The psychic veil between dimensions could be thinner,
leaving humanity more vulnerable to negative spiritual
influences.

59. Unretrieved Soul
There may be changes with the earth’s gravitational pull, or people may
feel lost, ungrounded, or despaired. This card can also indicate space
travel or astronauts being sent into space (the reversed could indicate
something that had been sent out to space being brought back home).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• There could be a weakening of the earth’s magnetic field or
gravitational pull. Or people may feel ungrounded, lost, or out
of touch with reality.
• An astronaut is sent into space for exploration or to live there
for a while.
• There could be new research, technology, or approaches with
gravity, flying vehicles, living in space, or space travel.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• The earth’s magnetic field or gravitational pull could become
stronger.
• People could feel grounded and in touch with reality.
• A space shuttle or astronaut could return home to earth, or a
space probe could bring back valuable information
concerning its travels in space.
• There could be new research, technology, or approaches
regarding how to bring people or objects home to earth from
space.
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60. Put a Spell on You
This card can indicate that the public needs to be careful of becoming
caught under the spell of a charismatic smooth talker or politician who
makes promises but has no intention of fulfilling them. If reversed, the
public can see through deception and is not swayed.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A leader or public personality may be charismatic or can
weave the public under a spell.
• An advertiser, advertising company, or the subject of
advertising itself could make headlines.
• The topic of Wicca, witchcraft, magic, or spells could be in
the news.
• Propaganda that is meant to mislead or seduce the public is
disseminated and impactful.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A leader or public figure may appear very charismatic but is
self-serving, manipulative, or can't be trusted.
• Witchcraft, Wiccans, satanic cults, magic, curses, or spell
work (or a practitioner of these disciplines) could feature
negatively in the news.
• There is new information, documentaries, or movies on the
inquisition, satanic cults, the Knights Templar, secret
societies, or the Salem Witch Trials. Or perhaps people are
accused of being witches or feel like they are targets of a
"witch-hunt."
• A group or government is using propaganda to gaslight,
subvert, demoralize, or agitate people.

61. Feng Shui Butterfly
This card can represent the housing industry or home improvement.
It can also indicate treating the earth as a home, seeing where energy
is blocked and what needs to be done to get it flowing again.
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Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A change, renovation, or overhaul could be taking place that
involves the government, health care, laws, security,
immigration, or the environment.
• The real estate market is doing well.
• The White House or another important building is renovated,
or a celebrity who is connected to home improvement is in
the news.
• Issues related to garbage, waste, litter, recycling, or clutter are
being dealt with.
• There may be new research, trends, technology, or legislation
regarding real estate, home ownership, or home
improvement.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A renovation or overhaul to some area of government, health
care, or the environment may have been promised (or is
needed), but there are blocks to bringing it about.
• Hoarding, improper waste management, or garbage pollution
could be the topic of news.
• The real estate market or other markets might not be doing
well or experience a lull.
• There may be new research, trends, technology, or
approaches when it comes to hoarding, waste management,
or dealing with plastic pollution.

62. Meeting your Twin
This card can represent the concept of “As without, so within” as it
operates at the collective level. It can, therefore, indicate a mirroring
process going on between leaders (or role models) and the public who
admire them.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A celebrity or political leader is put on a pedestal. They may
be in sync with members of the public or seem to understand
what issues are priorities for them.
• A leader or powerful individual is compared to (or mirrors)
the energy or intentions of a positive figure in history.
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Twins are in the news in a positive way.
There may be new research, technology, news, or approaches
concerning twins, Siamese twins, gene splicing, or cloning.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A political leader, celebrity, group, or corporation could be
demonized for possessing the very same values or qualities
that society encourages or seeks to emulate.
• A leader or powerful individual is compared to (or mirrors)
the energy or intentions of a negative figure in history.
• A leader, group, or public personality is guilty of projection
or hypocrisy. Perhaps they are blaming others for the same
qualities or intentions they possess.

63. Seer of Souls
This card can represent that people, in general, are displaying
understanding or feeling a lot of empathy regarding a tragedy or a
group’s suffering or experience.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A leader or public personality may display warmth,
insightfulness, and caring.
• People may feel more empathic, compassionate, or sensitive
to others, animals, or the natural world. Or perhaps an event
or situation brings people together, triggering their empathy
and caring.
• Psychological profiling helps to catch a criminal. Or perhaps
people are being analyzed, watched, or profiled through their
behavior on the internet or with social media.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A leader or public personality may lack emotional intelligence
or empathy. They may have a hard time caring about or being
genuinely interested in others’ needs or feelings.
• Misunderstandings could occur between public personalities
and their followers, constituents, or the media. Or there is a
lack of understanding for what caused a leader or group to act
a certain way.
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People might shut down their empathy so that they feel less
overwhelmed by events happening in the world. Or there may
be a normalization or desensitization process going on so that
forms of injustice or suffering are treated with apathy.

64. Akashic Records
This card focuses on history, research, data, genetics, genealogy,
ancestry, or facts.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• An archaeological study or finding could ignite the public’s
interest when it comes to history or ancient civilizations.
• A library or museum could feature positively in the news.
• An event occurring in the world can be addressed through
learning about or understanding history better.
• There could be increased interest in past lives, akashic
records, mysticism, ancestry, or genetics.
• There may be new research, trends, approaches, or
technology in the areas of ancient languages, archaeology
excavations, libraries, data storage, museums, or deciphering
genetic codes.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A leader, prominent personality, or group may offer
superficial solutions to a problem or is making things up as
they go along.
• A leader or group may be distorting or rewriting history to
serve an agenda. Or people’s lack of being informed about
history or past events puts them at a disadvantage or causes
history to repeat itself.
• Something of a historical nature is destroyed. It could be a
building, monument, or scripture. Or there could be a book
burning or boycott of specific movies.
• Something negative occurs in connection with a library,
museum, or information bank. Perhaps a fire, server crash,
hacking, or other misfortune results in the loss of data or
information.
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Health and Healing

This category focuses on bringing about balance or healing when it
comes to collective energies, populations, situations, or the
environment.

65. Divine Masculine
With this card, there may be a focus on men, men’s role in society,
masculinity, the rights of men and fathers, or a significant male figure
or leader.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A prominent male figure is praised or is fulfilling a leadership
position with integrity.
• There is a focus on the rights of men or fathers, or on the
positive qualities of masculinity or yang energy. Or patriarchy
is changing or evolving in positive ways.
• Men or fathers are banding together toward a cause.
• Yang energy is being expressed in a positive way.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A prominent male figure or patriarchal structure is criticized.
Or men or fathers as a group are suffering, attacked, or
subject to legislation that puts them at a disadvantage.
• There could be persecution of men or fathers (at home or
abroad) in a way that makes the news. There may be a need
to protect men’s or father’s rights.
• The patriarchy is suffering or crumbling.
• Perhaps yin and yang have become out of balance in a way
the climate has become too yin (or passive) or overly yang (or
aggressive).

66. The Law of Balance
This card represents whether a collective, group, or leader is focused
on peace, equality, fairness, equity, compromise, or moderation.
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Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A leader, author, or other personality who is fair and balanced
could rise in popularity.
• There may be a focus on equal rights, equality, or equity.
• There could be increased interest in the topics of Zen, yin and
yang, moderation, or balance.
• A publicized legal matter or trial is handled fairly, or the
parties involved find a way to settle or compromise.
• Events could arise in the world, or questions arise, which
there is no clear yes-or-no answer, or it is essential to see or
accept a grey area or middle ground.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A leader, group, or public personality is unbalanced, unable
to compromise, or an extremist.
• There may be a focus on segregation or exclusion. Or there
may be issues with groups achieving equal rights.
• There may be increased division or divisiveness between
groups, leaders, or countries.
• Politically or with a legal matter, it could be that two parties
will not be able to find a compromise.
• A leader, celebrity, group, or the public may be dealing with a
no-win or lose-lose situation.

67. Sound Healing
This card can signify collective discussions, conversations, talks,
debates, and use of language. Or it may pertain to the music industry.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Someone in a position of leadership or celebrity shares
positive messages that enlighten or inspire others.
• A musician or music company is in the news, or there is a
music awards show or event that makes headlines.
• People, in general, are finding it easy to express themselves
creatively or in other ways.
• In the entertainment world, musicians arrange a concert or
event to raise money for a charitable cause.
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Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Noise pollution could become a serious problem in an area
of the world, or the topic of noise pollution is in the news.
• A leader or celebrity could be speaking too much. Perhaps no
one wants to hear what they have to say, or this leader or
celebrity needs to listen more.
• The public or certain groups could be complaining a lot, but
it may be getting them nowhere. Or a group or public
personality isn’t being given a voice or the opportunity to feel
heard.
• Free speech or language may be fraught with issues.
• A negative event occurs connected to a concert, musical, or
someone in the music industry.

68. Fantasy
This card can signify collective idealism, fantasy, or delusions. It can
also indicate the entertainment industry or conception.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A celebrity or someone in the public eye is having a baby or
there is a baby boom.
• The entertainment industry is booming or providing an
enjoyable source of distraction.
• Events are taking place in the world that make people feel
idealistic and hopeful.
• People are using their imagination to come up with solutions
to world problems.
• An event is organized where people gather to meditate or pray
together.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A politician’s promises are too unrealistic or idealistic to take
seriously.
• Within the public, there is a strong addiction to fantasy,
denial, or illusion.
• A project, movie, or goal that garnered a lot of attention is
given up on or left uncompleted.
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People feel unable to use their imagination or creativity to
come up with solutions to world problems.

69. Wounded Healer
This card can indicate wounds or trauma that have the capacity to bring
about compassion, wisdom, and greater understanding.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A leader or public personality may transcend an addiction,
health crisis, or some other type of limitation or weakness.
They could be committed to helping others to transcend
similar issues.
• A country that has been through a trial or ordeal
(environmentally, socially, or in another way) may be offering
to help another country going through something similar.
• The public may have been through a trial or crisis but has
learned from it.
• There are new approaches, technologies, or research when it
comes to stitches or healing scars.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A leader, celebrity, politician, or public figure may not be
coping well or is going through a health crisis. There may be
an outpouring of love or support as their crisis is broadcast
all over the world.
• The plight of abused animals, children, or a group might
become a topic that stirs sympathy or compassion.
• The world or environment could be going through trials or
challenges which are karmically meant to trigger compassion,
understanding, healing, and growth.
• New laws or regulations may be enacted to help the abused
or suffering. There may be measures taken to increase the care
offered in hospitals, retirement homes, or homeless shelters.

70. Miracle
This card can indicate that healing is taking place at a collective level.
It can also indicate that there is reason to have faith and hope.
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Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A big event could bring people together in prayer or good
intentions. Or there could be the desire to use prayer,
meditation, or intention to manifest a miracle or bring about
peace.
• A war or period of difficulty could end. Or an unexpected
blessing could occur in some area of collective life.
• A savior figure, hero, miracle worker, or perceived miracle
could be attracting attention.
• Someone in the public eye experiences something miraculous
or recovers from an illness. Or a new treatment or drug shows
a lot of promise with curing a condition.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Collective efforts are made to turn a difficult situation around.
People feel hopeful that these efforts could yield positive
results.
• If there is not a full recovery or amendment to a situation,
there could be considerable improvement or growth.
• A celebrity or public figure suffers an illness, but there is hope
for improvement or recovery.
• A new drug or treatment may provide hope or a cure for a
serious illness. However, it may first need to be tested or go
through an approval process.

71. Hands that Heal
This card indicates that a situation is being tackled through using a
hands-on approach. Alternatively, it can represent gifts, donations, the
healthcare system, physicians, alternative healers, or healing in general.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A world leader or someone in the public eye could be
recognized for their generosity, an act of charity, or their
donation to a cause.
• There could be an event that draws people together to send
healing to a specific location. If not this, a country could be
offering practical aid to an area struck by a disaster.
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•
•

Energy workers, masseuses, or alternative medicine
practitioners receive recognition or feature in the news.
There are positive changes to the healthcare system or the
W.H.O. features positively in the news.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Somewhere in the world, a gift, charity, or aid may have been
rejected. Or perhaps a leader, country, or public figure refuses
to give charity or aid where it is needed.
• An alternative healer, or alternative healing in general, garners
negative attention. Or there could be new laws or legislation
that negatively impact hands-on healers, energy workers,
masseurs, or alternative healing practitioners.
• There are negative changes to the healthcare system or the
W.H.O. features negatively in the news.

72. Divine Feminine
This card can indicate a focus on women, mothers, women’s rights, or
a significant female figure or personality. It can also represent yin
energy.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• People may be standing up for mothers, women, woman’s
rights, or even Mother Nature.
• A female could be elected to a prominent leadership position.
• Mother Nature may be demanding to be heard or requires
attention.
• The topic of motherhood, parenting, or child custody may be
in the news.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A prominent female figure or feminist is criticized, or a
women’s movement fails in its mission.
• There could be persecution of women or mothers (at home
or abroad) in a way that makes the news. There may be a need
to protect women’s or mother’s rights or to give them refuge.
• A child may be kidnapped, or a mother may be accused of
child abuse, neglect, or kidnapping.
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•

There might be imbalances with yin energy in a way there is
too much (leading to passivity) or too little (leading to
depletion or inability to be receptive).

Community

The community category covers issues that relate to society and culture
in general. These issues can include conformity, group-mindedness,
responsibility to others, alliances, and institutions.

73. Keeping Secrets
This card can indicate secret experiments, documents, military
activities, surveillance by Big Brother, or agendas that are being kept
“hush hush.”
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A politician, celebrity, or public figure could be confessing
too much, saying too much, or sharing too much personal
information.
• Someone (or a group) could be speaking out about a matter
in a way that isn’t helping the situation but hurting it.
• A celebrity or public figure is engaging in gossip or making
false allegations. Or it could be that something isn’t kept
secret or confidential that should be (emails, photos, sensitive
documents, etc.).
• Someone breaks a non-disclosure agreement to get the truth
out. Or a whistleblower has shocking news to share.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• There may be secret agendas, military secrets, environmental
hazards, secret technologies, experimentation, or other
information kept “hush, hush.”
• The public is kept in the dark about an urgent matter—to
either protect or deceive it. You may want to draw another
card for more clarity regarding what the intentions are.
• A leader, politician, corporation, the military, or a famous
person might be guilty of deception or trying to pull the wool
over other’s eyes.
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•

New research, advancements, technologies, or cures for
illnesses are kept secret or blocked from being made public.

74. The Karmic Scales
This card can represent the justice system, legal issues, rights and
freedoms, impeachments, and newsworthy court proceedings.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Action is taken to impeach, take to court, investigate, or fairly
deal with a leader, major organization, celebrity, or
corporation.
• There may be increased interest in seeing that justice is being
served, with less willingness to look the other way with
abuses.
• Fair laws or legislation may be introduced that affect many
people.
• A judge or lawyer may be in the news in a positive way or is
fighting for a good cause.
• A lesson from the past or history could be repeating. Perhaps
there’s the opportunity to do things differently so that justice,
fairness, or balance can be restored.
• There could be positive changes to the justice or legislative
system, or which make sure people’s rights are protected.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• There’s a legal issue involving a leader, corporation, or person in
which the outcome appears shocking or unfair. Someone could be
getting away with fraud, misconduct, or other injustice.
• A lawyer or judge is in the news for being corrupt or unfair.
• A prominent personality may be the victim of slander,
unfairness, or false allegations.
• Within the public or a group, there could be a sense of
helplessness, passivity, or willingness to look the other way
when it comes to corruption or abuses.
• At a social level, there is too much blame and finger-pointing,
and not enough personal responsibility or willingness to learn
a lesson.
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75. The Cabal
This card can represent political intrigue or secret agendas. Perhaps
something is going on behind the scenes on a political or social front.
Or this card could indicate secret societies, elite groups, or political
oppression (in the reversed).
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• There may be events or happenings in society or with politics
where there is a bigger agenda going on. It is likely that the
public is being kept from knowing the full details or isn’t able
to comprehend it fully.
• Certain elites, heads of corporations, or intelligentsia have
gathered to talk about the future of a country or mankind.
• Something happens at a University involving a fraternity. Or
university education, science, and academics are the subject
of reform or special attention.
• A secret society or elite group is the subject of news,
conspiracies, or investigation.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A government or leader can’t be trusted. They seek complete
control and the submission of the masses. If they aren’t
already abusing power, they likely will in the future if given
the chance.
• A group, author, the media, or the government is using
intelligence against the masses, maybe to subvert them or to
gain the upper hand. Perhaps they are disseminating a
complex type of propaganda or form of gaslighting. Or they
may be distorting facts, science, or history to advance
themselves.
• The chess board has been flipped over. Everything a leader,
public personality, or group thought they knew or trusted for
how to play their hand is upended. They will have to come up
with a new game plan or settle for being outmaneuvered.

76. Cult-ure
This card signifies how we are conditioned and affected by the culture
we grow up in and how well we feel we can stray from the norm and
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find our own identity. This card also covers how we are impacted by
religious beliefs, traditions, or ethical standards that we are collectively
asked to live by.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• There is an end to a period of rebellion or division. People
are thinking in harmony and getting along. There is a
preference not to question things or perhaps a period of
normalization sets in.
• A group, religion, or culture is being oppressed in some form
or their freedom of speech is suffering. Or maybe, reeducation or indoctrination camps are set up or used in some
area of the world which makes headlines.
• People are afraid of change or to upset the status quo. Or
perhaps they are going along with a way of life without
questioning it or the damage it is causing to themselves,
society, the environment, or other lifeforms.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Propaganda that was used to deceive the public fails in its
mission and people see through it.
• A leader, group, or the public isn’t willing to accept the status
quo. They aren’t afraid to question things, rebel against the
establishment, or to initiate changes.
• A rebel, activist, or group is in the news for their desire to
create change or to challenge the status quo.
• Someone or a group who was brainwashed or in a cult goes
through a process of being deprogrammed.

77. Commit to a Path
This card can signify the path we take in the world, individually or as
part of a group. It can indicate collectively motivated causes and goals
that society or groups within it are participating in.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Something is being built of a structural nature that will be
completed. Or promises or goals made by a politician or
group will be realized.
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•
•
•

People are committing to a worthy cause that helps to
improve the world in some way.
A leader, group, or the public has embarked upon a path that
is likely to yield fruitful results (environmentally, socially, or
otherwise).
A leader, group, or the public is thinking more about the
effects of collective actions and where they see these actions
leading in the future.

Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• Something that is being built of a structural nature won’t be
completed. Or promises or goals made by a politician or
group won’t be realized or there will be a change in plans.
• A country was moving in a positive direction, but something
causes it to detour from that course.
• People think they are seeing signs that suggest a path is a wise
one. However, they may be misguided. Alternatively, people
may ignore warnings that a path they are treading is not a
positive one.
• A leader, group, or the public gives up on a path of their own
free will, realizing it wasn’t going anywhere or was leading
somewhere negative.

78. Alliances
This card indicates agreements, diplomacy, treaties, UN matters, and
relations that occur between countries and world governments. It can
also indicate people are coming together in meaningful ways.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• Something happens that has a unifying effect upon the public
or has them committing themselves behind a leader or group.
• Two leaders make a pact, a peace treaty is signed, or there is
an agreement made of some kind (such as to end a war).
• The UN features in the news.
• A group or cause receives support
• There is a merger between big companies or a contract is
signed.
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Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• There may be partisanship or biases that affect government
or social policies.
• People, groups, or countries are deeply divided in beliefs,
opinions, or the direction they want a country to go.
• Someone or a group aims to divide people, stir up conflicts,
or provoke a revolution or unrest.
• There is a widening gap between the rich and the poor.
• Two leaders are at odds or can’t come to an agreement on an
important matter.
• A peace treaty, pact, or contract is broken.

79. Hindsight 2020
A group, culture, or leader learns a positive lesson from an unprepared
for set of circumstances. Looking back on what transpired, it can be
observed how it could have been better prepared for, dealt with, or
avoided.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• An important lesson is learned.
• People look back to the past and see the way certain mistakes
can be avoided or prevented from reoccurring in the present.
• A country has dealt with something that was sudden and
devastating. The worst is over, and a situation is on the mend.
• A leader, group, or the public that made mistakes (or misread
a situation) can now see things in a better light.
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A crisis hits a leader, group, or country out of the blue. There
were signs it should have been prepared for, but such signs
were not acted on.
• A leader, group, or the public is blindly optimistic, lacking in
foresight, and unprepared for something that is looming on
the horizon. Or too much wishful thinking might be getting
in the way of taking appropriate action.
• A leader, group, or the public needs to keep a keen eye.
Something is in the works that could soon leave them feeling
shocked or unprepared.
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80. 2020 Vision
This card can indicate that people, groups, or governments are looking
to the future (or blocked from doing so, if the card is reversed). They
may have high hopes and are visionary regarding a reality they would
like to see unfold.
Upright Collective Energy or Potentials
• A leader, group, or the public is making the best out of a bad
situation and showing bravery, integrity, and fortitude.
Despite circumstances, there is hope and a vision for the
future.
• People are behaving in an altruistic manner, caring for their
brothers, sisters, or life in general.
• The truth about an important matter is seen to a greater
degree.
• There are advancements in medicine, surgery, or tools that
help increase sight, vision, or ability to see or detect things
(such as with radiology, sonar, etc.).
Reversed Collective Energy or Potentials
• A leader, group, or population may feel blocked or pessimistic
when it comes to envisioning the future or making plans.
They may be so focused on the present that they haven’t
taken time to see the potentials the future holds.
• A leader, group, or population may desire a particular
outcome for the wrong reasons. There may be a lack of
altruism or caring about how that outcome affects others or
what type of future reality it could potentially bring.
• 20/20 vision is lacking with an important world issue. It may
be hard for a leader, group, or culture to see it with clarity.
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Using the Card Backs
With the Healers of the Earth Oracle, both the card fronts and the card
backs can be used to give a reading. In the case it is unclear what a
“card back” is, the sides of the cards with the numbers on them are
known as the “card fronts.” The sides of the cards without numbers
are known as the “card backs.” If you’ve noticed, not every card back
is identical when it comes to the phrase on the card. This is deliberate
so that they, too, can be used for a divination purpose.

Identifying What to Make a Focus
Since this is a card deck for “healers of the earth,” it seemed
appropriate to have a way to read into how your higher self, angels, or
guides would like you to focus your energy within the world. Thus, the
card backs were created in a way to allow them to be used to draw a
card (or cards) to know what area of life to focus on for a reading.
Because this is a healing card deck, using the card backs mainly help to
focus on what you would benefit from healing rather than what is
already going well. They were also devised as a tool that could help the
reader bypass any tendency toward cognitive dissonance or ego
interference to truly determine what your higher self or guides want
you to make a priority.
For example, is it in your best interest to focus on your personal
physical affairs or what is going on in the world at a collective physical
level? Or should you focus on your personal emotions or what is going
on emotionally at the collective level? Or should you focus on your use
of technology, letting something go, or even your spiritual hygiene?
You can receive an answer using the card backs through using a onecard or a two-card spread.
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The One-Card Spread
To perform a one card spread using the card
backs, shuffle the cards and then either cut
the deck to reveal a card back or lay the cards
out in front of you (with their faces up) and
then draw a card. Note the phrase written at
the top of the card back that you’ve drawn.
This phrase indicates what to make your
focus for the day or with a situation.
You can use the definitions that start on page 169 as a guideline for
how to interpret your card back, if needed.

Two-Card Spread

This card spread can help if you want to draw a card for the day from
the card faces but you also want to determine what level, pertaining to
its message, your higher self or guides want you to focus on (such as
whether you should focus on the personal physical or emotional, the
collective physical or emotional, purification, technology, empathy and
relationships, etc.).
For example, if you draw the “Clock is Ticking” card for the card
face and “Collective Physical” for the card back, it might indicate to
focus on events in the collective world for which time is running out
to act on them. If you pair the same card face with “Hypervigilance
and Illusion” for the card back, it might indicate that with something
you’re anxious about, you need to deal with the anxiety or fear you are
feeling. If you pair the same card with “Technology,” it could mean
that there is something you need to take action with involving
technology. This could be sending a text to someone you’ve been
waiting to hear from or getting away from the internet if you are feeling
addicted.
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To perform the spread, follow the below steps:
1. Shuffle the cards and lay them out in front of you with their backs
facing up. Then, draw a card and flip it over to reveal a card face with
a number. You can look up the card’s definition in the chapter “The
Oracle’s Message” (page 13), if needed.
2. Shuffle the cards again and then lay them out in front of you with
the card fronts and their numbers facing up. Then, draw a card and
flip it over to reveal a card back. You can look up the definition in this
chapter, if you feel it is necessary (see page 169). For step 1 and 2 you
can also choose to cut the cards if that is more comfortable than laying
them out. Cut them one way to reveal a card front and then cut them
the opposite way to reveal a card back.
3. Then interpret both cards together, applying the energy of the
second card you’ve drawn to the energy of the first card.
You can use the following interpretations as a guide:

Personal Physical

Drawing this card back advises you to focus on your personal physical
reality. For example, do you need to focus on your physical energy
levels, sleep, physical stress levels, diet, or health? Do you need to focus
on finding a job or tending to your finances? Or do you need to focus
on cleaning your house, getting rid of clutter, or planning a change in
residence? Overall, if you’ve drawn this card back, it indicates to look
more closely at your physical reality and the actions you’re taking to
meet your physical needs and goals.

Collective Physical

Drawing this card back advises that it would serve your growth at this
time to focus on the collective physical level of your reality. For
example, what is positively or negatively manifesting at a collective,
global, and physical level? How are you contributing to these positive
or negative manifestations through your actions, deeds, choices,
alignments, spending, and lifestyle? Are there ways you can be more
conscious of your environmental, societal, or political
contributions/impact at this time? What beneficial or non-beneficial
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alignments are you consciously or unconsciously 14 making with
companies, industries, leaders, or other social and collective entities or
norms? How do your alignments matter and do they contribute to
manifesting greater peace or healing in the world? If not, what action
can you take?

Personal Emotional

Drawing this card back advises that it would serve your growth at this
time to focus on your emotions and how they impact your reality or
your perception of it. For example, have you been under emotional
stress or feeling overwhelmed, angry, or worried? What positive
emotions have you been experiencing, and how can you nurture them
within yourself? Are emotions coming to the surface that need to be
processed? Have you been repressing or holding back your feelings? If
so, is there something you need to express or to emotionally resolve or
release? In general, some area of your emotional life may need to be
tended to, embraced, or brought more fully to your awareness.

Collective Emotional

Drawing this card back advises that it would serve your growth at this
time to focus on the collective emotional level of your experience. For
example, are you empathically sensitive to a state of civil unrest or
feelings of panic or distress that have arisen somewhere in the world?
Or are you picking up on the positive emotions generated by a global
event or an inspirational, collective collaboration? Is there a way you
can be part of a collective emotional movement when it comes to
manifesting more love, peace, or positivity in the greater world?
Alternatively, where would you benefit from engaging in passive
resistance, active resistance, rebelling against societal norms, or letting
go of complacency, if applicable? This card is a little different from the
“Empathy and Relationships” card back as it asks you to focus on
social movements and the emotional energy projected by large groups
of people who you don’t share any personal relationship. With
14
This refers to being socially, culturally, or in other ways conditioned to go along
with and accept a certain element of culture or reality, perhaps even feeling that you
have no other choice or wouldn’t know how to survive.
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receiving this card back, you may benefit from focusing on the
collective emotional climate and how you may be affected by it, can
affect it in a positive way, or can contribute to changing it (if
applicable).

Hypervigilance & Illusion

Drawing this card back advises that it would be in your best interest or
would serve your growth at this time to focus on how you use your
imagination. Are you using it toward a positive, inspired purpose? Or
is it being used to feed your fears, to be hypervigilant, or to avoid seeing
the truth—such as through wishful thinking, fantasy, or engaging in
cognitive
distortions
including
exaggeration,
minimizing,
catastrophizing, overgeneralization, or black-and-white thinking?
Where can you focus on your spiritual life over the material? Or how
can you better learn to separate what is real in the eyes of spirit from
the worldly illusions and attachments that you feel tempted to make a
preoccupation or priority?

Industry & Technology

Drawing this card back advises you to focus on how your life and
experiences are impacted by industry and technology. For example, in
what ways are you making positive use of technology? Or where can
you withdraw from technology or overexposure to what is artificial or
unnatural? How can you help yourself or the world become more
natural, less artificial, and less polluted? How can you help to support
the creation or advancement of newer or cleaner forms of technology?
Or is there a way you can use technology to support a cause, to do
research, or to get a message out? This card back could also be asking
you to focus on issues related to the ownership or abuse of power, both
metaphorically and literally, or at a personal or collective level.

Purification & Release

Drawing this card back advises you to focus on purifying your life or
cleansing yourself physically, emotionally, or spiritually. For example,
what can you let go of? How has letting go of something improved
your life? Where can you become more pure or align with what’s
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wholesome? Where has doing so shown to be beneficial to yourself
and others? If applicable, how can you cope with symptoms of
resistance, withdrawal, fear of loss, grief, discomfort, or whatever else
has the potential to arise during a cleansing process (emotionally,
physically, or energetically)?

Spiritual Hygiene

Drawing this card back advises you to focus on your spiritual hygiene;
in other words, strengthening, purifying, and protecting yourself at an
energetic or spiritual level. For example, how has the use of prayer,
smudging, meditation, visualization, or positive intention impacted
your life for the better? Where can you focus on giving or receiving
energy work (e.g., energy work can involve unblocking and balancing
chakras, healing leaks and tears in the energy field, grounding your
energy in the body, clearing the energy field of psychic debris, clearing
one’s space of spiritual interference, or clearing unproductive cords
and attachments)? Or where do you need to shield yourself or develop
stronger boundaries, psychic or otherwise (e.g., such as to protect you
from taking on others beliefs, projections, energies, contagions, or
even forms of collective, familial, or cultural indoctrination)? And
where can you have more faith or trust in the spiritual world?

Empathy & Relationships

Drawing this card back advises you to focus on your relationships and
whether you are feeling loved or nurtured—and what action you can
take if you feel love is lacking. This card back also asks for you to
examine topics involving your sensitivity to others and their moods
and feelings, including what you unconsciously take on from others
that can be released. Perhaps, you may even have lessons to learn from
your relationships, such as how you can become less co-dependent, set
boundaries, manage your empathy, or worry less over what others
think.

Community

Drawing this card back advises you to focus on your community and
connection with others. What do you need to know about your
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involvement with a group or community that you are part of? How can
you become more community-minded? Is there a cause that you are
meant to be a part of or support you can show toward others? Is there
specific forms of thinking or group norms that you are being asked to
challenge? Are there political or social questions your guides want you
to ask or information they can convey on these issues? Basically, this
category can cover anything that affects you at a community, group,
political, institutional (such as education), or cultural level.

Unknown / Extra Cards

With drawing the “Unknown” or “Extra Card” card back, you are
asked to focus on the unknown or unknowable. For example, do you
need to face a fear of the unknown or of not being in control? Where
are you presently venturing into the unknown with courage and faith?
What if there are no answers to be given at present (in general or with
an issue), or it is not the right time to seek them? Would you benefit
from focusing on looking within yourself for what is blocking you
from wanting to delve deeper beneath a subject to know the truth? Or
is it difficult or painful to think you may not get what you want in a
situation or that you might have to let go? Or are you affected by
repressed memories or traumas, possibly even from past lives, that lie
below your conscious awareness?
If you pick a category and you want more information, you can try
drawing another card, reading a card face (rather than a card back) to
see if you can receive more information or clarity.
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About the Artwork
The images for these cards were mainly created using stock images
which the extended rights to use them were purchased through
fotolia.com, dreamstime.com, and pixabay.com. Many of the images
have been photoshopped to include elements such as snowflakes, ice,
rain, sparkles, birds, and arcane circles. Most of these elements were
added using Photoshop brushes and add-ons, which the rights to use
them were purchased from obsidiandawn.com.
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